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Foreword

There are people in your life who act as lighthouses. Alex Iantaffi 
has been one of those people for me, and for many, many others 
I suspect. Time after time I’ve been adrift in stormy seas, at risk 
of being cast upon the jagged rocks. Alex’s wisdom has been a 
guiding light for me through those times, although it has often 
taken me a while to follow it.

• They came to an understanding of their trans and  
nonbinary gender. Some time later, I found my way to 
mine. 

• I heard them speak about family systems, about complex 
PTSD and the body, and about their role in damaging 
relationship dynamics. Years on I was finally able to see 
the deep traces of all those things through my own life. 

• They introduced me to the idea of gender as a form 
of cultural, intergenerational, and historical trauma, 
interwoven with all other forms of colonization, dehu-
manization, and oppression. Something clicked, and 
now—as I sit and write this during the early months of 
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the global pandemic—I see so clearly the many ways in 
which gender oppression has wounded me, has operated 
through me to hurt others, and is inseparable from the 
damage that humans have wrought upon each other and 
upon the planet.

I suspect that, for many of us, this moment of global trauma 
brings more personal traumas to life again. As our nervous 
systems activate to the potential threat we are reminded of the 
times when our bodies have felt like this in the past: the out-of-
control adrenaline of fight and flight, the terrifying immobility 
of freeze and fawn.

At this moment I feel deeply connected to my female sociali-
zation: to the ways in which I was taught to be for others, never 
for myself; to appease and placate in the face of potential threat 
or violence. I see the cultural and intergenerational gaslighting 
that taught me to deny and minimize any painful or violating 
experiences, to blame myself for these and to defend those 
hurting me, to internalize the knowledge that my freedom and 
safety was less important than another person’s—even mild—
discomfort. I’m aware of how this set me—and my sisters—up 
for experiences of sexual assault, of controlling relationships, of 
workplace bullying, and of seeing our bodies and understand-
ings as inevitably less important than those of others, constantly 
doubting and criticizing ourselves

The #MeToo movement is just the tip of the iceberg of the 
conversation which needs to happen now. We all need to address 
our complicity in these gendered dynamics which have dam-
aged all of us caught up in them. We also need to acknowledge 
how gender intersects with so many other axes of oppression 
to determine whose stories even get told and heard. I keep 
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returning to the everyday horror of how brief those moments 
are when a person places themselves in the role of perpetrator, 
and another in the role of survivor, irrevocably, and how the 
utterly non-consensual world we all grew up in sets us all up 
for such moments. It’s hard to bear.

As a trans person at this moment I also feel the weight of 
the past few years of trans moral panic. The pandemic lands as 
an uneasy relief from finding ourselves attacked day after day 
in the media. Finally they have something else to talk about. At 
the same time, trans people are coming to this global trauma 
on the heels of an elongated period of trauma which involved 
witnessing our legitimacy—our very existence—being called 
into question on a daily basis: by the experts, practitioners, and 
gatekeepers who denied us agency and bodily autonomy, and by 
the families, friends, and colleagues whose accurate mirroring of 
our lived experience would have been so vital to our wellbeing 
and sense of self. We’re emerging from the everyday cultural 
gaslighting of being labelled abusive perpetrators when we 
know how many of us—particularly trans feminine people 
of color—lose their lives every day, and how many of us are 
assaulted, discriminated against, and worn down by a hundred 
daily papercuts of microaggressions and misgendering.

I have advocated hard for this book ever since Alex men-
tioned it to me. Therapists and other practitioners are rarely—if 
ever—trained on: 

• gender and how it intersects with all other axes of 
oppression 

• the cultural, structural, and systemic context in which 
their clients’ struggles occur

• the ways in which trauma operates through our external 
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and internal systems, becoming locked in our bodies and 
brains, and how this can be addressed.

Drawing on their expertise in systemic therapy and somatic 
experiencing, their scholarship in queer and intersectional  
feminism, and their decades of experience working clinically 
with individuals and families of all genders, Alex clearly 
explains—through this book—how the current rigid, binary, 
essentialist system of gender harms us all: how it is—in itself—a 
form of trauma. They locate this in the legacy of settler colo-
nialism and historical trauma, explaining how it is passed on 
through families and communities in the form of intergenera-
tional trauma. 

Through thoughtful moments, educational stretches, and 
clinical vignettes, Alex helps us as readers to reflect on our 
own location in relation to gender trauma, to understand how 
it applies to our everyday lives, and to learn how those of us 
who are clinicians or practitioners might work with those most 
affected to alleviate suffering, rather than exacerbating it and 
reinforcing gender trauma as our professions so often have in 
the past.

This book is so desperately needed that I had already refer-
enced it—long prior to publication—in several of my own books. 
Every person I’ve mentioned it to has been desperate to get their 
hands on a copy. I am so glad that it will finally be out in the 
world sharing the vital wisdoms and experiences that Alex has 
woven together so beautifully.

Like Alex themself, this book is a lighthouse. A lighthouse 
shines through the darkness, turmoil, and confusion of the storm. 
It never insists that you follow it. But when you do—when you 
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eventually feel ready to trust that light—you can finally reach 
a safe-enough harbour. 

Meg-John Barker co-author of How to Understand  
Your Gender and Life Isn’t Binary
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Introduction

Who am I?

I have been intrigued and puzzled by gender for as long as I 
can remember. This book is, in part, the result of 49 years of 
puzzlement. During this time, I managed to get a whole PhD 
studying gender and disability in education. I studied child 
development, both as part of my training as an elementary 
school teacher in Italy in my late teens and early 20s, and as 
part of my training as a family therapist in my very early 30s 
in the UK. I taught what used to be called “Women’s Studies.” 
I read feminist manifestos and neurobiology-focused books 
on gender and brain development. I researched many aspects of 
gender,  as well as sexuality and relationships. I came to under-
stand my own gender better, and came out as trans masculine 
and nonbinary. I experience being displaced, partially due to 
my gender and sexuality, from the places where I was born and 
brought up, and I keep asking myself questions such as: “What 
am I doing here?” and “How do we collectively heal?”. Alongside 
many other brilliant people, I advocated for gender liberation for 
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everyone and continue to do so. I sat with people of all genders 
for thousands and thousands of hours as a therapist. I educated 
thousands of people about gender through public speaking and 
training. I talked about—and deconstructed—gender with my 
children, my partners, family, friends and colleagues. As I write 
this, I am aware that how much I thought about gender might 
seem a tad obsessive! However, as an academic at heart, despite 
leaving the academy, I am well aware of how some of us become 
fascinated by certain aspects of life, and then dedicate much of 
our lives to understanding these aspects better. So, this book 
comes from all that.

Why this book and who is it for?

Writing this book was terrifying, and sending it out into the 
world is too. I wanted this book to exist, yet I felt inadequate 
to the task of such an enterprise. Am I the right person to write 
this book? How can I go to the heart of gender essentialism, lay 
bare its origin, history, and structures, and how they impact us 
still? This is what I am trying to do in this book. I am trying to 
show how all of us—people of all genders—are impacted, and 
how few of us—if any—benefit from a rigid, binary system of 
gender. I also want this book to contain useful ideas about how 
to work with all of this, especially in therapeutic and educa-
tional contexts. This is why you will find thoughtful moments, 
educational stretches and clinical vignettes throughout this 
book. All clinical vignettes are composite from a range of expe-
riences and cases in order to protect confidentiality. They come 
from the entirety of my clinical and supervisory experiences so 
far, as well as from my teaching and community organizing. I 
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believe this book can be helpful to all healthcare providers, as 
well as to educators and activists. I am also hoping that this book 
might be accessible enough for an educated general reader who 
may want more, after reading one of my previous books, How 
to Understand Your Gender, co-authored with Meg-John Barker. 
You can begin to comprehend that this is indeed an ambitious 
enterprise! I hope that this book becomes just a piece of a larger, 
much needed dialogue.

What is the story through this book?

Starting from the idea that the pervasiveness of the gender 
binary is part of the legacy of settler colonialism, and therefore 
a historical trauma, I proceed to unpack how this still impacts 
us in a range of ways depending on our geographical, social, 
economic and cultural locations. From the current landscape, I 
then move on to a closer look at how gender is also passed on 
from generation to generation within families before looking at 
how gender plays out in a range of relationships. I spend a little 
time focusing on systems, such as the law, education, healthcare 
and so on. I finally draw some conclusions on the importance 
of healing gendered trauma for future generations, as well as 
for ourselves.

Throughout the book I do my best to address gender, not 
only as an isolated construct, but as a facet of our lives that 
intersects with many other aspects of our identities, histories 
and experiences, such as Indigeneity, race and ethnicity, class, 
disability, religion and so on. At the end of each chapter there 
is a summary of the main points made.

I also want to make it clear that, although I have pulled the 
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story together in this specific way, I am drawing from a vast body 
of knowledge, including Indigenous scholars and activists, and 
Black and Latinx scholars and organizers, especially feminist 
ones. Any mistakes, misinterpretations and blunders remain my 
own though. However, this book would not have been possible 
without the work of these scholars and activists. I am also aware 
of my own position as an Italian-raised immigrant benefitting 
from white privilege, disabled, trans masculine, nonbinary, queer 
person. While identity labels can only tell a very small part of 
the story, I feel it is still important to name some of those aspects 
to better position myself for you, the readers. By choosing to 
write this book, I am also choosing to be accountable for its con-
tent, especially to communities who are most impacted by the 
ongoing, settler colonial gendered violence, such as Indigenous 
women and LGBTQ2 people and trans feminine people of color. 
If I have missed something, moved out of my lane or misspoken, 
I am truly sorry.

How to read this book

The book is meant to be read in a linear fashion. However, we 
all have different ways of learning. Please feel free to pick a 
chapter that interests you if that feels more accessible or useful 
to you. Bear in mind, though, that some concepts might have 
been introduced earlier in the book.

I hope this book is helpful to you in some way, whether you 
are a therapist, educator, community organizer or provider of 
some kind, or just someone who is intrigued and puzzled by 
gender. You will likely not agree with everything I have written, 
and that is a good thing! As written extensively in another of my 
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previous books, Life Isn’t Binary, also co-authored with Meg-John 
Barker, I firmly believe in the necessity of a plurality of views. 
Ultimately my hope is that this book honors the ancestors, opens 
a path for any descendants, and contributes to the ongoing 
dialogues about gender and its role in our lives.

Given one of the subjects of this book, trauma, this book is 
full of triggers. I address several aspects of gendered violence, 
including settler colonial violence, racialized aspects of violence, 
transphobia and transmisogyny, and more. I am aware that 
certain parts of the book will impact different bodies in very 
specific ways. I know I personally had a hard time writing this 
book. I had to take several breaks. I was three months late on 
the originally agreed deadline. It is one of the hardest books I 
have written to date, and I believe it might be an emotionally 
challenging book to read. Please take care as you read this book. 
I have not inserted “slow down pages” in this book, as in pre-
vious ones, because I felt I would have needed them after each 
subsection at least. I still invite you to take time to pause and 
notice how you are doing as you read. Is your body tense? Are 
you feeling light-headed, or numb? As and when you notice 
a significant shift in your sensations, emotions or thoughts, 
please stop and take care of yourself. The book will still be there 
when you are ready to pick it up again. Reading it with others 
is another option, especially with others you trust, so you can 
support one another. If you are using this book as an educational 
tool, such as a textbook, please consider how to best support the 
learners with whom you do this work. Thank you.
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How did we get here?

It is easy to romanticize the past and imagine there was an ideal 
historical moment when gender was completely liberated from 
any societal constraints. This is not what I am trying to do here. 
The goal of this first chapter is to set the scene. I firmly believe 
that we cannot understand the present and imagine the poten-
tiality of the future without understanding the past. It would 
be beyond the scope of this book to provide a comprehensive 
historical perspective on the topic of gender. What I attempt 
instead is to challenge the idea that a rigid gender binary has 
always existed, discuss how Indigenous perspectives are an 
essential part of this conversation, why settler colonialism, the 
patriarchy and gender essentialism are tightly woven together, 
how some science has perpetuated the myth of a rigid gender 
binary as natural and foundational, and how some contemporary 
feminist science is challenging that same myth. In this chapter 
I also introduce the idea of a rigid gender binary as an aspect 
of historical trauma and provide some suggestions for how to 
begin working with this idea.
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1.1 Gender and the ongoing settler colonial project

Let’s start by defining some terms that will be used throughout 
the book. Gender is certainly one of the first terms to define given 
that it’s in the title of the book. Gender is a large biopsychosocial 
construct, which includes aspects of identity, expression, role 
and experience, as addressed in one of my previous books, How 
to Understand Your Gender (Iantaffi and Barker 2018).

“Biopsychosocial” means that gender can be viewed as a mix 
of biological traits (and by this I include things like our chromo-
somal composition and our brains), psychological characteristics 
and social interactions. I’ll address later why reducing gender to 
being synonymous with what some people call biological sex is 
reductive and inadequate. For now, when I write “gender” I mean 
a complex construct that might include some or all of these 
facets. I use additional qualifiers, such as identity, expression, 
role, experience and so on if I refer to these particular aspects 
of gender.

In dominant Western paradigms it is assumed either that 
gender is separate from biology and completely social and cul-
tural, or that it is inevitably linked to external physical charac-
teristics, such as our genitals and secondary sex characteristics. 
If this seems contradictory, it’s because it is! As you can imagine 
much confusion can arise from this. In everyday discourse, we 
also have a common understanding of what gender means. For 
example, if someone said they wanted to know the gender of 
the baby when someone was pregnant, we would assume that 
they would want to know what genitals the baby had based on 
current imaging technology. The underlying assumption is that 
genitals define what sex and gender will be assigned to this child 
at birth legally, culturally and socially. Usually, unless people are 
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immersed in—or deeply engaged with—trans and/or nonbinary 
communities, this means they’re referring to two possibilities: 
boy/girl, male/female. This ideology has been called cisgenderism 
by some scholars. It is the idea that there are two genders—male 
and female—clearly identifiable by genitals and sex character-
istics, and that this system is based on science and fact, and 
therefore natural. This ideology is often assumed to be universal: 
that is, true across time and space. However what gender means 
varies across both time and space: in other words, across history 
and geography.

This leads me to defining settler colonialism, the other term 
used in the title of this section, given that I start from looking 
at the rigidity of the gender binary as an aspect of historical 
trauma. Settler colonialism is a specific type of colonialism. In 
this model of colonialism, the settlers’ goal is to create structures 
that over time allow them to replace the Indigenous populations 
previously inhabiting the same space. Settler colonialism doesn’t 
just happen at one point in history; it is an ongoing project 
that continuously undermines Indigenous identities, culture 
and sovereignty.

For example, in the place we currently call the United States, 
the containment, erasure and harm to Indigenous Native Amer-
ican communities is ongoing and enacted through legislative, 
educational, military and social structures. The project of the 
United States as a settler colonial state was not over once 
the colonial rule of the British government was overthrown, but 
rather it continued in the creation and maintenance of a sov-
ereign settler state. Some settler colonial studies also highlight 
how settler colonialism impacts global politics so that we live, 
in the words of Lorenzo Veracini (2015), “in a settler colonial 
global present.”
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Another example of the ongoing settler colonial present 
on a global level is the erasure of the Sami people, Indigenous 
to northern Scandinavia, in places like Norway, Sweden and 
Finland. It is only in recent years, and due to global Indigenous 
organizing, that the Sami people have been recognized by these 
settler colonial states as Indigenous. The impact of genocide, 
erasure, and cultural and linguistic destruction though are still 
felt in Sami communities. Many Sami people migrated and have 
hidden their identities for survival, at times assimilating into 
whiteness in other settler colonial states, such as Canada and 
the United States. This and the active prosecution of cultural 
practices, such as yoiking—a traditional style of Sami singing 
or chanting—have led to the disintegration of many Sami 
communities.

There are many more examples globally of settler colonial-
ism, and how its impact is current and ongoing. I invite you to 
check out the further reading at the end of the book if you are 
interested in knowing more about settler colonialism. For now, 
you may be asking yourself, why talk about settler colonialism 
in a book on gender? It seems time to bring it all together.

Our current understanding of gender is deeply impacted by 
settler colonial practices. Many Indigenous cultures, in fact, have 
more than two words to refer to gender. Gender itself seemed 
to historically be, in many Indigenous cultures, a concept more 
connected with identity, expression and role than biology. Stay-
ing with the example of what we currently know as the United 
States and Canada, several tribal nations had multiple words 
to refer to gender and have always had people who did not fall 
into a rigid gender binary. The latter was not historically seen as 
pathological or abnormal in any way, but rather as part of human 
expression, which is why words and roles existed to indicate 
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the expansiveness of gender. However, when European settlers 
invaded the Americas, they did not know how to understand 
this gender expansiveness. Their lack of understanding was, 
in turn, a product of imperialism and Christianization, which 
had already effectively erased and driven gender expansiveness 
underground across Europe.

These settlers referred to Indigenous people whose gender did 
not make sense to them as berdache, a term that is considered 
offensive in Native communities. For these settlers, this was 
but another example of how Indigenous people were, in their 
view, “savage” and as such less than human. The narrative of the 
Indigenous people as savages in need of taming and educating 
served the structures of settler colonialism. If Indigenous people 
could be considered as less than human as non-Christians, then 
their land could be taken, and they could be enslaved and/or 
forcibly assimilated into the new settler colonial state. The 
gender expansiveness of many tribal nations was yet another 
challenge to Christian, patriarchal hegemony.

Gender expansiveness was not the only challenge to settler 
colonial ideology. Issues like more egalitarian gender roles, mat-
rilineal traditions and adoption were also seen as undesirable by 
settlers. To this day, in the United States, the question of who 
can be enrolled in a tribal nation is a challenging one and tribes 
might have different criteria than those used by the government. 
Controlling bodies, gender, relationships, language, culture and 
spirituality is an essential element of settler colonial states. 
Therefore, it is impossible to talk about the impact of a rigid 
gender binary without acknowledging that settler colonialism, 
and the enforced Christianization that usually accompanies it, 
played and still play crucial roles in perpetuating this dichotomy.

For many of us it might be impossible to conceive of a 
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construct of gender that is not linked to biology given that 
even historical accounts are often based on looking at the past 
through the lenses of the present. For example, most histori-
cal documentaries look at gender in a binary, biology-driven 
way. Let’s use the Vikings as an example of this. Most written 
accounts of Norse (Viking) cultures were created post-Chris-
tianity and assign different societal roles to men and women. 
However, it only takes looking at this culture a little more closely 
and in depth to hypothesize that societal structures were far 
more driven by roles such as warrior, farmer, spiritual authority 
or clan leader than gender, given that people of all genders could 
be found in these roles. Post-Christian interpretations of histo-
ry have permeated the collective imagination through books, 
movies, documentaries and poetry to the point that we have 
needed to actively re-imagine and re-member people outside of 
a cisgender binary of male/female back into a history of which 
they were already part. Erasure is but one facet of the ripples of 
history. As someone who is partially displaced because of gender 
and sexuality, I feel the ripples across history and geography that 
led me, and many others, halfway across the globe, far too often 
inflicting the same violence that had been inflicted upon our 
ancestors. These are the ripples of intergenerational and ongoing 
settler colonial violence. This is why I have come to realize that 
we cannot talk about gender without talking about Indigeneity, 
the impact of settler colonial practices and of Christianization. 
In what we now call the United States, the ripples and waves of 
violence were given the name of historical trauma.

Historical trauma is a term used to indicate the cumulative 
impact of historical events that affected people from one gen-
eration to the next. As far as I am aware, the term historical 
trauma was first coined and used in the 1980s by Indigenous 
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scholar Dr. Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart (Hunkpapa/Oglala 
Lakota) who compared the impact of the Holocaust on survivors 
with that of events like the Wounded Knee massacre on the 
Lakota people. It was her scholarship that hypothesized that a 
range of disparate actions and events can have similar impacts 
on different populations and can, as such, be grouped under the 
umbrella term of historical trauma. Impact of historical trauma 
can manifest as higher rates of depression, anxiety, substance use, 
alcoholism, suicide, intimate partner violence and abuse. Her 
scholarship clearly indicated that those issues, which are often 
seen as individualized mental health or domestic issues, are 
indeed symptoms of horrific collective trauma and unresolved 
grief. This idea has challenged, and continues to challenge, the 
fields of psychology, mental health and public health. She also 
discussed how the current political and social climate continues 
to exacerbate the impact of this ongoing genocide on Indige-
nous populations. Although I refer to her work and consider 
it foundational, any missteps in my interpretation and use in 
this book are my own. I strongly invite you to read and cite her 
scholarship directly. 

For the purposes of this book, what do I mean when I say that 
a rigid gender binary is an aspect of historical trauma steeped 
in the ongoing settler colonial project?

As stated earlier, part of Christianization and settler coloni-
alism has been the erasure of gender expansive identities, roles, 
expressions and experiences. This has meant loss of language and 
terminology for people who do not fall into a rigid binary, which 
has also meant the erasure and dislocation of what we now 
might call queer, intersex, nonbinary and transgender people. 
In fact the term Two-Spirit was invented as an English-based 
term by a coalition of Indigenous people from a range of tribal 
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nations to reclaim what was lost and create space for their 
legitimacy and existence. However, not all Indigenous people 
use, or relate to, this term. The impact of the historical erasure of 
gender expansive people though is not only felt by people who 
we might now call queer, intersex, nonbinary and transgender. 
While queer, intersex, nonbinary and trans people are impacted 
in specific ways by this aspect of historical trauma, I posit that 
people of all genders are impacted as well, and that in order 
for us to move towards authentic gender liberation, we need to 
recognize and reckon with this impact. We also need to make 
sure not to conflate the distinct ways in which we are impacted 
into a singular form of oppression. For example, although dis-
placed from my own relationship with land, language, culture 
and ancestors in Sicily, I also benefit from white supremacy as 
an immigrant and new settler, both because of having a lighter 
skin colour and because of the assimilation of Italian identities 
into whiteness in what is currently known as the US. I will ask 
you readers to hold complexity throughout the book, to not 
resort to an easy rhetoric in which we’re all impacted in similar 
ways, because we are not, and to recognize those who are most 
impacted in our communities.

Thoughtful moment:  what did you 
learn in history about gender?

For now, take a moment to breathe. You might notice all sorts 

of emotions, sensations and thoughts rising up as you read this 

weaving of history through the lens of gender. I invite you to 

take a moment to reflect on how all this information is landing 

for you, recognizing that this will be impacted by your own 
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location in relationship to history. Think back to what you have 

learned about history, in relation to gender, when and where 

you grew up.

Whose history was taught and from which perspective? 

How was gender depicted in textbooks and narratives used to 

teach such history? Was your learning as a child challenged by 

information you acquired later on? If so, how? What was the 

new information you acquired and where did it come from? How 

does what you learned still impact the way you look at gender 

now, both within yourself and in others? Have you read anything 

in this chapter so far that challenges your understanding of 

gender? If so, what? It might be that these ideas are already very 

familiar to you. If so, read on. If not, it’s ok to take a moment 

to digest these ideas through discussion with colleagues, jour-

naling or just sitting with this information. Of course, you can 

always read on and come back to reflect further at a later time.

1.2 The rise of gender essentialism

I stated in the previous section that “controlling bodies, gender, 
relationships, language, culture and spirituality is an essential 
element of settler colonial states.” Let’s take a moment to break 
this down further. If the goal of settlers is to replace Indigenous 
populations with themselves, then controlling reproduction and 
bodies is an important part of this process. In many ways some 
of the initial colonizers who first came to settle on a different 
land had been controlled themselves. For example, the British 
government would often send felons to their colonies. Others 
were escaping religious persecution. Many colonizers, unless 
they were privileged upper class or noble cis men, had already 
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been othered before becoming settlers. As it often happens with 
trauma, we tend to enact what we know, what is familiar. It 
is not very surprising then that settlers would often attempt 
to control both one another and Native people through the 
same violent, assimilatory tools that had been used against 
them. Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies had already been 
constructed, within the Western dominant imaginary, as other 
and less than human so that they could be controlled, enslaved, 
assimilated and deprived of autonomy and sovereignty.

This pattern was perpetuated through the promulgation 
of the “Doctrine of Discovery,” around the middle of the 15th 
century onwards. The doctrine allowed Christian Europeans to 
take possession of any land not under the ruling of a Christian 
European monarch. The premise underlying the Doctrine of 
Discovery was that only Christian European men (and it was just 
men) could be considered legitimate citizens and, as such, fully 
human. The impact of the Doctrine of Discovery on Indigenous 
populations was still a matter of discussions in fora such as the 
United Nations (UN) as recently as 2012, even though the UN had 
already adopted the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
People in 2007.

It is no coincidence that around the time that the Doctrine 
of Discovery was used to justify the expansion of settler colonial 
empires and monarchies, the persecution, trial and killing of 
witches was also taking hold in many parts of Europe. This was 
happening especially in regions governed by the same monarchs 
who were also promulgating the Doctrine of Discovery. Witches 
were usually healers and midwives who had knowledge consid-
ered dangerous by the ruling classes, such as how to prevent and 
terminate pregnancies. Bodies capable of reproduction are also 
bodies that are seen as out of the control of external governance.
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The historical tight control of sexuality, especially for people 
assigned female at birth and for queer people, is also linked to 
this need for governance of bodies that is essential to the settler 
colonial project. Only when we other the land can we own the 
soil and the green and red bloods—that is, plants and animals, 
including human animals—that are sustained by it. Only when 
we other bodies can we own, control and govern them. Any 
bodies that were not under rule of a Christian cis white male, 
whether land or people, were in some ways seen as ungovernable 
and, as such, both threatening and desirable. You can start to 
see how much of settler colonialism is framed by beliefs that 
justify and promote control and ownership. Once more though, 
what does this have to do with gender?

In many ways people who fall outside of cisnormativity 
and heteronormativity—that is, the assumption that people’s 
gender identity is aligned with their sex assigned at birth, and 
that they will “naturally” be attracted to people of the “oppo-
site” gender—have always been the most challenging to settler 
colonial states. First of all, they did not fit into the Christian 
paradigm, which had adopted ideas from Greek philosophers 
like Aristotle, in which there were two sexes, male and female, 
with women being seen as subject to the rule of men. Therefore 
not only were people who fell outside this Christian binary of 
male/female considered a threat, but also any system that was 
either egalitarian, not strictly and biologically binary based, or 
matriarchal was also a threat to these views on which the rest 
of the settler colonial project was being built.

This might all seem like ancient history in some ways, yet 
as I write this in 2019 on Turtle Island, currently known as the 
United States, several states are facing legislation proposals that 
would ban or severely restrict abortions. As journalist Michael 
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Harriot pointed out in an article in The Root (2019), in Georgia 
and Alabama 211 out of the 212 lawmakers who voted in favor 
of these legislative changes to ban or restrict abortions were 
white. As they point out this does not necessarily reflect the 
beliefs of the general population, which according to research 
is mostly in favor of people’s sovereignty over their bodies and 
reproduction. This reflects a political situation, which is about 
racialized dynamics within party politics in the current US 
system. The Republican party has historically placed itself as 
the party of white people, and so whether people may or may 
not agree with the issue of who can control reproduction, they 
will fall in line with the identity they have been told to hang 
on to the tightest: whiteness, a fragile yet powerful category at 
the heart of the settler colonial project as we are examining in 
this chapter.

Whiteness can, in fact, not be separated from the need to 
control gender in rigid ways. We could also say that we cannot 
talk of gender without talking about how bodies are racialized. 
Staying with the example of reproductive rights on Turtle 
Island—that is, the current United States—many cis white 
women felt the depiction of women’s fertility being controlled 
by a totalitarian government in The Handmaid’s Tale, a TV show 
based on Margaret Atwood’s novel (1985/1996), was “too close to 
current reality.” However, these comments failed to acknowl-
edge the historical fact that the bodies of Indigenous, Black and 
Brown women have already been treated this way, not only while 
slavery was still legal in the US, and when residential schools 
would take Indigenous children away from their families and 
communities, but also with current border control practices, 
in which very young children are separated from their parents, 
and at times given to white families to foster or adopt. We can 
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never talk about gender as if it was devoid of both racialized 
and colonial dynamics.

I suggest then that the roots of gender essentialism can 
indeed be traced back not just to some Greek philosophers, but 
more actively to the period between the end of the middle ages 
and the beginning of the modern era, a period in which many 
sought to control bodies for exploitation and colonial domi-
nance. What is gender essentialism though and how is it differ-
ent from the ideology of cisgenderism, already introduced in the 
previous section? Gender essentialism is the idea that there are 
certain innate qualities to being male and female. In some ways 
cisgenderism is the foundation on which gender essentialism is 
built. Cisgenderism is the ideology that tells us that it is “natural” 
to only have two sexes and for gender to be aligned with one’s 
sex assigned at birth. Within cisgenderism, trans, nonbinary and 
gender expansive identities might be tolerated within a frame-
work of pathology. Gender essentialism is the ideology that tells 
us that men and women have certain characteristics that are 
inherent to their sex assigned at birth, on which gender is also 
defined. In many ways gender essentialism conflates sex and 
gender in one. In this ideology, for example, women tend to be 
viewed as naturally more nurturing and caring, whereas men as 
usually more aggressive and competitive.

Both cisgenderism and gender essentialism are the building 
blocks of the patriarchy. Cisgenderism is needed to ensure that 
a cis binary gender is viewed as naturally occurring, and gender 
essentialism is needed to theorize women’s subordination to men 
as somehow also natural and scientific. Gender essentialism has 
been on the rise, as stated earlier, since the 15th century and, 
in many ways, it has not yet let go of its hold on dominant 
culture. Misogyny and what has more recently been called “rape 
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culture” are both underlined by gender essentialism. I address 
this further in Chapter 4, when I discuss relationships.

Feminism, especially since the 1700s onward has been chal-
lenging the notion of gender essentialism from Mary Wollstone-
craft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792/2020) to Sojourn-
er Truth’s abolitionist and women’s rights campaigning. These 
efforts continued through the writing of Simone de Beauvoir, 
bell hooks, Angela Davis, Audre Lorde and Judith Butler, to name 
but a few. Much of these efforts highlight how gender is socially 
and culturally constructed and often has, at the heart, the goal 
of equality between genders, albeit often still subscribing to the 
idea of only two genders.

In the next chapter I address more specifically how feminism 
also struggles with the legacy of gender essentialism and the 
ongoing legacy of a colonial cisgenderist binary concept of gen-
der. For now, we will pause here and look at why all of this might 
be relevant to your practice as a clinician, before proceeding 
to address how science has been both complicit in reinforcing 
gender essentialism and, more recently, active in challenging it 
across disciplines ranging from gender studies to queer theory 
to neuroscience.

Clinical vignette:  gender essentialism in sex therapy

At this point, you might think that gender essentialism only lives 

on in TV shows like Mad Men, depicting a past where men were 

men and women were women, whatever that meant at the time. 

You might be surprised how often gender essentialism might be 

showing up in the therapy room. Here it’s a common scenario 

that many of you working with couples might recognize.
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“Tom and Anna have been married for 25 years. They met 

in college and have been together ever since. Their child has 

recently left home and they consider themselves empty nesters. 

Both have careers they love, friends they have known for a long 

time and are generally happy with their lives. However, they are 

concerned about their marriage. They have not had sex in sev-

eral years due to Anna struggling with pain during intercourse. 

Anna doesn’t care if it hurts and regrets telling Tom, after several 

years, that intercourse was painful for her. Tom is not willing to 

intentionally cause pain to Anna in this way. Anna is often angry 

with Tom and feels he no longer finds her attractive despite his 

reassurance to the contrary. Anna’s gynecologist has found no 

physical reason for the pain so referred her and Tom to a sex 

therapist.”

If you are a sex therapist you might already be thinking of sev-

eral interventions after reading this. For example, you might 

encourage Tom and Anna to broaden their sexual intimacy 

beyond intercourse by introducing techniques such as sensate 

focus. You might explore whether there is a traumatic incident in 

Anna’s life that has led to the pain she experiences. All these, and 

other more traditional sex therapy techniques, can be incredibly 

valuable and effective. However, they might not address some 

of the underlying issues that Tom and Anna are facing.

For example, Anna has received a message from dominant 

culture that her erotic capital as a cis straight woman is depend-

ent on male gaze and desire. She has also received a message 

that men are supposed to be sexually aggressive and dominant. 

Tom’s reluctance to hurt her is not seen as care by Anna but 

rather as sexual lack of interest. She is feeling anxious about 

having sex as she is afraid that Tom will eventually leave her 

if they continue down this road. Tom has also received similar 
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messages but his experience feels at odds with what he has 

been told. He does not find the idea of hurting someone he loves 

a turn on, even though he is still attracted to Anna. He feels 

frustrated and helpless but doesn’t have the tools to express 

these feelings because having emotional conversations has not 

been a skill that was nurtured for him either in his family of 

origin or through his schooling. Tom has become more and 

more depressed and often stays out late drinking with friends 

after work.

More transformative clinical interventions can gently invite 

the clients into a noticing, identifying and questioning of gen-

dered messaging they both received so that they can see how 

they impact their relationship and sexual intimacy. Tom and 

Anna can then choose whether they want to intentionally keep 

believing those messages or challenge them in their own lives 

through the creation of new relational and sexual scripts. As 

therapists we have the option to offer a reframe where gender 

essentialism is made visible so that clients can engage with it in 

a more conscious and intentional way, rather than experiencing 

it as a force that is silently and covertly shaping their lives and 

their most intimate relationships.

Take a moment to reflect on how you would approach these 

clients. What other aspects of their identities, roles and expe-

riences might be important to know? Would this scenario play 

differently if some of these aspects were changed?

1.3 The role of science

We started this chapter by highlighting how gender has histor-
ically been more expansive than it is currently considered to 
be in Western dominant culture, and how settler colonialism 
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played a major part in restricting gender identities, expressions 
and roles. Ideologies, such as the Doctrine of Discovery discussed 
above, were instrumental in this process as was science, across 
a range of disciplines.

It is to the role of various scientific disciplines in both uphold-
ing and more recently challenging gender essentialism that we 
turn now. For example, the idea of gender essentialism itself 
rests on the larger concept of biological determinism. Biological 
determinism is the belief that our behaviors are connected to 
specific biological traits, such as genetics, physiology and so 
on. Biological determinism is connected not only with the idea 
that there are biological differences between the sexes but also 
with scientific racism and eugenics. If these all seem like ideas 
from the past, it is enough to look at the popularity of books 
such as Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus by John Gray 
(1992), which has sold more than 15 million copies, the common 
practice of gender reveal parties, and the prevalence of gender 
stereotypes in many popular TV shows like The Big Bang Theory, 
Two and a Half Men and Game of Thrones. Biological determinism 
still seems to have a strong appeal when it comes to perceived 
differences between “two sexes” and it is so entrenched in popu-
lar culture that we take it just like the air we breathe in. In some 
ways being exposed to it is unavoidable.

This means that biological determinism not only influences 
popular self-help writing books, like the one mentioned in the 
above paragraph, but also academic science and research. Much 
research in psychology, for example, is still looking at gender 
differences in a binary way. For example, when I asked to clarify 
why a research project on dating did not include people of all 
genders, a researcher at a conference a few years ago replied 
that they needed a “baseline” first. The implication was that the 
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baseline is considered to be, in much of science, cisgender, that 
is having a gender identity aligned with the sex assigned at birth, 
binary (male/female), and mostly white and young as was indeed 
the case in this project. Who is considered to be the baseline 
population in science then is heavily dependent on who is seen 
as having legitimacy as subjects—not just objects—of research. 
These, in Anglo paradigms, are usually cisgender white, often but 
no longer exclusively straight, people. In some ways the feminist 
project has seen the inclusion of cis white women alongside cis 
white men but not the dismantling of the underlying ideology.

Psychology is but an example. Similar points can be made for 
sociology, and clinical and public health research. Most research 
trials do not have an option for my gender or do not give me 
the opportunity to indicate my sex assigned at birth as different 
from my gender when relevant. Most public health data can 
tell us information about the difference between (cis) men and 
women, sometimes broken down by other aspects of identity 
such as race and ethnicity, but not others such as disability or 
class. Much of science views gender as a potential key difference, 
yet most research studies fail to justify why this is the case and 
whether the major difference is about identity, role, expression 
or biology, unless the focus of the research is gender outside of a 
strict binary. This practice persists as customary despite the fact 
that, often, there are far fewer differences between genders than, 
for example, between different cultures or socioeconomic classes.

More often than not researchers, when looking at gender 
differences, are focusing on biological aspects such as hormone 
levels, brain composition and other physiological aspects. Soci-
ologists and other social scientists might be focusing instead 
on differences between gender roles, identities, expressions 
and experiences. However, they are also often bound by a 
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dichotomous gender binary, dictated by physiology and social, 
legal, educational and cultural structures. This has led to gen-
eration after generation of scientists being brought up within 
similar paradigms, unless they are located within certain insti-
tutions or mentored by specific scientists who are challenging 
this ideology. The ideal research subjects remain the ideal settler 
colonial body: that is, European, preferably Anglo or assimilated 
into whiteness, cisgender, straight, abled and educated. There 
are, of course, exceptions but that is exactly what they are and, 
as such, reinforce the fact that there is a norm.

Neuroscience is one of the most recent disciplines to the 
conversation. Some scientists have turned to neuroscience to 
prove that there are indeed differences between male and female 
brains. Researchers looking at transgender identities have also 
turned to this discipline to prove the legitimacy of these iden-
tities. For example, some research has shown that the brains of 
trans women are more similar to those of cis women than to 
those of trans men. The search for a biological basis of trans-
gender identities is but another reflection of biological deter-
minism. If it can be proven that we, as trans folks, are indeed 

“born this way” then our existence can be seen as legitimate and 
moral. Darwinian evolution has been substituted for creation 
understandings for many scientists, but it has not necessarily 
undermined the ideology that only what is considered to be 
natural and biologically based is valid. If our identities as trans 
people can be seen as some sort of biological destiny then, and 
only then, might our existence be seen as part of humanity 
rather than a distortion of it.

As Sandra Bem illustrated when she said “This is the lens 
that has secularized God’s grand creation by substituting its 
scientific equivalent: evolution’s grand creation” (1993, p.2), 
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moving towards a view where science, instead of God, grants 
legitimacy to existence, it’s really about changing the origination 
point but not necessarily the knowledge paradigm. In fact, even 
neuroscience is not immune from the influence of biological 
determinism. Scientists like Cordelia Fine, who is part of the 
neurogenderings network, an assortment of scholars from queer 
and feminist studies with an expertise in neurobiology, have 
undermined the idea that gender differences are essential and 
biological, in order to challenge neurosexism, but they have 
not necessarily undermined the construct of gender itself. This 
means that on one hand Professor Fine has debunked the idea 
that women are “naturally” more caring, for example, but she 
has not yet necessarily challenged the whole idea of gender as a 
binary altogether. In fact, her work has been used both in sup-
port of and against the legitimacy of transgender and nonbinary 
identities. Other feminist scientists, like Sari van Anders, have 
moved in a different direction and are creating theories that 
strive to decenter cisgenderism altogether.

One such theory is indeed the Sexual Configurations Theory 
(SCT) by Dr van Anders. In this theory Sari van Anders creates a 
framework that centers lived experiences rather than theorized 
views of gender and sexuality. This means decentering cisgender 
and heterosexual identities as the baseline for what is considered 
the norm in relation to sexuality in particular. There is much 
more to this theory and you can check out the resources for 
Chapter 1 at the end of the book if you want to learn more about 
it. One of the revolutionary things about it is the decentering of 
cisgender male heterosexuality as the baseline within Western 
scientific discourse. What is important about this theory is that, 
rather than using evidence built on the same assumptions in 
relation to gender and sexuality, Dr van Anders is using it to 
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change the foundations of how we conceptualize gender and 
sexuality themselves.

There is so much more to say about neuroscience and gender, 
but it would be beyond the scope of this book. For now let’s 
just say that whatever the findings, one of the things that is 
important to consider when evaluating new evidence is what 
are the assumptions beneath it. In Chapter 2, I return to findings 
from neuroscience and how they are being used in public debate 
in ways that are particularly impactful for trans, nonbinary and 
gender expansive people.

It is important to notice that at the same time as scientists 
are tackling the construct of gender from neurobiological per-
spectives, other disciplines are also engaging with these ideas 
but from different perspectives. For example, there is a growing 
body of knowledge addressing gender from a decolonization 
perspective. It is to this that I turn next, returning to Indige-
nous perspectives, which is where we started this chapter from, 
because if gender, as we currently understand it, is indeed part of 
the ongoing settler colonial project, maybe we cannot dismantle 
gender essentialism within a colonial science paradigm.

Educational stretch:  finding our core assumptions

This seems to be a good moment to introduce our first “edu-

cational stretch.” Whether you are a teacher, clinical supervisor, 

mentor or learner, take a moment to identify something you 

know for certain to be true about gender. This could be about 

the general construct of gender, your own gender, gender devel-

opment in children, how gender plays out in couple dynamics or 

something you have observed in your peers when it comes to 
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gender. What is it that you are sure of when it comes to gender? 

You just need one thing for this stretching exercise.

Once you have it, ask yourself the questions: “How do I 

know this to be true?” and “Why do I know this to be true?” Once 

you have answers, ask yourself these questions for each answer 

you have. Repeat this process until you arrive at what you con-

sider to be core assumptions underlying the initial thing you 

knew to be true about gender. Are these assumptions you were 

aware of or not? Are they surprising or completely congruent 

with what you expected? If you want to stretch a little further, 

and especially if these assumptions surprise you, take a few 

more moments to reflect on where these assumptions come 

from. You might also want to consider what other beliefs might 

be built on these assumptions.

1.4 Decolonizing gender

In the previous section I argued that much of current Western 
science on gender is built either on the foundations of gender 
essentialism, and hence biological determinism, or on chal-
lenging these same foundations. These foundations, as argued 
throughout this chapter, are inextricably linked to a history 
of settler colonialism, in which colonizers use, more or less 
intentionally, theoretical frameworks focused on othering and 
separating to justify ownership and domination. If the roots 
of our oppression are multiple yet not separate as Audre Lorde 
has pointed out in much of her work, and if the “master’s tools 
can never dismantle the master’s house,” as she stated in one of 
her most famous quotes (Lorde 1984/2007, p.112), then we need 
to change the frame when we look at gender as an aspect of 
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historical trauma, in order to collectively move towards account-
ability, repair and healing. I am indeed suggesting that a rigid 
gender binary is one of the “master’s tools,” that is the colonizers’ 
tool, which has been systemically used to contribute not only to 
gendered oppression but also to settler colonial and racialized 
oppression.

Can authentic gender liberation then become part of the 
decolonization many Indigenous scholars and activists have 
called for? First let’s take a moment to define decolonizing. At its 
heart decolonization is about breaking free from the oppression 
of settler colonialism physically and legally. This could mean 
the removal of settlers. In places like Turtle Island, that is North 
America, this can be complex as some settlers have been here for 
numerous generations and no longer have a home anywhere else. 
Decolonization here is seen by some, but not all, as decentering 
European practices, knowledge, power and dominance.

I want to be clear though that for many Indigenous activists 
and scholars decolonization is not considered possible or at least 
complete until the land is returned into the custody of Indige-
nous people so decolonization “is not a metaphor” as Tuck and 
Wayne-Yang (2012) remind us. Therefore even though I ultimately 
believe that gender liberation needs to be part of a decolonizing 
process, given that decolonizing has been co-opted as a meta-
phor by many non-Indigenous scholars, I also know that all I 
can currently hope for is to invite us into a process of critical 
awareness throughout this book. I do believe, and hope, that this 
process can be part of a larger process of neurodecolonization 
(Wilson and Bird 2012); that is, a process that as Pegi Eyers states: 

gently challenges the memes of Empire (western thinking) in 
our individual or collective consciousness, and replaces that 
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ideology or action with pre-colonial, or indigenous thinking. For 
ourselves, our families and our communities, the move toward 
life-enhancing and creative patterns, and compassionate and 
inclusive solutions, can be a life-long process. (Eyers 2017)

Therefore, recognizing that “we have all been colonized” as Eyers 
states in the same article—even though at different time—and 
that some of us are facing ongoing genocide, while others are 
not, how can we participate in decolonizing gender?

I have no answers, and binaohan (2014) has already offered 
a great critique of white gender theories and written a text for 
Indigenous and people of colour seeking to understand how their 
gender has been impacted by colonialism and whiteness. For a 
moment, though, I invite you to consider all trans, nonbinary 
and gender expansive people as well as every act of resistance 
to normative gender as wild weeds of restoration. Can part of a 
restoration process be as simple as recognizing the full human-
ity of all gender identities, expressions, roles and experiences? 
It seems simple, yet for this to be true on a systemic level, a 
dismantling of current legal, educational, social and cultural 
structures around gender would need to occur. This book is, in 
many ways, an invitation to do this. When I first came out as 
trans, I was often asked to educate other people about trans 
identities. As I have stated in other writing, I soon realized that 
everyone had a gender story to tell and that many of us were 
in pain because of dominant culture’s rigidity when it comes to 
gender. I had already been learning from many Black (mostly 
women) authors I admired that our liberation is truly bound 
to one another. As Lilla Watson, a Gangulu visual artist, activ-
ist and scholar, reminds us in this often-used quote in activist 
communities: “But if you have come because your liberation is 
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bound up with mine, then let us work together,” although she 
feels this phrase was born from a collective process and credits 
it to the Aboriginal activists group, Queensland, 1970s.

Some Indigenous activists, in a similar vein, have been call-
ing for non-Indigenous people to become accomplices and not 
allies. An accomplice has skin in the game and is prepared to be 
directly implicated. As stated in a zine/provocation by Indige-
nous Action (2014), “the work of an accomplice in anti-colonial 
struggle is to attack colonial structures and ideas.” If a rigid 
gender binary is a colonial ideology, reproduced through colonial 
legal, political, economic and educational structures, how can 
we be accomplices in dismantling this in favor of an expansive 
paradigm in which we can all be in better relationship with 
our own and each other’s genders? This is my explicit agenda 
in this book and in life. I believe that as mental health practi-
tioners, providers and educators we can have a pivotal role in 
dismantling a hurtful, colonial, rigid gender binary, and can be 
accountable to one another, our communities and our clients 
as we engage in this ambitious process. In order to do so though 
we need to reckon with the ongoing legacy of the old paradigm. 
In the next chapter I examine more closely how the rigidity of 
the gender binary manifests as an aspect of historical trauma 
throughout our communities in a myriad of ways.

Summary

Here are the main points addressed in this chapter. Please note 
that many of these will be addressed again in more depth in the 
following chapters.
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• Gender is a large biopsychosocial construct, which 
includes aspects of identity, expression, role and 
experience.

• Settler colonialism is an ongoing colonial project, in 
which the settlers’ goal is to create structures that over 
time allow them to replace the Indigenous populations 
previously inhabiting the same space.

• Our current understanding of gender is deeply impacted 
by settler colonial practices, since gender itself seemed 
to historically be, in many Indigenous cultures, a concept 
more connected with identity, expression and role rather 
than biology.

• Controlling bodies, gender, relationships, language, cul-
ture and spirituality is an essential element of settler 
colonial states.

• A rigid gender binary is an aspect of historical trauma and 
the impact of the historical erasure of gender expansive 
people is experienced by people of all genders although 
the ways in which we are impacted are not the same.

• Gender essentialism is the ideology that tells us that men 
and women have certain characteristics that are inherent 
to their sex assigned at birth.

• The idea of gender essentialism itself rests on the larger 
concept of biological determinism. Biological determinism 
is the belief that our behaviors are connected to specific 
biological traits, such as genetics, physiology and so on.

• Much of current Western science on gender is built either 
on the foundations of gender essentialism, and hence 
biological determinism, or on challenging these same 
foundations.
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• Decolonizing cannot be just treated as a metaphor. It is 
a process of systemic undoing and gender liberation can 
be viewed as part of a neurodecolonization process.

• In order to participate in decolonizing gender, those of 
us who are not Indigenous need to be prepared to be 
accomplices in dismantling a rigid gender binary as a 
form of colonial ideology.
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What’s happening now?

In the previous chapter I considered how the ongoing settler 
colonial project has shaped ideas of gender and nurtured a 
rigid gender binary in multiple ways. In this chapter, my goal 
is to clearly lay out the ongoing impact that this has had, at 
least in Anglo dominant cultures. First of all you are invited 
to consider your own positionality, given that the impact does 
vary across communities. I then proceed to discuss gendered 
trauma as an aspect of the historical trauma impacting Indige-
nous communities on Turtle Island, currently widely known as 
North America. After this, I address how trans and/or nonbinary 
people are impacted in specific ways by rigid gender binaries and 
then flow into paying closer attention to the intersections of 
race, gender and ethnicity. I also attempt to weave other issues 
such as class and disability throughout the chapter. At the end 
of the chapter, I invite you to consider who, if anyone, benefits 
from a rigid gender binary system.
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2.1 Positionality: locating ourselves

As I am writing this I live on Dakota and Anishinaabe land, cur-
rently known as Minnesota, Minneapolis, US. I was not always 
situated here. I grew up in Italy, mostly in Rome, but also spent 
significant amounts of time in Sicily, where my mother comes 
from. I spent my early adult years in England and then landed 
where I am now when I was in my late 30s. You may be asking 
yourself what this has to do with gender or this chapter. I am 
discussing my geographical location, both current and historical, 
because our understanding of gender is located in time and 
space. For example, there were definitely gendered expectations 
around me growing up but these were very different from the 
ones I experienced in my early 20s as an immigrant in the UK.

One of the gendered expectations growing up was that I 
would get married and have a child within a heterosexual rela-
tionship. However, this expectation from my maternal side of 
the family was at odds with familial reality, since several people 
assigned female at birth had never married in my family and 
education was highly prized by several family members. It was 
also at odds with cultural reality given that, due to economic 
decline, fewer and fewer young people were marrying and hav-
ing children in Italy in the 1980s.

A different expectation emerged when I moved to England: I 
was often expected to have low-earning jobs and be less educat-
ed due to my ethnicity, class, immigrant status and gender. Even 
after disclosing that I was about to complete a PhD I was asked if 
I would be interested in a job as a bilingual nanny, for example. 
While my colleagues with Anglo-sounding names often secured 
stable academic jobs, I was not even invited to interview and 
went from contract position to contract position. Like many 
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other feminine appearing and—at the time—identifying people, 
I also experienced gendered microaggressions, such as people 
not using my title, but using Dr in front of the name of male 
colleagues. Knowing how precarious my position in academia 
was, I was also more reluctant to take care of myself or work 
fewer hours, even as my health was declining while I headed 
towards what became a diagnosis of fibromyalgia.

The latter diagnosis presented new challenges. As a disabled 
person with an invisible chronic health condition, who was 
initially femme presenting, I was treated as a hypochondriac 
by several health providers. This was most definitely linked to 
my gender at the time, in fact so much so that a rheumatologist 
told me that once I “stopped working and had a baby” I would 
be less busy and stressed out, and apparently magically cured 
from fibromyalgia. I am pretty sure if I had been a cis man, I 
would never had been told to “go make a baby” as a way to 
manage my chronic health issues. Another provider told me it 
was “all in my head,” which sounded very similar to accusations 
of hysteria that are still far too familiar to many women and 
femmes. After socially transitioning to a “masculine” presenting 
identity I faced other challenges, such as having expectations 
of physical strength I did not have placed on me. I have also 
been viewed as less “masculine” and continued to face ongoing 
misogyny partially due to my queer masculinity and nonbinary 
identity, but partially also due to the fact that, in dominant 
culture, disability is often viewed as “emasculating.” Much as 
I do not subscribe to a binary idea of gender, I have had the 
experience of being treated in a range of ways because of the way 
my gender, and other aspects of my identity and experiences, 
have been read by those around me.

I am sharing these experiences to illustrate that our 
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positionality matters. Our geographical, historical, social, 
economic, somatic, racial and ethnic location intersects with 
gender in a myriad of ways, some visible and some less so. Both 
Black and disabled feminist scholars and activists had been 
drawing attention to this for a long time. In 1989, Black legal 
feminist scholar Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw coined the term 
intersectionality: a theoretical framework used to describe how 
different intersecting identities are systemically impacted in 
specific ways. Her initial work on this focused particularly on 
Black women in prison and how their experiences within both 
the legal and penal systems differed from those of both white 
women and Black men. However, this theoretical framework 
goes back much further. It is rooted in Black US history, such as 
Sojourner Truth’s speech “Ain’t I a Woman” given in 1851 at the 
Ohio Women’s Rights Convention in Akron, which pointed out 
that the very way in which womanhood was being constructed 
and talked about excluded black women’s lives.

The intersectionality framework has been expanded, is widely 
used and I have used it extensively in the past both in writing 
and in training. There are, however, other models to look at 
the intersections of power, privilege and oppression, such as 
Social Dominance Theory, which focuses on how group-based 
social dynamics and hierarchies are established, maintained and 
stabilized, or Hutchinson’s analysis of intersectionality and its 
introduction of the construct of multidimensionality (2000). All 
these frameworks have their own validity and their relevance 
and appropriate use depends on our own positionality and the 
issues we are addressing.

Positionality is a concept that emerges from postmodern 
feminist theory and highlights the importance of explicitly 
stating our location given that there cannot be—within this 
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framework—a disembodied, objective reader or writer. The 
construct of positionality is based on the assumption that all 
knowledge needs to be located; that is, we need to be able to 
identify where it came from, who produced it, why and in what 
contexts. Positionality also addresses aspects of identities, such 
as Indigeneity, race, gender, class and disability not as essential, 
intrinsic, static qualities but rather as relational and dynamic 
positions, which emerge and are maintained through relation-
ships on micro (interpersonal) and macro (systemic) levels. 
Positionality is inextricably linked with reflexivity, given that 
the latter is essential for us to be able to articulate the former. 
Throughout this book, I draw on a range of the frameworks intro-
duced here to address how gender intersects with other aspects 
of our lived experiences and identities, and how power, privilege 
and oppression are at play in various ways. Positionality is likely 
to be one of the main constructs I draw from and definitely the 
one I invite you to start from in this chapter.

When we view gender not just as a biopsychosocial construct 
but also as a position in time, space and community—that is, in 
a dynamic relationship to all other aspects of our lives and all 
aspects of our social structures—what does this open up and 
what does it close down? Let’s take a moment to reflect on this 
further.

Thoughtful moment:  mapping 
your relationship to gender

In the last chapter, you were invited to reflect on what you 

learned about gender from a historical perspective, as well as on 

what your core assumptions about gender are. Take a moment 
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now to position both your own gender and your relationship 

to gender. If this sounds confusing, don’t worry, I am about to 

break it down and guide you through this process.

First of all take a moment to list either out loud, in your mind 

or in writing how your own gender is positioned. For example, I 

was assigned female at birth by legal, cultural and social systems. 

I now identify as trans masculine and nonbinary: constructs that 

exist within specific linguistic, cultural and social systems. This is 

not how I am currently positioned legally, due both to personal 

beliefs as well as to constraints of the immigration system I am 

currently located within. All of these positions are inextricably 

connected to my ethnicity as an Italian person, as well as to 

my queerness, and class status that have led me to be both an 

economic and social migrant. I am also positioned as a mother 

in familial, cultural, social and legal contexts. I could probably 

add more dimensions to this map, such as how my disabilities 

and gender are positioned, but it’s time for you to have some 

space to reflect on your own positionality with regards to gender. 

You might start by listing identity words, or you may want to 

consider larger systems, such as legal, educational, cultural, 

social, linguistic and so on. How is your gender located within 

yourself and within these systems? Which other aspects of your 

life come into play when you consider your gendered position?

Now let’s consider your relationship to gender itself. For 

example, I have a relationship of curiosity with gender, as well 

as an academic relationship with gender. I also feel I have a 

clinical relationship to gender as a therapist and an educational 

relationship as an author, supervisor and trainer. What are the 

ways in which you relate to the construct of gender? Is this a 

construct that feels relevant to you or not? For example, you 

may identify as cisgender; that is, as someone whose gender 
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assigned at birth aligns with their gender identity. Or you might 

identify as autigender; that is, you might see your understanding 

of gender as being connected to your neurodivergence. What 

is your relationship to gender? How has it changed over time, if 

at all? Is this a static or dynamic relationship? Have there been 

crucial moments in your relationship with gender? I hope that 

considering these questions can support you in identifying your 

own positionality as you read this book. You may of course be 

very clear on your positionality and, if this is the case, I still hope 

you have found some value in this thoughtful moment.

Now that I have spent some time providing a range of theoretical 
frameworks and we have considered both our own positionality 
and our relationship to gender as a construct, let’s consider how 
people’s positionality plays a role in how we are impacted by a 
rigid and essentialist gender binary. In the rest of the chapter 
this will be our focus.

First, given that an essentialist and rigid gender binary is 
part of the ongoing settler colonial project, I take some time to 
highlight how the current state of gender affairs is impacting 
Indigenous communities in the region we currently refer to as 
North America.

2.2 Impact of gendered trauma on 
Indigenous communities

In the previous chapter, I introduced the concept of historical 
trauma, a term used to indicate the cumulative impact of his-
torical events that affect people from one generation to the next. 
This term was first coined and used, as stated earlier, in the 1980s 
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by Lakota scholar Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart. Since then, 
epigenetic scholars—that is, people looking at modification of 
gene expression and how this may alter organisms—have paid 
attention to historical trauma, sometimes also referred to as 
intergenerational or transgenerational trauma. The main point 
for the purposes of our discussion is that trauma can indeed 
be passed on from generation to generation. I purposefully use 
the term historical trauma rather than the alternative terms 
because some familial traumas, such as domestic violence, might 
be intergenerational and transgenerational, but they are not part 
of larger, specific historical events like the Holocaust or the 
Wounded Knee Massacre. That’s what we’re talking about here. 
Given that historical trauma is a term introduced by Indigenous 
scholars and that a rigid gender binary is part and parcel of 
the ongoing settler colonial process, it seems respectful to turn 
my attention to the impact of gendered trauma on Indigenous 
communities first.

One of the obvious and devastating impacts of historical 
trauma is the loss of language and culture. Enforced Christiani-
zation, combined with the systematic and ongoing separation of 
Indigenous children from their families—for example through 
residential schooling—have led to loss of language, includ-
ing terms for a broader range of gender identities, roles and 
expressions, and loss of cultural, social and spiritual roles for 
gender expansive people within their own communities. The 
term Two-Spirit, which some of you might be familiar with, is 
an Anglo-based term that was coined in 1990 by people from 
many tribal nations at the Indigenous Lesbian and Gay Interna-
tional Gathering in Winnipeg. This was a term chosen with the 
intention of being for Indigenous people a culturally distinct 
term from existing terms. The need for this term to exist is in 
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itself the legacy of the historical trauma of settler colonialism. 
Also, as stated before, not all Indigenous people use or identify 
with this term.

Part of the trauma is sadly visible in the violence, both 
individual and systemic, that Indigenous LGBTQ2 (lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, trans, queer, two-spirit) people experience. Despite the 
fact that data categorization often means that it is challenging 
to indicate exact numbers when discussing health disparities, 
these disparities clearly exist as can be seen both in existing 
reports and through the stories shared by Indigenous LGBTQ2 
people themselves. As in many other minority groups, suicide 
rates, suicidal ideation, substance use, depression and anxiety 
tend to heavily impact Indigenous LGBTQ2 people as well as 
Indigenous communities generally. Indigenous LGBTQ2 people 
are sometimes further impacted if their tribal communities 
reject and/or isolate them on the basis of Christian values and 
gender essentialist ideals. They are also impacted by rejection, 
isolation and racism experienced within LGBTQ+ communities. 
Racism within LGBTQ+ communities can also manifest as exoti-
cization and fetishization of Indigenous LGBTQ2 people, as well 
as of Black and Brown people generally. HIV rates might also be 
higher for Indigenous LGBTQ2 people, even though, once again, it 
is challenging to identify exact rates due to how data is collected. 
In Canada the rate of infection for Indigenous people is generally 
3.5 times higher than for the non-Indigenous population. The 
higher rates of risk and infection are often coupled with lack of 
services for testing, prevention and care for HIV positive people. 
Younger Indigenous LGBTQ2 people are also likely to experience 
bullying, harassment and homelessness, as are all trans, queer 
and nonbinary youth. However, for Indigenous LGBTQ2 youth 
this is compounded by racism and impacted by the systemic and 
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ongoing colonial violence experienced by their broader tribal 
communities.

Exploitation of Indigenous young people is experienced 
by both Indigenous LGBTQ2 people and by Indigenous girls. 
Where I currently live, for example, the report Shattered Hearts, 
published in 2009 (Pierce 2009), focused on the high rates of 
commercial sexual exploitation of Native women and girls in 
Minnesota. The report clearly indicates the root of this issue as 
lying in colonial understandings of Indigenous communities 
and the two racist and dangerous tropes that emerged at the 
beginning of the settler colonial project of Indigenous men as 
“ineffective and lazy” and of women as “sexually loose, merce-
nary, and innately immoral.” The legacy of these tropes is still 
evident in the exploitation experienced especially by Indigenous 
girls who are often viewed as targets for commercial sexual 
exploitation. Indigenous girls, women and Two-Spirit people 
might also be more likely to engage in exchange sex, or sex work, 
for survival due to systemic poverty rather than by choice. This 
seems clear by some of the data presented in the report. For 
example, in Hennepin county, even though Indigenous women 
are only 2.2 percent of the general population, a quarter of sex 
work-related arrests in 2007 were of Indigenous women. Similar 
data can also be found in Canada. One of the factors that, for me, 
most clearly indicates that this is not just about higher rates of 
sex work amongst Indigenous women, is that the age of entry 
for a sizeable proportion of girls is around 8 to 12 years old. The 
Shattered Hearts report also clearly highlights how this is part 
of the legacy of generational/historical trauma, listing this, in 
fact, as the number one factor in the section on “factors that 
facilitate entry.”

Exploitation though is only one part of the story. Another 
part that has become increasingly prominent in the media, albeit 
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not yet sufficiently so, is the high rate of murdered and missing 
Indigenous women. In 2018, Lucchesi and Echo-Hawk wrote the 
report Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women & Girls: A snapshot 
of data from 71 urban cities in the United States as part of the Our 
Bodies, Our Stories series by the Urban Indian Health Institute, 
a tribal epidemiology center. They indicate how this is both a 
nationwide crisis and a data crisis given that, in 2016, out of 
5712 cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women, only 116 
were reported in Department of Justice federal database. The 
report states that murder is the third leading cause of death for 
Indigenous and Alaskan native women and girls. Many of these 
cases involved domestic and sexual violence, police brutality, 
and/or lack of safety for sex workers. Two percent of the cases 
involved homelessness as well as police brutality or death in 
custody. Just under 2 percent of the cases were trans women. Out 
of the perpetrators identified, 83 percent were male and about 
half were not Indigenous. Around a third of the perpetrators 
were not found guilty or were never considered accountable 
for their actions. The median age of the murdered and missing 
Indigenous women and girls is 29 years old, according to the 
report.

The report also highlighted how many law enforcement 
departments did not release data when requested to. Only one 
quarter of the cases of murdered and missing Indigenous women 
were covered by some form of local and/or national media and 
less than one fifth of the cases were covered more than once. The 
media coverage also often portrayed victims in a negative light 
by mentioning drugs or alcohol use, the victim’s criminal history 
if she had one, and sex work, if this was involved. They gave false 
information, misgendered the victim when trans and even made 
excuses for the perpetrators or used victim-blaming language.

Indigenous LGBTQ2 people, women and girls on Turtle Island 
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are not the only Indigenous people facing gendered health dis-
parities on a global level. Research in Australia focused directly 
on gendered health disparities amongst Aboriginal people and 
once again tied many of the disparities to the ongoing impact 
of colonization. This research also highlights how different 
the concept of gender is for Aboriginal people compared to 
Western patriarchal ideas of gender as a rigid and hierarchical 
binary. The displacement and dislocation from country—that 
is land—is viewed as a foundational contributing factor to the 
health disparities currently experienced by Aboriginal com-
munities in Australia, given that gender in Aboriginal culture 
is deeply connected to relationship to country. For example, 
chronic disease, such as heart disease, type 2 diabetes or liver 
issues, contribute to a broad 75 percent gap in mortality rates 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous men aged 35 to 54 in 
Australia. For men aged 55 to 74, the mortality gap rises to 95 
percent. Once more, higher rates of substance use, alcoholism 
and tobacco use, which are generally higher among minority 
populations, also contribute to these disparities for Indigenous 
men. Although similar data does not seem readily available for 
Canada and the US, it is safe to assume that Indigenous men 
in North America are also experiencing health disparities given 
the systemic poverty, impact of police brutality and violence, 
and higher rates of substance use, tobacco use, alcohol use and 
mental health issues.

These numbers are heartbreaking, and might be even more 
so depending on your own positionality, so I invite you to take a 
moment to breathe. As I was writing this I asked myself whether 
it was necessary to list all this or if I was just another light-
skinned person parading injured and dead Indigenous, Black 
and Brown bodies as props to make a point. I hope not, but I 
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am also keenly aware of the impact this might be having on any 
Indigenous readers and I want to take a moment to acknowledge 
how different that impact is for non-Indigenous bodies. I also 
realize that my intention, which was to make sure those stories 
are visible to non-Indigenous readers, could be very far from 
my impact.

Breathe. Notice. Take it in. Whether this was new or familiar 
information, or anything in between. If you need to take care 
of yourself, please do so. This book will still be here when you 
are ready to continue. I truly invite you not to rush, gloss over 
or numb whatever feelings might be coming up, if you are not 
an Indigenous person. This is the landscape in which many of 
us live, work, educate, counsel, heal. I believe non-Indigenous 
providers need to be able to honestly look at it if we are to be 
effective in our roles. So, really, I mean it; take the time you need 
before we proceed as more heart-breaking facts are laid out in 
the rest of this chapter, hopefully not for us to gawk at but to 
realize the scope of the gendered trauma we are immersed in 
across a range of communities.

2.3 Trans and/or nonbinary people 
and gendered trauma

Before I started writing this book, I would talk about it and 
often people assumed that this was a book around trans people 
and our trauma. I can understand that assumption, given my 
identity. Later in this section I go through some facts that make 
it pretty clear that trans and/or nonbinary people, and especially 
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous People of Color) trans and/or nonbi-
nary people, are heavily impacted by cisgenderism and gender 
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essentialism. To begin with, let’s take a moment to consider 
how trans and/or nonbinary people are impacted by rigid gender 
binaries in a range of ways.

I am using the umbrella terms trans and/or nonbinary 
because not everyone who identifies as nonbinary also identifies 
as trans, although some of us do, and because there are trans 
people who identify with a binary construct of gender. One of 
the painful ways in which rigid constructs of the gender binary 
are showing up in our communities is the internal divisions. A 
decade or more ago, although this still happens, it used to be 
that some people would distinguish between “true transsexual” 
people and other trans people who were not as dedicated to 
passing or accessing body modification through surgery. More 
recently, and vastly in reaction to the historical erasure and 
belittling of trans, agender and/or nonbinary people, the term 
“truscum” emerged. This term is used to indicate those who think 
that dysphoria is an essential component of being trans and that 
anyone who identifies as trans but does not experience dyspho-
ria is not really trans. This has also given rise to the term “trans 
trender,” especially among younger people, to indicate people 
who “say they’re trans because it’s trendy or because they want 
attention.” When I first came across this term what was very 
evident to me was the fact that these were words I had heard cis 
parents, therapists and educators use over and over again about 
trans and/or nonbinary youth. These were the arguments often 
offered by cis adults to invalidate young trans and/or nonbinary 
people’s experiences and identities. They are also similar to the 

“true transsexual” narrative, which seemed to be well aligned 
with views from the medical-industrial complex, where experts 
were ready to tell us who was “truly” trans and who was not. 
Why is it important to notice this when talking about gendered 
trauma in trans and/or nonbinary communities?
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In many ways these internal divisions, often encouraged and 
exploited by people who do not have the wellbeing of trans and/
or nonbinary communities at heart, are a symptom of collective 
trauma. From the early 1900s in Berlin when Magnus Hirschfeld 
first coined the term transvestite and later developed the Berlin 
Institute where the first “sex change” operations took place, to 
the later creation of the term transsexual in the late 1940s, the 
gender identities, expressions and roles of trans and/or non-
binary people have been heavily defined and policed by white 
cisgender experts. Up to 20 years ago in what we currently call 
the US, trans people had to go up for examination by a panel to 
assess whether they were ready for hormones and/or surgical 
intervention, if they wished to pursue medical transition. Cur-
rently in many countries, such as the UK, trans and/or nonbinary 
people are still dependent on a specialist declaring that they are 
feminine or masculine enough—characteristics usually defined 
within a colonial, white supremacist framework—to access any 
medical interventions. In the UK and several other countries 
if trans people are married, their spouse needs to agree to any 
medical interventions. In some countries, such as Sweden until 
2012, trans people had to undergo sterilization before they were 
“allowed” to access any medical interventions. Given that as trans 
and/or nonbinary people we were told that our condition was 
a mental health issue and that only specialists could decide 
whether we were well enough, despite our diagnosis, to access 
any medical and/or legal services, it is no surprise that our com-
munities have internalized some of these ideas and then turned 
on to one another.

This seems a clear case of trauma generating trauma. If 
your gender is scrutinized, policed, streamlined by cis white 
people who have clear binary expectations of gender and who 
are literally telling you what is a legitimate way to walk, dress, 
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talk, do your hair or make up, and who are telling you that if 
you disagree with their advice, it clearly demonstrates you’re 
mentally unwell, hostile and sick, it seems reasonable that you 
might end up internalizing some of these ideas. I often talk 
about systemic oppression being like the air we breathe. We do 
not even notice it is getting into our lungs and becoming part of 
us, yet there it is. Sadly this means that some of us have adopted 
management strategies that include policing other people, just 
like we have been historically policed. The borders of gender 
might change as might the methods but the issue of containing 
gender expansiveness remain.

As a somatic practitioner I know that trauma often means 
we contract, make ourselves smaller, freeze or even disappear for 
survival. Our collective soma is contracted around gender. It’s as 
if we’re all holding a collective breath and breathing as shallowly 
as we can because we’re afraid of what might happen if we let 
go and breathe freely. Unfortunately when we have, unpleasant 
things have historically happened and are still happening. 

Going back to Berlin in the early 1900s, for example, the 
work of Hirschfeld was emerging within a community where 
people, at least middle- and upper-class white people, had the 
freedom to express their gender and sexuality in more expansive 
ways. Soon after this, the rise of the Third Reich began. It was 
preceded by a period of tightening of moral values, a contracting 
of possibilities, and eventually a rounding up of trans, nonbinary, 
queer and gender expansive people of all ethnicities. While not 
forgetting that the Holocaust mostly and massively impacted 
Jewish people all over Europe, I also want to acknowledge that 
many disabled, trans, nonbinary, queer, and gender expansive 
people were also targeted during this time.

In more recent history, it suffices to look at all the names we 
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remember each Transgender Day of Remembrance in November 
to realize that our community is not yet safe, especially for our 
BIPOC siblings. Most of the names we read are of trans feminine 
people of color, and those are just the names we know. It also 
does not include those of us who died by suicide: an epidemic 
that impacts us in rates ten times higher than the general pop-
ulation, probably due to the systemic erasure and oppression 
experienced by our communities.

The rates of harassment, violence and murder are indeed 
high for trans and/or nonbinary communities. In the US-based 
report Injustice at Every Turn, published by the National Center 
for Transgender Equality and the National Gay and Lesbian 
Task Force in 2011, which is one of the largest surveys to date 
with 6450 participants, the authors found that all respondents 
experienced discrimination but the combination of transphobia 
and racism was particularly harmful.

Other findings indicated that trans and/or nonbinary people 
tend to live in poverty or be, at least, underemployed; we might 
lose jobs more easily (over half the participants had lost jobs); be 
harassed or bullied in school (with 51% of participants reporting 
this); or experience physical or sexual assault (61% and 64% of 
participants had experienced this). We are also less likely to seek 
healthcare given that we experience higher rates of discrim-
ination by healthcare providers, including being refused care 
due to our gender identities and/or expression. Understandably 
many of the participants managed this by either hiding their 
gender identity or transition history (71% of respondents) and/
or by postponing any transition processes (57% of respondents).

If our gender identities and expressions put us in danger 
then “passing” in any direction—that is by transitioning and 
hiding within the other end of the spectrum, or by delaying 
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transitioning and being assumed to be cisgender—can become 
a means of survival in a world that can feel impossible to exist 
in. Once more, this is even more so for our BIPOC siblings, whose 
safety is far more in danger when deviating from societal gender 
norms. As trans and nonbinary people we’re effectively caught 
in a double bind given that performing within the range of the 
binary leads to societal validation and legitimation. However, 
holding a construct of gender that is too rigid ultimately leads 
to higher levels of internalized transphobia, lower self-esteem 
and potentially related mental health issues in our communities.

It is also not surprising to see in the report higher rates 
of participation in sex work and other kinds of underground 
economy among trans people, given the frequent lack of job 
security as well as the higher rates of poverty in our commu-
nities. Once again, the intersection of gender with class, race, 
ethnicity, Indigeneity, disability and citizenship status amplifies 
any of the experiences and percentages listed so far. Trans and/
or nonbinary people also experience higher rates of HIV risk 
and infection, while not always having access to relevant and 
competent services for prevention, testing and care for positive 
people. Research also shows higher rates of depression, anxiety, 
tobacco use and substance use. The survey initially reported was 
expanded and repeated a few years later and 27,715 people partic-
ipated this time. This time the survey was also available in both 
English and Spanish. Sadly the findings remained frighteningly 
close to the previous one.

You are likely to find similar issues for minority populations 
again and again. From a trauma perspective this makes sense. 
When our collective and individual soma contracts we’re more 
prone to go into either collapse or sympathetic nervous sys-
tem activation, which aligns with labels such as depression or 
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anxiety. Often they might both occur at once, making us feel 
like we’re simultaneously pushing down on the brakes while 
feeling completely revved up inside. Research has also shown 
us that addiction is a disease of intimacy, so it makes sense 
that if we’re told or shown that we do not belong or that we’re 
not safe, many people self-medicate through tobacco use and/
or substances such as alcohol, recreational drugs or abuse of 
prescription drugs. If we’re intolerable to society, how can we 
learn to accept ourselves fully? If we’re seen as a disease, how 
can we not feel a lack of ease in our own selves? If one in ten 
of us, for trans and/or nonbinary people, had a family member 
be violent towards us after coming out and many even lost our 
homes, how can we feel at home with ourselves?

Clinical vignette:  dealing with 
internalized transphobia

Initially I was reluctant to place a clinical vignette in the section 

addressing the impact of rigid gender binaries on trans and/or 

nonbinary people. After all, one of the issues that we face is 

that of pathologization! However, I decided that I really wanted 

to discuss addressing internalized transphobia in the therapy 

room from a trans perspective. Far too often I have come across 

cisgender therapists who seem to think that the answer to inter-

nalized transphobia is just to love ourselves. While I believe that 

self-love is indeed to be nurtured for everyone, I also wanted 

to approach this issue from a more critical stance. So, without 

further ado, here’s a clinical vignette with some questions and 

ideas for reflection and practice. I hope you’ll find this helpful.

“Eider is a nonbinary person in their early 30s. They’re out to 
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family, friends and co-workers and feel supported by most of 

them. Eider doesn’t really think that many of their people truly 

understand their nonbinary identity, but all their close people 

respect Eider’s pronouns (they/them). They have been really 

struggling with decisions around body modification, such as 

cross-sex hormones and surgical interventions. Eider is not sure 

if they truly want them or if they just want them to better fit in 

a world that is still very binary. They’re scared of looking and 

feeling ‘like a freak’ no matter what. Eider is also struggling not 

just with dysphoria but with a history of disordered eating and 

body image issues. They’re feeling stuck and frustrated.”

One of the first interventions that might come to mind is to 

really focus on Eider’s body image issues. For example, you 

might suggest to Eider to notice what kind of media they’re 

consuming. What is their visual diet, and might this be con-

tributing to Eider’s lack of ease with their body? You might ask 

Eider to keep a gratitude journal focusing on what their body 

can do rather than what they look like. Another intervention 

might be to ask Eider to start noticing the negative self-talk and 

to challenge this with more rational and kinder thoughts. You 

might even ask Eider to write a letter from their future self to 

their current self to explain the decisions they have made, why 

they have made them and how these decisions have impacted 

them. These are all great and worthwhile interventions and I 

have used all of these with my clients at various points in time.

However, let’s take a moment longer to reflect on whether, 

alongside these interventions, something else might be needed. 

All the interventions above are focused on developing further an 

internal locus of control—that is, the belief system about causes 

of our experiences. Generally psychological research shows that 
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people with a well-developed internal locus of control are more 

confident in their ability to change and influence situations and 

might even have higher self-esteem. It would make sense then 

to focus on nurturing an internal locus of control when Eider is 

dealing with so many body image issues. This is one of these 

moments when I invite you to consider a both/and approach.

While it’s true that addressing negative self-cognition is 

important, it’s also important to explicitly acknowledge that 

Eider is not only dealing with shadows in their thoughts but 

with a world that is truly challenging for nonbinary people. Not 

acknowledging the latter is akin to gaslighting Eider. Their con-

cerns are legitimate, as is their dance with where their desire for 

body modification comes from. Addressing this can be done in a 

range of ways. From a narrative therapy perspective, you could 

spend time mapping with Eider all the different macro influenc-

es on their sense of self and their desire for body modification. 

What is dominant culture telling them: the media, language, 

the faith community they might have been brought up in? What 

are the stories about Eider’s identities out there that have an 

influence on their internal sense of self?

You can also support Eider in thinking through consequences 

of different actions. For example, what does each type of body 

modification open up and what does it close down for Eider? If 

the desire for some changes is more about ease in navigating 

a binary world, can that be ok? Often trans and/or nonbinary 

people can feel pressured to be the poster child of the move-

ment and, as such, to be confident and self-accepting at all 

costs. This can be incredibly difficult in a world that is, in reality, 

rife with harassment and even violence for gender expansive, 

feminine presenting people of color like Eider. What difference 

can it make when we acknowledge this in therapy?
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You may want to invite Eider to consider whether their 

decisions need to be perfect. Is there something other than 

an all-or-nothing approach available here? Can it be possible 

to have an ideal but to make a compromise with the reality we 

live in? What if sometimes the trans or nonbinary body is not 

quite what we would want ideally but rather a compromise or 

approximation of what we would ideally want? I know I felt a 

huge weight lift when a therapist talked to me about my body 

being a compromise in some ways. I notice a similar relief in 

several clients who might have a more ambivalent relationship 

with the idea of body modification. Basically, what becomes 

possible when we acknowledge that while there is indeed an 

internal locus of control, there is also a world out there that is 

not always friendly or even safe for many of our trans and/or 

nonbinary clients? What other interventions might you consider 

from a both/and approach to these issues? What is the position-

ality of your clients, and how does it impact them within both 

trans and/or nonbinary communities, and within larger, local 

community? What is your positionality and how does it impact 

your therapeutic choices in this case?

In addition to the systemic harassment, violence and oppres-
sion experienced, trans and/or nonbinary people have been 
increasingly subject to vehement attacks by people who are 
often referred to as TERFs: trans-exclusionary radical feminists. 
Much has already been written about the term, whether it can 
be considered a slur or not, and on whether it is even ever fem-
inist to exclude trans people from the movement. It is beyond 
the scope of this book to enter into an in-depth debate about 
this issue. However, I do want to take a moment to look at this 
phenomenon from a trauma perspective.
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As I stated at the beginning of this section, trauma can gen-
erate trauma, especially when unaddressed. I believe that many 
people who embrace TERF ideology, which conflates sex with 
gender and is ultimately a gender essentialist ideology, have 
been hurt by a rigid gender binary. Unfortunately rather than 
realizing the impact of settler colonial, patriarchal, misogynis-
tic oppression, people who embrace TERF ideology view trans 
people as part of the problem and often even as “oppressors.” 
Instead of viewing the rigid policing of bodies as the issue, they 
adopt a rigid conceptualization of gender based on biology and 
conflate genitals with identity and experience.

This seems to be a manifestation of the roots of white Anglo 
feminism in many ways. If the baseline for the feminist move-
ment is a cis white, often but not exclusively straight, woman, 
then anyone who does not fall in these categories deviates from 
the norm. Just as the early white Anglo feminist movement did 
not include Black and Brown women—as indicated by the his-
tory of suffragettes and the writing of many Black feminists and 
the creation of womanism—and later struggled to include les-
bian and bi women, it is still struggling to expand to include 
anyone who is impacted by patriarchal, cisgenderist and rigid 
binary views of gender. Some aspects of white feminism are so 
contracted, due to historical trauma, that expansion seems not 
only undesirable but dangerous. This can be viewed in the rhet-
oric used by many TERFs, which evokes images of rape, assault 
and general danger to instil a sense of fear towards trans and/or 
nonbinary people and our allies. As I have written in an article 
on “Gender and Sexual Legitimacy” in 2015 (p.105):

trans bodies then seem to become the battlefield on which 
the expansion of our conceptualization of gender seems to be 
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played, as Stryker points out in her essay on Biopolitics where 
she discusses trans as a category to be monitored by the bio-
power, which is actively invested in promoting and maintaining 
normativity in all bodies, including trans bodies.

Rhetoric of fear is often a tool used to contain, mainstream and 
keep people in line with the status quo. It is understandable 
that if we feel under threat, we might want to not rock the boat. 
We might prefer keeping things stable and protecting ourselves 
through both a freeze and contracted response in our soma. It is 
no accident that TERF ideology seems to be so closely aligned 
with what many BIPOC feminists have clearly labeled white 
feminism. Therefore, it is to the intersection of gender, race and 
ethnicity that I want to turn next.

2.4 The intersection of gender, race and ethnicity

In the previous section I mentioned white feminism. Depending 
on your positionality you may find yourself bristle at coupling 
a racial qualifier to the feminist movement, or you may feel 
that it is a familiar phrase that you understand. Let’s revisit 
positionality for a moment. If positionality views identities as 
dynamic and relational, then it makes sense that our feminism 
is not independent from our positionality. In fact one of the 
assumptions to consider when talking about larger movements, 
such as feminism, is who is, by definition, included and who 
is not. Feminism as it emerges in Western dominant Anglo 
contexts and history is inextricably linked, in some ways, to 
whiteness. Womanhood might have been addressed as a univer-
sal concept but even in the earliest days of women’s rights and 
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suffrage, the term was not universal in praxis. Womanhood too 
often meant white womanhood and I would add abled, middle- 
to upper-class womanhood. There is a reason why Sojourner 
Truth, mentioned earlier, was addressing the issue of both her 
womanhood and Blackness as far back as 1851 when addressing 
the Women’s Convention in Akron, Ohio.

I would argue that gender is always dependent on intersec-
tions of other aspects of our identities, such as class, disability, 
citizenship, Indigeneity, race and ethnicity. After all what is 
considered masculine or feminine is heavily dependent on spe-
cific historical, geographical, economic and social locations. Of 
course, disabled, Indigenous, Black and Brown women have been 
addressing this issue for a long time. For example, Gloria Evange-
lina Anzaldúa, a Chicana lesbian scholar, wrote about the spaces 
between genders and sexuality, as well as ethnicity and geog-
raphy, in the foundational text published in 1987: Borderlands/
La Frontera: The New Mestiza. A few years earlier Black US-based 
writer and activist Alice Walker used the term womanist in a 
short story (Walker 2011). The term womanism was then adopted 
by many Black women as a theoretical framework specifically 
based on the experiences and history of Black women. Just two 
years after Alice Walker used the term womanist, in 1981, bell 
hooks published Ain’t I a Woman?: Black Women and Feminism, 
titled after Truth’s speech (hooks 1981/2014). It would, once again, 
be beyond the scope of this book to fully address the history of 
feminism and the critical approaches to feminism led by Black 
and Brown women, as well as trans women, and disabled wom-
en such as Jenny Morris who published Pride Against Prejudice: 
Transforming Attitudes to Disability in 1991 and Julia Serano’s 
Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the Scapegoating 
of Femininity (2016), first published in 2007. These are all seminal 
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texts which I invite you to read, if you have not done so already, 
in order to understand just how much women at the margins of 
dominant society have contributed to feminism, as this is not 
always visible. For now, let’s focus in on how the intersection of 
race, ethnicity and gender impacts people every day.

Systemic poverty due to historical factors, such as slavery and 
ongoing racism, has contributed to health disparities around 
specific conditions such as asthma, diabetes and heart disease 
for Black people living in what we currently know as the US. 
Black people in the US also experience higher rates of cancer 
and stroke, with these and heart disease being leading causes 
of death. Black women in particular are often at higher risk of 
dying of heart disease because the symptoms are not recognized 
early enough. They are also more likely to die of diseases such 
as breast cancer, and to be diagnosed less often than in white 
women. Black women are also two to six times more likely to 
die of complications from childbirth. Education or income 
seem to make little difference in this regard, highlighting how 
dangerous the mix of racism and misogyny is. This means that 
educated, high-earning Black women are still more likely to die 
from complications from childbirth even when compared to 
less educated and poor white women. I highlight this in order 
to dismantle one of the false beliefs that all racial disparities 
stem purely from economic and class disparities. This is also 
evident when considering the issue of pain management and 
Black people. The latter tend to be undertreated for pain due 
to healthcare providers holding implicit bias and inaccurate 
racist beliefs about biological differences between Black and 
white people.

It is unsurprising that healthcare providers would hold such 
implicit bias and racist beliefs. After all scientists, biologists 
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and physicians have historically perpetuated false and racist 
beliefs about inherent biological differences between Black 
and white people, such as, but not limited to, less sensitivity 
to pain. You might think that these beliefs would be behind us, 
but it is enough to critically read articles about Black athletes to 
notice the implicit racist beliefs about fundamentally different 
characteristics between Black and white bodies. This means that 
stereotypes such as the “strong Black woman” are not just meta-
phorically hurtful; they can literally mean that a Black woman is 
less likely to be taken seriously when in pain or to seek medical 
care in the first place given the level of harassment and discrim-
ination experienced. Black men might also less likely to receive 
appropriate pain treatment due to stereotypes around drug use 
and being viewed as pill-seeking. The latter shows how different, 
racist stereotypes can also combine to negatively impact Black 
people’s everyday life. If Black people in general are supposed 
to be stronger and masculinity is also about being strong, then 
Black men are not likely to be believed when reporting pain. At 
this point the false perceptions around race and gender inter-
sect with stereotyping around drug use, resulting in Black men 
being less likely to be prescribed appropriate treatments such 
as opioids even when in severe pain.

Media coverage of Black women athletes also highlights how 
Black women are more likely to be viewed as aggressive and, as 
such, as less feminine. This can lead to close scrutiny of Black 
women athlete bodies, as has happened again and again during 
various Olympic competitions. In everyday life this can also lead 
to pressure to perform femininity in a certain way in order to be 
perceived as a “legitimate woman” or otherwise risk having one’s 
gender questioned. This is particularly impactful of course for 
queer, trans and/or nonbinary Black women but it can impact any 
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Black woman, regardless of gender and sexuality. These harmful 
tropes of Black women as less feminine, stronger and hypersexual 
lead to real danger for Black women in everyday life, especially, 
but not exclusively, for butch women and trans women. This is 
the danger of confrontation and harassment on the street as well 
as in schools, at work or in sports, a confrontation and harassment 
that is often only a heartbeat away from more lethal violence. The 
latter seems to be particularly relevant when noticing the level of 
police brutality, including murder, experienced by Black people 
of all genders in what we currently call the US. 

Other factors contributing to those already described are 
also geographical location and religion. For example, Islamo-
phobia greatly contributes to violence towards Muslim people 
or people perceived to be Muslim. This is true not just in North 
America but, currently, seems to be the case globally. On one 
hand Muslim women are often depicted in Western media as a 
patriarchal archetype of female subjugation, taking away any 
agency they have over their own religious beliefs and gender 
presentation. On the other hand, Muslim women are often har-
assed or attacked if they wear visible signs of their religion, such 
as a hijab. Their ethnicity and religion combined contributes to 
them no longer being viewed as “feminine” and therefore “weak” 
and “not to be struck” according to social gendered scripts in 
Western dominant culture. In fact, race and ethnicity seem to be 
powerful lenses when applied to gender given that, in Western 
dominant culture, the baseline is viewed as Anglo, cisgender, 
heterosexual and abled. I have already highlighted how this has 
meant that Indigenous men are viewed as being emasculated by 
women because of the lack of gendered hierarchical patriarchal 
structure. However, there are numerous tropes and stereotypes 
that illustrate this point. For example, Asian women are often 
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viewed in Western dominant culture as inherently more docile, 
passive and subservient than white women, another dangerous 
trope that can lead to harassment, violence and exploitation.

It seems safe to state that generally Black, Brown and Indig-
enous bodies are often hypersexualized, such as the stereotype 
of the “hot-blooded” Latina woman, while also being scrutinized 
for gender ambiguities and discrepancies. The examples could 
sadly go on and on but suffice to state that common experienc-
es seem to be higher rates of harassment, discrimination and 
violence, poorer health outcomes, and health disparities. The 
flavor of the stereotypes and violence does differ according to 
specific positionality but they do seem to be variations on a 
theme that views the cisgender, white, abled, heterosexual body 
as the baseline and a rigid gender binary as the picket fence 
around it that needs to be defended at all costs.

Educational stretch:  what are the gendered 
expectations in your communities?

I’ve provided information about how rigid gender binaries impact 

several minority communities. The communities you belong 

to may or may not have been represented in the information 

offered so far. If I have discussed communities you belong to, 

take a moment to reflect on the information offered. This might 

have been very familiar to you and you may even have more 

information than this chapter can offer. Take a moment to notice 

the information and how it impacts you and your work. Does 

this information shape the way you address clients, students, 

patients, co-workers or community members?

If I have not discussed any or some of the communities you 
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belong to, take a moment to consider how gendered expec-

tations impact individuals within those communities and how 

they shape the community itself. You may want to do some 

research if you’re not familiar with information about the impact 

of gender norms in your communities. Google Scholar can be a 

good place to start and you can use keywords such as gender, 

disparities, health, education and so on, depending on the areas 

you’re interested in.

Finally, take a moment to reflect on what the physical, psy-

chological, emotional and spiritual impact of rigid gender norms 

is on you and your communities. How does this shape you and 

your work in the world? What becomes possible if you step 

outside of these norms and what might be the cost of doing so?

2.5 Does anyone benefit?

At this point you might assume that at least white, cisgender, 
abled, heterosexual people would benefit from the settler colo-
nial, rigid gender binary. However, that is not necessarily the 
case as (cis)gender normativity benefits surprisingly few people! 
Although deviating further away from the gender binary, as 
many visibly nonbinary, gender expansive and defiant people do, 
entails a higher risk of encountering harassment and violence, 
the borders of gender are diligently patrolled for everyone. For 
example, several studies have concluded that gender conform-
ity—which often entails the need for approval and validation 
from others—can negatively affect psychological wellbeing, as 
well as hinder sexual autonomy.

This can be noticed in increasingly understood terms such as 
toxic masculinity, for example, as well as in gendered behaviors 
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and scripts performed by feminine people to uphold said toxic 
masculinity within a patriarchal framework. Let’s take a moment 
to break this down. If being a man in Anglo dominant white cul-
ture means being not emotionally expressive, for example, men 
are going to be less likely to seek support when facing mental 
health challenges. They are also more likely to become depressed, 
if they are previously abled, and then become disabled, since 
the latter is not compatible with the dominant construct of 
masculinity as “strong, tough, and independent.” Even without 
any disabilities or mental health challenges present, we know 
from therapeutic literature that internalizing emotions, rather 
than expressing them authentically at least with people close 
to us, is not conducive to genuine relationships and can, in fact, 
contribute to feelings of isolation and decreased psychological 
wellbeing, as found in a number of studies. Even though we 
know from neurobiology that consensual and healthy touch is 
essential to our wellbeing as humans, men, within a more rigid 
binary patriarchal framework, can only give and receive touch 
through sex or sports. Research has also shown us that men are 
often less likely to seek and access healthcare, even when need-
ed. For example, the World Health Organization reported that 
suicide represented half of all male violent deaths worldwide 
in 2017. Women suffer high rates of depression and disordered 
eating, among other issues, which I explore in the chapter on 
relationships.

I could cite more research on how rigid gender binaries 
negatively impact the psychological and physical wellbeing of 
cisgender white people. The main point is that even though some 
people are definitely much more impacted by the legacy of a 
rigid gender binary than others—and those most impacted are 
definitely Black, Brown, Indigenous, immigrant, disabled, trans 
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and queer people, especially feminine ones—nobody wins in this 
arena. This is not new information. Sandra Bem dedicated much 
of her work to highlighting how gender roles and gender polari-
zation contribute to inequalities and contribute to poor psycho-
logical wellbeing (see Bem 1993). However, even Bem’s work was 
steeped in an earlier feminist rhetoric that viewed egalitarianism 
and equality as goals, rather than seeking the dismantling of 
a rigid gender binary as a settler colonial patriarchal tool that 
contributes to the control and policing of our collective soma.

Social control is challenging to undermine as it is not just 
perpetuated through larger structures, such as legislation, gov-
ernance, education or healthcare, but it is most often passed 
on from one generation to the next. Another important part of 
Bem’s legacy is that she pointed out how important it is to chal-
lenge rigid gender schema—that is, roles or ideas—in children, 
if we aspire to move towards a more egalitarian society. Even 
though the goal of gender liberation is, within this framework, 
about neurodecolonization rather than egalitarianism within 
the current, ongoing settler colonial paradigm, the issue of how 
we raise our children is still salient. Therefore I turn to intergen-
erational patterns in the next chapter.

Summary

Before moving on to the next chapter, here are the main points 
addressed in this chapter:

• Our understanding of gender is located in time and 
space. This means it is important to pay attention to our 
positionality.
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• Positionality is a concept that emerges from postmodern 
feminist theory highlighting the importance of explicitly 
stating our location given that there cannot be a disem-
bodied, objective reader or writer.

• One of the impacts of a rigid gender binary on Indige-
nous communities in North America has been the loss 
of language and culture, including terms for a broader 
range of gender identities, roles and expressions, and loss 
of cultural, social and spiritual roles for gender expansive 
people within their own communities.

• Indigenous LGBTQ2 people as well as broader Indigenous 
populations face higher rates of health disparities, men-
tal health issues, tobacco and substance use, as well as 
higher risk of HIV infection.

• Younger Indigenous LGBTQ2 people are also likely to 
experience bullying, harassment and homelessness, as 
are all trans, queer and nonbinary youth.

• Indigenous women, girls and Indigenous LGBTQ2 peo-
ple are more likely to be murdered, including dying in 
police custody and due to police brutality, or go missing. 
Those cases are under-reported and media often uses 
victim-blaming language.

• The displacement and dislocation from country, in other 
words land, is viewed as a foundational contributing 
factor to the health disparities currently experienced by 
Aboriginal communities in Australia, given that gender 
in Aboriginal culture is deeply connected to relationship 
to country.

• Internal divisions and othering within trans and/or 
nonbinary communities are rooted in intergenerational 
trauma and have been impacted by the long history of 
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pathologization experienced by trans and/or nonbinary 
people at the hands of the medical-industrial complex.

• Trans and/or nonbinary people are ten times more likely 
than the general population to struggle with suicidality 
and are at higher risk of dying by suicide.

• Trans and/or nonbinary people experience higher rates of 
discrimination, harassment, physical and sexual assault, 
bullying in school and refusal of care by healthcare 
providers.

• Trans and/or nonbinary people are at higher risk of HIV 
infection, are more likely to be HIV positive and are more 
likely to be involved in underground economies, such 
as sex work. They’re also often living in poverty and/or 
underemployed.

• Since positionality views identities as dynamic and rela-
tional, it makes sense that our feminism is not independ-
ent from our positionality. Black, Brown, disabled and 
trans scholars have critically approached feminism and 
highlighted places where the movement has historically 
been exclusionary.

• Systemic poverty due to historical factors, such as slavery 
and ongoing racism, has contributed to health disparities 
around specific conditions such as asthma, diabetes and 
heart disease for Black people in the US. They also expe-
rience higher rates of cancer and stroke, with these and 
heart disease being leading causes of death.

• Black women are two to six times more likely to die of 
complications from childbirth, regardless of education 
or income.

• Black women’s gender is more likely to be questioned 
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and closely scrutinized, which can lead to higher rates 
of harassment and violence.

• Black people, including women and especially trans 
women, are more likely to be murdered by the police, 
die in police custody or due to police brutality.

• Islamophobia greatly contributes to global violence 
towards Muslim people or people perceived to be Muslim. 
Muslim women are more likely to be harassed or attacked 
for wearing visible signs of their cultural and/or religious 
affiliation such as a hijab.

• Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies are often hypersex-
ualized, while also being scrutinized for gender ambigu-
ities and discrepancies.

• Several studies have concluded that gender conformity, 
which often entails the need for approval and validation 
from others, can negatively affect psychological wellbe-
ing, as well as hinder sexual autonomy.

• Toxic masculinity leads to poorer health for cis men. For 
example, research has shown us that cis men are often 
less likely to seek and access healthcare, even when 
needed.
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All in the family

In the previous chapter I have attempted to portray how a rigid 
gender binary negatively impacts a number of people, especially 
Black, Brown, Indigenous, immigrant, disabled, trans and queer 
bodies, and intersections thereof. I also briefly mentioned 
that trauma can be intergenerational, sometimes also called 
transgenerational, and that this is sometimes connected to, but 
distinct from, historical trauma.

In this chapter, I start from definitions of intergenerational 
and transgenerational trauma and discuss epigenetics and why 
it might matter, as well as how its use, in the context of trauma, 
has been criticized. After this, I consider what kinds of gendered 
stories, patterns and roles might be passed on and how they’re 
passed on. I also briefly discuss the role of shame and blame 
within intergenerational trauma, as well as the ways in which 
intergenerational gendered trauma can impact our attachment 
styles. Finally, I consider the role of ancestral connection and 
its role for individual and collective resilience.
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3.1 What is epigenetics and why it matters (maybe)

The first chapter laid out how a rigid gender binary can be 
viewed as an aspect of historical trauma linked to patriarchal 
settler colonial understandings of gender. In the second chapter 
I addressed what the manifestations of this trauma are and 
mentioned briefly how historical trauma is not the same as 
intergenerational trauma. The latter is where I want to start from 
for this chapter. Although historical trauma is, by definition, 
intergenerational, given that it is passed on from generation to 
generation in a range of ways, including through lasting social, 
linguistic and cultural patterns, not all intergenerational trau-
ma is historical, at least not in this definition of historical. For 
example, certain things might have happened in one family, such 
as domestic violence, and the impact might have been passed 
on from one generation to the next. While there is a social and 
historical context to this trauma, this is specific to this family 
and it does not involve a larger-scale historical event like the 
Rwandan genocide or slavery. The main distinction then is that 
historical trauma is collective, and it involves many people 
beyond an individual family line.

However, what happens in individual family lines does not 
happen outside of history or culture. This is one of the reasons 
why we’re looking at the complexity of a rigid gender binary as 
trauma. Trauma is not only transmitted through larger historical 
and social patterns but also in the everyday interactions we 
experience from day one of our lives, and some would say even 
in utero. The field of epigenetics, in particular, has attempted 
to document how historical and intergenerational trauma is 
not just passed on from parent to child through behaviors and 
relationships, but also through our genes. Epigenetics is the 
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study of how modifications of gene expressions cause changes, 
rather than the study of changes in the genetic code itself. Some 
scientists believe that not only do we receive our DNA from our 
biological parents but that we also inherit information on how 
genes might switch on or off, that is, express themselves. One of 
the most recent and popular studies in this area was conducted 
by Rachel Yehuda and team who studied both Holocaust sur-
vivors and children of Holocaust survivors (Shalev, Yehuda and 
McFarlane 2000). They found that genetic mutation can happen 
quickly and that the impact of trauma can be felt from one 
generation to the next. The study was highly publicized by the 
media, but it also drew heavy criticism in the field of epigenet-
ics. Some scientists felt that the sample was too small, that it 
excluded social factors that could be important to consider, and 
that heritability mechanisms could not be clearly established as 
a consequence of this study.

Whether you consider the study to withstand scrutiny or 
not, several scholars and clinicians over the years have observed 
the phenomenon of generations being impacted by the trau-
ma of the previous generation. Initially this was referred to 
as transgenerational as it focused on trauma being passed on 
from one generation to the next. However, once people start-
ed addressing effects in the third generation and beyond, the 
term intergenerational came into play. For the purposes of this 
chapter, I use the word intergenerational given that I will not 
just be looking at transmission from one generation to the 
next one. The Holocaust, the enslavement of African people for 
the benefit of the colonies, and the decimation of Indigenous 
populations in what is currently known as North America are 
probably amongst the most studied historical phenomena when 
it comes to intergenerational trauma. Scholars studying these 
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phenomena noticed that, although families and individuals had 
a role to play—and how families reacted to events could make 
a difference—there were common experiences and symptoms 
people have when they shared a collective traumatic experience.

For example, Dr. Degruy-Leary (1994) identified a phenom-
enon they called Post-Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) to 
indicate the psychological and emotional trauma from slavery. 
PTSS clearly delineates how the past has an ongoing impact on 
the present for Black people in the US. Some scholars believe 
that this has been an under-estimated factor when it comes to 
considering social disparities, for example, and that there are 
clinical implications of PTSS for therapists and providers to 
consider. Others, like Hicks, highlight that Black people have 
also inherited resilience and healing, and not just trauma, and 
that instead of hyper-pathologizing Black people, future studies 
could focus on the mental health status of the oppressors as well 
as on the “legacies of survival, resilience, transcendence, and 
healing birthed out of the historical trauma of slavery” (Hicks 
2015, p.v). The idea that we do not just inherit trauma intergen-
erationally but also resilience and strategies for our survival is 
one that I consider to be incredibly relevant and important, so I 
return to it at the end of this chapter to address it in more depth. 
PTSS is clearly a form of historical trauma. What about forms of 
intergenerational trauma that do not fall under the umbrella 
of historical trauma though?

Whether epigenetics has yet proven whether intergeneration-
al trauma exists or not, to many practitioners it seems evident 
that there are patterns in how humans respond to trauma, which 
seem to emerge again and again in minority populations, as 
well as in individuals who have a history of intergenerational 
trauma in their family lines. Some of the common responses to 
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trauma, especially complex trauma—that is, trauma not limited 
to a single incident—such as intergenerational trauma, are:

• challenges with regulating strong emotions
• a range of dissociative responses ranging from numbing 

to severe dissociation
• a higher incidence of tobacco, alcohol and substance use, 

as well as general patterns of addiction as a way to numb, 
manage and contain strong emotions

• autoimmune issues and chronic health conditions 
stemming from the somatic impact of chronic trauma 
responses such as hyper and hypo-arousal

• difficulties with sleep
• depression
• anxiety
• self-harm
• increased suicidality
• feelings of guilt and shame
• difficulties with trust
• lack of a felt sense of safety
• negative self-cognition
• dichotomous (all/nothing) thinking patterns
• disorganized executive functioning
• relational difficulties.

Some of these might be familiar from experiences highlighted in 
Chapter 2. Others might be familiar from your own history, your 
family of origin, your students or your clinical work.

These patterns, which are common in people as a response 
to trauma, especially repeated trauma over time, seem to pro-
vide some evidence that, whether epigenetics has satisfactorily 
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proven that historical and intergenerational trauma exist or not, 
it is worth paying attention to intergenerational transmission 
of patterns, roles, stories, trauma and resilience. Since gender is 
a biopsychosocial construct, as well as a position in time and 
space, it makes sense that we learn how to do gender, what 
is acceptable and what is not, what can be spoken and what is 
best kept silent from familial patterns, as well as from larger 
linguistic, cultural and social patterns. After all, one could argue 
that familial structures are the ones that communicate the larger 
linguistic, cultural and social patterns from one generation to 
the next.

3.2 Intergenerational gendered 
patterns, roles and stories

I want to start from a personal story to illustrate how the stories 
we hear about gender and relationships can influence our views 
of the world, people around us and ourselves, even when these 
stories are not directly about us. All three of my great uncles—
my grandmother’s siblings—emigrated to the US after World 
War II. This made sense due to the economic status of Sicily after 
the war. I was about eight years old when the first of these great 
uncles died. I was really sad because he and his wife had come to 
visit a few years earlier. I remembered them clearly and I thought 
his Italo-American wife was very glamorous. As I was growing 
up, I also heard stories about another uncle and how, when his 
first wife died, there was a correspondence between him and the 
local “sensale,”—the mediator for a range of affairs including 
marriage—so that he could find a Sicilian wife who would travel 
to California, marry him and help him take care of his children. 
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I remember imagining what it would be like to be that aunt, 
whom I knew, and who had been too old to marry locally so was 
shipped off to a foreign country to marry this widow with young 
children, without speaking any English. This aunt never learned 
English and managed to communicate with anyone who spoke 
Spanish through a mix of Italian, English and Sicilian dialect. 
She eventually became a widow herself and retired back to our 
village in Sicily once the children had children of their own. 
There are more stories about relationships and migration in my 
family but this is a particularly formative one for me.

What does this story have to do with gender and intergen-
erational trauma? Let’s take a moment to unpack some of the 
implicit messages my young self was picking up through these 
stories. A major one was that men got to have agency and adven-
ture while women did not, unless they were being taken along 
for the ride by a man. My grandmother and her sisters did not 
move to the US, although my grandmother moved from Sicily to 
Rome with her husband and two children, which was considered 
its own migration. They did not seem to be as successful through 
my child’s eyes and did not have as many opportunities as my 
great uncles who had migrated. Years later I would understand 
that their migrant experiences were fraught with xenophobia, 
challenges, hardship and white flight, and were not as appealing 
as they seemed to be to my pre-teen self.

 Another implicit threat I got from the story was that if you 
did not marry or find a way to not be a “financial burden” to 
your family, you might get shipped off to a foreign country with-
out speaking the language or having met your husband-to-be. 
Although this was always spoken in hushed, maybe a little dis-
approving, tone in my family, giving me the impression that we 
had different beliefs about gender and marriage, it was clearly 
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not beyond the realm of possibilities. This, coupled with my 
grandmother’s comments about me “ruining my eyes” through 
too much reading and having an “ugly cry” that I should hide 
from men, definitely contributed to this idea that securing a 
relationship needed to be a primary goal and that my value did 
not lie in my intellect. In fact this could even be a detriment to 
my erotic capital as expressed through my appearance. There are 
of course more stories, casual comments and messages I received 
not just from my family but also from the outside world, but 
these were pretty formative, especially when combined with 
the experience of living within a family unit where there was 
domestic violence. Once again this revolved heavily around 
gendered patterns of “not upsetting” my father and, for my mom, 
messages from other women in the family that she had “made 
her bed and she needed to lie in it.” Divorce became a possibility 
in Italy in 1971, the year I was born, but the consequences for a 
woman’s professional and social standing were still dire, should 
she choose to pursue a divorce.

I was absorbing not just what was being said but also what 
was being lived in front of me. I was picking up on underlying 
assumptions and I was also making up my own stories, through 
my child’s filters and mind, as all children do. I was picking up 
on acceptable behaviors, and unacceptable ones, as well as on 
the social and familial cost that moving outside these bounds 
would entail. Years later I would find out much more about my 
family’s history and realize how gendered trauma ran deep, espe-
cially the “having one’s life turned upside down by relationships 
with men” pattern. There were also other social and cultural 
messages that were being passed on through my family, such 
as how to dress, walk and behave, and learning that whoever 
I was with, they would be seen as an extension and reflection 
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of myself, my worth as a “woman” and a “wife.” It would take a 
lot of unlearning to move away from these messages. It would 
also take a long time to realize that, although people in my own 
family had suffered because of gendered roles and expectations, 
they also still passed on many of these, alongside more mixed 
messages about being independent and “never financially, or 
otherwise, depend on a man,” a message that funnily enough 
came from my abusive father.

This is just one way in which intergenerational trauma is 
passed on though. It would be years until I realized that the “cute 
birth story” my maternal grandmother was fond of telling had 
within it signs of how trauma had already impacted my nervous 
system. The story is that I came out already holding my head up 
and looking older than a newborn. In my 40s, through somatic 
work, I realized that, probably due to trauma in utero, my nerv-
ous system had come out already hypervigilant. I would also 
understand that my people-pleasing—also known as fawning 
in some trauma circles—was both validated and nurtured 
because of my gender assigned at birth. It was also the result of 
trauma and the need to monitor everyone’s feelings—controlling 
volatility, and therefore danger, as much as possible. If trauma 
is the unresolved and unprocessed stories in our bodies, what 
are the gendered stories of our own but also of our biological 
parents, and their parents, and their parents before them that 
we carry in our bones?

Of course, we do not just carry the stories of our biological 
parents in our bones. If we’re adopted for example, we’re still 
deeply impacted by the stories and trauma of our adoptive 
parents and their familial lines, which we absorb as we grow 
up. I propose we look at intergenerational trauma as both being 
passed on through our genes and through our upbringing and 
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yes, if this sounds complicated, it’s because it is. Sometimes 
working with this can feel like pulling at a tangled-up ball of 
yarn one cannot find the beginning or end of.

In the next section I address modes of transmission, but for 
now I invite you to reflect on the things that we have learned 
both from our immediate family and caregivers, but also from 
stories about ancestors, as well as stories that might live in our 
bodies and that we might not have a well-formed or known 
knowledge of. What are the gender roles and gendered dynamics 
you witnessed growing up? What are the stories that were told 
again and again in your family, and the ones that were not, or 
were only whispered sometimes? While doing this also remem-
ber that the stories we do not know are also still living in us, 
so it’s ok to listen to what these stories might be by tuning in 
somatically. Our bodies hold the stories of our ancestors. I come 
back to this at the end of this chapter to highlight how we hold 
gendered stories of survival, healing and resilience within us. 
For now, before focusing on modes of transmission, I want to 
offer you a tool to further reflect on familial patterns of gender.

Thoughtful moment:  familial 
intergenerational patterns of gender

Take a moment to draw your family tree as far back as you can 

trace it. If you’re familiar with genograms—a tool often used 

by family therapists—you might want to do that instead. If you 

don’t have enough information to do this, please don’t worry as I 

offer an alternative in a moment. Once you’re done drawing your 

family tree or genogram, consider the gender roles, dynamics 

and stories you know about the people in your family tree or 
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genogram. Take some time to journal about them or write some 

notes to remind yourself of what these roles, dynamics and 

stories are. Then notice whether there are connections with what 

you have learned about your gender, and your core assumptions 

about gender from the exercises in Chapter 1, as well as about 

your positionality and relationship with gender and communi-

ty-based gendered expectations from exercises in Chapter 2. Are 

there connections or points of divergence?

If you do not have the information necessary to draw a 

family tree or genogram, take some time to listen to your body. 

Are there stories about gender roles, dynamic and expectations 

that feel familiar but maybe do not make too much sense? What 

are the stories that emerge when you give yourself some time 

to tune inwards and listen? If you have ancestral practices, you 

might want to ask your ancestors to share some stories with 

you. Whatever stories you come up with, journal or write some 

notes and then proceed to reflect on the questions listed above.

3.3 How is trauma passed on?

Now that we’ve discussed how trauma can be passed down 
through both epigenetic modalities (potentially) and familial 
narratives—spoken and unspoken—I want to turn to how trau-
ma is passed on from generation to generation, that is, modes 
of transmission. As stated earlier, the transmission of gendered 
beliefs, ideas, roles, dynamics and messages can be implicit or 
explicit as well as, of course, a mixture of the two. This means 
that socialization, social learning and communication certain-
ly play a major role in intergenerational trauma around rigid 
gender binaries. When we consider the mode of transmission, 
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is there any more to say besides the fact that trauma is mainly 
passed on from generation to generation through socialization, 
social learning and communication?

Within families as well as within social groups and structures, 
Stein observed that trauma can be transmitted horizontally 
or vertically. Vertical transmission is from one generation to 
the next, while horizontal, or lateral, transmission is between 
members of the same family, or within a group, at the same time. 
Both horizontal and vertical transmission can happen at the 
same time. In the examples I explored in the previous section 
intergenerational trauma was happening both from one genera-
tion (that of my grandmother and her mother before her) to me 
but also laterally, or horizontally, as there was ongoing domestic 
violence impacting all members of the same family at the same 
time, albeit in different ways because of our positionality, such 
as parent or child. This means that as well as paying attention to 
social structures, socialization, social learning and communica-
tion, we might also want to notice which direction the trauma 
transmission is going in. If you go back to consider the notes 
from the thoughtful moment at the end of the previous section, 
for example, can you identify where there was horizontal, or 
lateral transmission, where the transmission was vertical and 
where both were/are happening at once?

Other aspects of transmission that seem worth spending 
some time on are related not just to the direction of the passing 
on of trauma but also to the quality of the transmission. For 
example, was the communication and learning through silence 
or through open and vulnerable communication about what 
happened? Basically, what were the patterns of the transmission 
process, not just the content patterns?

One of the patterns to pay attention to is dissociation. 
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Studies have shown that a dissociative response is common 
when there is what is sometimes called in the literature a 
betrayal trauma; that is, when the hurt is caused by someone 
close and who should be trustworthy, such as from a parent 
to a child. Childhood sexual abuse is an example of betrayal 
trauma and, depending on when this happened during a person’s 
developmental course, people may or may not have any explicit 
memories of it, but still experience its impact. Dissociation, 
especially when unaddressed, can be easily passed on from a 
main caregiver to a child. Dissociation is a vast spectrum, which 
means not everyone might be aware that they have developed 
a dissociative response for survival. Some people, for example, 
might tend to over-intellectualize things, which can be a form 
of dissociating into prefrontal cortex thinking and not being 
somatically connected to one’s whole self. The tendency to dis-
sociate can be higher in people who experienced betrayal trauma 
in childhood and were then revictimized later on, especially by 
someone close to them such as an intimate partner. Dissociation 
is an important transmission pattern to notice because it can 
impact a caregiver’s ability to both protect a child and to pass 
on healthy cues to their child, so that they can learn to identify 
a felt sense of safety or danger.

For example, caregivers who were abused as children and 
are then revictimized by an intimate partner, might develop a 
dissociative survival response. This might mean that they are 
not able to pass on to a child a healthy sense of boundaries and 
self-protection. When this response is coupled with patriarchal, 
societal structures and messages, it can lead to dissociation 
being viewed as valid in order to maintain the social status quo. 
Let’s use a more concrete example: a common cis-heterosexual 
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dominant narrative is to encourage women to dissociate in order 
to have sex with their male partners, even when they do not 
want to, as the threat is that the partner might go and “look 
for it elsewhere.” This narrative is so common that it has been 
included in best-selling pop psychology self-help books such 
as Mars and Venus in the Bedroom by John Gray (2011), which was 
a New York Times bestseller. This message is also often passed 
on from parent to child in relation to gendered expectations 
around fulfilment of marital duties. If dissociation is seen as a 
valid survival strategy on a societal structural level for women 
to survive in a patriarchal system, the transmission will likely 
be both horizontal and vertical. Peers as well as parents and 
grandparents might see dissociation and crossing one’s own 
sexual boundaries as part and parcel of making sure that the 
marital structure is nurtured and maintained.

Shame and blame can also play a role when considering pat-
terns of transmission. For example, a dissociative response in order 
to have sex with one’s husband when one does not want to, can be 
reinforced by the threat of social blame if the husband decides 
to have an affair or leave his wife. Remember what I said earlier 
about one’s partner being viewed as an extension and reflection 
of the self for many people who are assigned female at birth? This 
means that if a man is going around in crumpled clothes or has an 
affair, in some cis-heterosexual, patriarchal dominant narratives, 
his wife would somehow be to blame for this.

Blame and shame are powerful tools of social learning and 
social policing. This is often how the status quo is maintained 
and how we learn not to wander too far away from the path of 
normativity. For example, trans, nonbinary and gender expansive 
children learn very early on what is acceptable and what is not 
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through shame and blame. In one of the first season’s episodes of 
the popular Netflix series Pose—“Giving and Receiving”—one 
of the main characters, Angel, a trans woman, talks about an 
episode that impacted her feelings about Christmas. She was 
very young when she saw a pair of red pumps. They were so 
beautiful and all that she wanted for Christmas. However, even 
at four or five years old, she knew she needed to keep this desire 
silent, so she stole one of the shoes. When they got home, she 
tried to run upstairs but the shoe fell from the coat and Angel 
recalls how her father slapped her across the face, in her words 

“for stealing, but more so for what I chose to steal.” In this brief 
moment in the episode and in these few words so much is com-
municated about gender and how cisgenderism and transphobia 
are upheld through familial dynamics. Angel goes on to say that 
her father never looked at her in the same way since. Nothing 
was directly spoken about gender but the action and the silence 
not only shamed Angel but also blamed her for having a desire 
she “should” not have according to familial, social and cultural 
structures and expectations.

Dissociation, silence, blame and shame are powerful modal-
ities often involved in both horizontal and vertical trauma 
transmission. All these modalities are needed to uphold not only 
an inequitable but also a contracted experience of gender in our 
individual and collective soma. Toxic masculinity demands dis-
sociation from emotions and emotional needs and expressions 
for masculine people, such as crying, expressing sadness and vul-
nerability, or needing healthy touch, emotional intimacy and 
tenderness. Toxic masculinity also demands dissociation from 
feminine people, dissociation from healthy boundaries, from the 
mobilization of anger and healthy fight responses, and from 
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other feminine people who, in this context, need to be viewed 
as competition rather than as people who are laterally impacted 
by the same trauma of a patriarchal view of gender.

Gender normativity is also often upheld in silence. Some-
times gender norms are explicitly named but most often they’re 
passed on through much more subtle cues, as in the Pose episode 
mentioned earlier, such as gaze, social isolation or exclusion 
and so on. Blame and shame are then the tools used to police 
any deviation from gender normativity, be these deviations of 
identity (such as for the character of Angel in Pose) of role (such 
as a feminine person choosing to prioritize career over relation-
ships) or expression (such as people of any gender identity not 
conforming to scripted societal expectations, but especially 
anyone assigned male at birth donning any kind of feminine 
apparel from skirts, to jewellery or make up, depending on their 
cultural context).

Intergenerational gendered trauma and the way it is passed 
on also impacts the ways in which we might show up in rela-
tionships, from collegial relationships to friendships and espe-
cially in intimate partnerships. If we were to adopt views from 
attachment theory, we could say that these factors contribute to 
our attachment style, which strongly influences—and accord-
ing to some determines—the way we do relationships. This is 
something that I address more closely in the next chapter since 
relationships are such a vast topic they deserve more space than 
just a section. Before addressing relationships though, I want 
to spend a moment reflecting on the role of power, blame and 
shame in a rigid gender binary as trauma and then considering 
the importance of ancestral connection as an antidote to inter-
generational trauma.
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Educational stretch:  the role of 
power, blame and shame

Take a moment to review your core assumptions about gender, 

the gendered expectations in your communities and the intergen-

erational patterns of gender identified through the “Thoughtful 

moment” activity at the end of the previous section. You may 

even want to start compiling them altogether, almost creating 

a gender map. If you work somatically you might want to take 

some time to use a body outline (maybe even draw an outline 

of your own body on a large piece of paper) and consider where 

these assumptions, expectations and patterns live in your body. 

Once you feel you have a good map, body map or even a mental 

landscape of these, ask yourself the following questions:

1. Where do these assumptions, expectations and patterns 

of gender come from? Did I learn/deduce these from 

people who had authority over me, either because of 

age and/or age + role (such as parents, grandparents, 

teachers, spiritual leaders, camp counselors and so on)? 

Did they come from ancestral stories? If so, how were 

these passed on?

2. Is there blame, shame or both present in these assump-

tions, expectations and patterns? If so, how do these 

manifest? Did anyone communicate a sense of shame 

and/or blame to me, or did I deduce it from other peo-

ple’s actions, silences or comments about other people?

3. Are there places where I feel other people have power 

over my current assumptions, expectations and patterns 

of gender? If so, what are those places and who are 
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the people and/or structures who have power over my 

current views?

4. Are there places where I experience blame or shame 

about my current assumptions, expectations and pat-

terns of gender? If so, what are those places and where 

does the blame or shame come from? What do blame 

or shame in these areas open up or close down?

5. Are there places where I, implicitly or explicitly, commu-

nicate blame or shame about other people’s assumptions, 

expectations and patterns of gender? If so, what are 

those places and why do I feel the need to communicate 

blame or shame in these areas? Do I have power over 

the people to whom I am communicating blame or 

shame in these areas? If so how might power impact 

the messages I am communicating about other people’s 

assumptions, expectations and patterns of gender?

Take some time to map the answers to these questions on to 

your initial map. If you’re using a physical, written out or drawn 

map, you may want to use different colors, shapes or images 

to represent different experiences. If you notice your body con-

tracting, such as your shoulders rising or your neck tightening or 

your breathing becoming shallow, slow down and pay attention 

to your body. What is it that you need to do to take care of 

yourself in this moment? This can be challenging work and I 

encourage you to go slow, breathe and take the time you need 

to engage with these ideas. If you’re finding yourself activated 

and/or contracted, take a break from the book, try to move 

your body within your capacity, listen to some music that helps 

you reconnect with a felt sense of safety and wellbeing in your 
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body, talk to a trusted friend, have a cup of tea or take a bath 

or shower. Sometimes a state change can be very helpful in 

supporting nervous system regulation. When you’re once more 

regulated, relaxed, yet also alert and ready to learn, this book 

will still be here waiting for you.

3.4 The importance of ancestral connections

I mentioned earlier in this chapter that some people believe that, 
as well as trauma, we can inherit healing wisdom, resilience, 
creativity and strength from our ancestors. This means that, in 
addition to intergenerational trauma, we can experience inter-
generational resilience. I want to acknowledge that the idea of 
intergenerational resilience is rooted in Indigenous knowledge 
and that much of what I address in this section comes indeed 
from either Indigenous paradigms and/or Black and Latinx 
scholarship and writing. If a rigid gender binary is indeed a 
structural, social and intergenerational trauma, as I am posing 
in this book, and also part of the historical trauma of settler 
colonialism, then part of its antidote and remedy needs to be 
rooted in Indigenous knowledge and practices. At some point 
in our ancestral lines there are people who were Indigenous to 
place, who knew what it was like to be connected to a place, a 
language, a collective soma. I do not want to romanticize the 
past. None of our ancestors are perfect, whether Indigenous or 
not. I do not want to go in search of a romantic connected past; 
I’m interested in nurturing the idea of a connected present.

If part of the trauma and legacy of settler colonialism is 
displacement, in a range of ways depending on our own posi-
tionality, then connection is part of the remedy. As humans we 
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need connection and this is now well documented in interper-
sonal neurobiological research and clinical practices. Part of our 
connection is connection to time, to our place in time, to the 
past and to lineage. Many of us might not be able to trace our 
own ancestral lineages but the popularity of commercial enter-
prises such as ancestry.com and 23andme seems to document 
a hunger for connection in our collective soma. Connecting to 
ancestors past the immediate ones we might have known during 
our lifetime, such as parents or grandparents, aunts and uncles, 
and so on can be powerful, especially if the ancestors we have 
known when alive were abusive and/or rejecting of who we are. 
Somewhere in our lines there are ancestors who love us just as 
we are, no matter what our gender identities, roles, expressions 
or experiences might be. Somewhere in our lines, maybe not our 
bloodlines but our lines of activism or spirituality or culture, 
there are gender blessed ancestors1 who have maybe found ways 
to expand their own views and other people’s views and experi-
ences of gender. Connecting to those ancestors can be a source 
of psychological, emotional, cultural and spiritual wellbeing 
for many of us. However, ancestral connection and practices 
are not often considered part of mainstream psychological or 
therapeutic approaches given that these are rooted, by and large, 
within Anglo, white-dominated, settler colonial contexts.

When I first started to acknowledge ancestors when teach-
ing as well as bringing up ancestors in therapeutic work, I felt 
deeply uncomfortable, despite having grown up with ancestral 
practices, especially from the maternal Sicilian line of my mother 

1 I want to attribute, acknowledge and thank Dr Pavini Moray, host of the 
podcast Bespoken Bones and somatic practitioner, for the term “gender blessed 
ancestors.”
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and grandmother. Somehow to do this in an Anglo context felt 
like deviating from the normative part of separating personal 
from public, spiritual from psychological, yet I also found it to 
be powerful for the spaces I created and for the possibilities it 
opened up for both learners and clients. On a more personal note 
I have experienced the strength and healing it brought me as a 
trans masculine, nonbinary, queer person to connect with blood, 
culture and spirit lineages of more gender expansive people, 
including healing and movement practitioners. As an educator, 
supervisor and clinician, being able to talk about gender expan-
sive ancestors opens up possibilities beyond the more medicalized 
and pathologizing current Western-dominant paradigm.

If you’re not spiritual or religious, or have maybe experienced 
spiritual or religious trauma, and are getting nervous, uncom-
fortable or even angry about this section, please note that I do 
not believe that connection with ancestors is purely a spiritual 
practice. If you’ve ever connected with, or felt moved and 
inspired by, a story written by or about dead people, you have 
experienced a connection with ancestors. While I do connect to 
ancestors through spiritual practices, we can also connect with 
ancestors through stories, oral and written. Honoring ancestors 
is about having a sense of connection to time, knowing we’re not 
the first to have experienced something or to have felt a certain 
way, and that what we do has an impact on those who come 
after us, not just in terms of our bloodline but also just those 
who will continue living when we’re dead.

What do ancestors have to do with gendered intergenera-
tional trauma though? If many of our more contracted views, 
experiences and expressions of gender have been passed on 
intergenerationally, including through dissociative responses, 
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shame and blame, then turning towards the ancestors to learn 
more expansive or even just different views, experiences and 
expressions of gender can be powerful.

One of the most frequent questions asked by trans and/or 
nonbinary clients and their spouses and families, especially 
when they’re struggling with acceptance, is why they are the 
way they are. I also don’t believe that it’s just trans, nonbinary 
and gender expansive clients who ask themselves that question. 
As humans we often need to be able to tell a story about what 
we’re experiencing, to make meaning out of it. If we feel we’re 
deviating from the gender normative path in any way at all, 
whether it is by choosing to not have children as a woman, to 
be tender and vulnerable as a man, or to enjoy activities that 
gendered expectations would have us believe are “wrong,” we 
need to make some sense of it. I believe that ancestral connec-
tion, whether through spirit, historical knowledge or storytelling, 
can make us feel less alone, less “other” and can, therefore, be a 
remedy, an antidote to blame and shame. What does it mean to 
connect with ancestors or help our students, patients or clients 
connect to ancestors in practice? Let’s take a look at a clinical 
vignette to explore this further.

Clinical vignette:  gender blessed ancestors 
as a source of resilience and healing

“Dean is in his 30s and would like to have a child but is not in 

a relationship. He has always wanted to be a father but has 

not yet found a person he wants to marry or co-parent with. 

Dean has been thinking about adopting but has run into a fair 
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deal of stigma from adoption agencies and social workers. As 

a man he is seen as suspect in his desire to nurture and raise a 

child. Dean feels isolated from family and friends who don’t 

understand why he doesn’t just ‘marry someone’ so that he can 

have a child in the way that’s ‘expected’ of him. He has been 

starting to wonder whether there is ‘something wrong’ with him 

for having this desire and this has brought him to therapy to 

address this further.”

Take a moment to notice what assumptions you may be mak-

ing about who Dean is. For example, what do you imagine his 

gender identity and sexuality to be? What about his race and/

or ethnicity, his class and economic status, his disability sta-

tus, or relationship to Indigeneity? What are the first thoughts, 

reactions and emotions that come up for you when you read this 

case study? What are the questions you would move towards? 

What are you curious about? Try to notice the answer to these 

questions with as much curiosity, self-compassion and lack of 

self-judgement as you can muster in this moment. This is just 

information. We’re all impacted by dominant ideas that may 

or may not be in line with our values. Whatever your answers 

might be, try to let them be what they are.

Once you have considered these questions, take a moment 

to consider how you would approach this therapeutically. There 

are, of course, many ways to approach working with Dean but 

in this vignette I want to offer the possibility of working with 

ancestors. For example, you could do a genogram with Dean 

and then explore this with him through the lens of parenting. 

What are the beliefs about parenting that he has learned from 

his family and his family’s stories? Does his desire really deviate 
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from how parenting happens in his family? If so, is it possible 

that at some point, someone in the world has had the same 

desire? This does not need to be an ancestor of blood; it could 

be an author who has written about this, or just a person who 

has parented a child alone even though they were a man.

Explore what impact it has for Dean to consider that he is 

not the first person in the world to have this desire. In fact, you 

may even encourage Dean to do some research about single 

fathers by choice. What can open up for Dean if he considers 

that somewhere in the past there has been a man, just like him, 

who felt tenderness and a strong desire to be a parent, to raise 

a child, not just because he was in a relationship but because 

that’s what he wanted?

You might even want to encourage Dean to imagine he can 

communicate with this gender blessed ancestor who shared 

this desire and/or experience to be a father, even though he 

was not in a relationship. You could ask Dean what this ancestor 

would say to him if he were in the therapy room with them. Or 

you could ask Dean to write a letter to this ancestor. You could 

invite Dean to have tea with this ancestor and ask him some 

questions, if Dean is spiritually inclined. There might even be a 

ritual in therapy about supporting Dean in imagining that he is 

part of a long line of men across time and space who have felt 

the desire to be fathers, and who prize the nurturing and raising 

of children. This ritual could be a guided meditation, or making 

a collage, or a somatic exploration of a felt sense of belonging 

and connection. You, and/or your clients, may, of course, already 

have ways of bringing ancestral connection into your clinical 

work. If so, you may want to apply your ideas, frameworks and 

interventions to this case.
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Summary

In the next chapter I address the impact of everything we have 
talked about on gendered dynamics in relationships. First, here 
are the main points addressed in this chapter.

• The main distinction between historical and intergen-
erational trauma is that the former is collective, and it 
involves a large number of people and specific historical 
events, beyond an individual family line.

• One of the reasons why we’re looking at the complexity 
of a rigid gender binary as trauma is that it’s not only 
transmitted through larger historical and social patterns, 
but also in the everyday interactions we experience from 
day one of our lives, and some researches would say even 
in utero.

• The field of epigenetics, in particular, has attempted to 
document how historical and intergenerational trauma is 
not just passed on from parent to child through behaviors 
and relationships, but also through our genes.

• The term transgenerational indicates the passing on of 
trauma from one generation to the next; once we con-
sider effects in the third generation and beyond, the term 
intergenerational is generally used.

• Dr. Degruy-Leary (1994) identified a phenomenon they 
called Post-Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) to indicate 
the psychological and emotional trauma from slavery. 
PTSS clearly delineates how the past has an ongoing 
impact on the present for Black people in the US.

• We do not just carry the stories of our biological parents 
in our bones. If we’re adopted for example, we’re still 
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deeply impacted by the stories and trauma of our adop-
tive parents and their familial lines, which we absorb as 
we grow up.

• The transmission of gendered beliefs, ideas, roles, dynam-
ics and messages can be implicit or explicit as well as, of 
course, a mixture of the two.

• Trauma can be transmitted horizontally or vertically. 
Vertical transmission is from one generation to the next, 
while horizontal, or lateral, transmission is between 
members of the same family, or within a group, at the 
same time. Both horizontal and vertical transmission can 
happen at the same time.

• Dissociation is an important transmission pattern to 
notice because it can impact a caregiver’s ability to both 
protect a child and to pass on healthy cues to their child, 
so that they can learn to identify a felt sense of safety 
or danger.

• A common cis-heterosexual dominant narrative is to 
encourage women to dissociate in order to have sex with 
their male partners even when they do not want to, or 
the partner will go and “look for it elsewhere.”

• If dissociation is seen as a valid survival strategy on 
a societal structural level for women to survive in a 
patriarchal system, the transmission will likely be both 
horizontal and vertical.

• Toxic masculinity demands dissociation from emotions 
and emotional needs and expressions for masculine 
people, such as crying, expressing sadness and vulnera-
bility, or needing healthy touch, emotional intimacy and 
tenderness.

• As well as intergenerational trauma, we can experience 
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intergenerational resilience. The idea of intergenerational 
resilience is rooted in Indigenous knowledge, and has also 
been explored by Black and Latinx scholars and writers.

• If a rigid gender binary is a structural, social and inter-
generational trauma, and an aspect of the historical 
trauma of settler colonialism, then part of its antidote 
and remedy needs to be rooted in Indigenous knowl-
edge and practices.

• If part of the trauma and legacy of settler colonialism 
is displacement, in a range of ways depending on our 
own positionality, then connection, including ancestral 
connection, is part of the remedy.
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Relationships

In the previous chapter I explored what epigenetics is and 
whether it might have a role to play when it comes to gender as 
trauma. I also highlighted how gendered stories, patterns and 
roles are passed on from one generation to the next, including 
a discussion of the role of ancestral connections in individual 
and collective resilience.

Much of the discussion in the previous chapter, as well as in 
this book, focuses on the relational nature of trauma. Gender is 
not something that exists purely on an individualized level but 
rather something that happens between us and within historical, 
cultural and social contexts.

In this chapter, I focus more closely on relationships, and 
especially, but not exclusively, romantic and sexual relation-
ships. First, I address how the way we conceptualize gender in 
dominant culture influences our relationships and might lead 
to unhealthy relational patterns and dynamics. Then I discuss 
how toxic rigid gender binaries, such as toxic masculinity, might 
manifest and be upheld in relationships. This leads into con-
sidering intimate partner violence and its roots in these toxic 
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gendered stories, patterns and roles. At the end of the chapter, 
I explore the larger systemic cultural context of rape culture 
within which sexual gendered violence emerges and thrives.

4.1 The influence of dominant ideas 
of gender on relationships

In section 3.3, I discuss some examples of how gendered trauma 
can be passed on both horizontally and vertically. One of the 
examples referred to is John Gray’s advice in Mars and Venus 
in the Bedroom (2011), in which he encourages women to think 
of something else when they have sex with their husband in 
order to avoid their husbands looking for sex “elsewhere.” This 
piece of advice is congruent with some dominant ideas about 
gender and relationship, such as that women/femme people are 
responsible for the sexual needs of men/masculine people. It is 
also something that it is often reinforced both vertically, from 
one generation to the next, and horizontally, from peer to peer.

This idea is rooted in how sexuality is conceptualized through 
the lens of (cis)gender. Let’s take a moment to break this idea 
down in some of its main components.

Women
In many dominant Western/Global North cultures, women 
are taught in a myriad of ways to view their sexuality through 
the male gaze. This means that their desirability is based on 
whether men find them attractive and desirable. Growing up, 
for example, my grandmother would often comment that I was 

“ruining” my eyes through “too much reading,” warning me that 
this would make me less “desirable” to prospective husbands. She 
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was referring to needing glasses as something that would reduce 
my erotic capital, that is, my level of attractiveness based on 
the perception of others, usually men. She was also suggesting 
that reading too much was something that would make me 
less desirable as it might lead me to be better educated than 
a prospective husband. This idea of feminine desirability and 
attractiveness being based in the masculine gaze is referred to, 
in social philosophy and psychology, as objectification.

Objectification theory, in this context, offers a framework 
to understand how girls and women are often acculturated to 
view themselves as objects offered to, and evaluated through, 
the male gaze and its values. Objectification is therefore dehu-
manizing and, within this framework, women and feminine 
people are encouraged to constantly self-monitor through an 
internalized other. This can lead to decreased capacity for inter-
oception: that is, the ability to know our internal states. This 
is linked to disordered eating, loss of sexual agency and many 
negative mental health outcomes for women. Objectification is 
also congruent with the advice by John Gray to women where 
he encourages them to meet their (male) partners’ needs with 
little to no regard to their own self-consent, desire or pleasure. 
Within this framework, feminine sexualities exist to meet the 
needs of masculine sexualities and not as autonomous agents 
of desire, pleasure and consent.

Men
Objectification of girls and women also impacts boys and 
men and, to a degree, dehumanizes their sexuality as well. In 
this framework, male sexuality is usually viewed as “animal-
istic,” unbridled and always “up for it.” Men are not viewed 
as autonomous agents either but rather as out of control and 
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driven by their sexual needs above all others. This leaves no 
space for men/masculine people who are asexual, demisexual 
or have low libido due to a range of factors. It also places men 
and masculine people firmly as “aggressors” and “dominant” in 
sexual relationships, which, as I examine later in this chapter, is 
problematic on multiple levels as well as being dehumanizing. 
In this framework the sexual and relational script for all genders 
is extremely narrow and not conducive to authentic rapport and 
communication.

Marginalized genders and sexualities
This framework does not impact only cishetero men and women. 
It also impacts people with marginalized gender and sexual 
identities, since we are all acculturated to monitor ourselves 
against normative beauty standards, which are usually set 
within patriarchal, white supremacist, classist and ableist lenses. 
This means that, for example, queer men are also impacted by 
issues such as disordered eating, especially when experiencing 
high levels of internalized queerphobia. Trans and nonbinary 
people are also not immune to these dominant ideals of beauty, 
desirability, sexuality and relationships. For example, we might 
try to pass—that is, to be viewed as cis—by meeting normative 
standards of appearance, not because this is a genuine desire or 
just because it is safer, but because there seem to be no other 
possibilities to exist as our own authentic selves.

Once more we cannot view gender as separate from other 
aspects of our identities and experiences. This means that queer 
relationships and sexualities are also impacted by dominant 
ideas of gender. This can be clearly seen in some of the homonor-
mative examples of coupledom in popular media, such as Mitch 
and Cam in Modern Family, where gender (and queer) stereotypes 
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are played out in a range of ways. Both Mitch and Cam are often 
portrayed as being very attentive to their appearance, as well 
as being viewed as divas who value other people’s perceptions 
of them. This and other similar portrayals align queer male 
sexuality with femininity, just as queer female sexuality is 
often viewed as closer to masculinity, such as in the characters 
of Alex Danvers and Maggie Sawyer in Supergirl, who both work 
in traditionally male-dominated professions.

If gender is conceptualized as binary, and so is sexuality, then 
it makes sense that queer sexuality would be overimposed on 
this blueprint, reinforcing another dominant stereotype that 

“love is love” regardless of the gender of the people involved in the 
relationship, and that understanding this is enough for equality 
to become a reality.

However, the reality is that the gender of the people involved 
in the relationship actually matters a great deal, not just in tele-
vision shows but in everyday life. For example, queer sexualities 
are often viewed as “less than,” especially in relation to women, 
trans and nonbinary people when no cis male gaze is involved, 
thereby demoting the validity of these identities or relationships. 
For example, let’s take a moment to consider things like “one 
penis policies” in polyamorous and other ethically nonmonog-
amous circles. The one penis policy is exactly what it seems to 
be: only one penis is allowed in the relationship. Underlying 
implications are that only another penis could be a possible 
threat to the established relationship. This not only automatical-
ly demotes any queer sexuality that does not include a cis man 
to lesser than cishetero couplings but it’s also transphobic, given 
that it is rooted in gender essentialism, within which anatomy is 
viewed as inherently gendered. This kind of policy is also often 
biphobic as it implies that bisexuality in women and femmes 
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is in service, and subservient to, male gaze and desire, another 
common trope in dominant culture.

Disability
Queerness is not the only aspect of identity and experience 
that interacts with dominant ideas of gender in relationships. 
Being disabled also influences the ways in which objectification 
is enacted in dominant culture. Given that part of femininity 
within this framework is to be objectified for the male gaze 
and pleasure and that part of masculinity is to be aggressive and 
always ready to be sexual, disability is often viewed, in dominant 
culture, as nonsexual. The combination of objectification and 
the dominant idea that sexuality is only the domain of young 
and middle adulthood means that usually disabled people are 
infantilized within the overculture. Disabled people are often 
viewed as vulnerable, and therefore potential sexual victims, or 
as having “perverse/deviant” sexualities. These images are not 
uncommon in media representations of disabled people and 
are consistent with polarized portrayals of disabled people as 
either “angels,” rising above adversity, or as “villains,” embittered 
by their disabilities.

These portrayals are often conflated with gender, with disa-
bled (usually white) women more likely to be viewed as innocent 
and/or victims and disabled (especially Black) men more likely 
to be viewed as dangerous villains. In everyday life, dominant 
discourses and popular media the sexuality of disabled people is 
then invisible, unspoken and unspeakable, with disabled bodies 
being viewed as having no erotic capital within a mainstream 
gaze. When disabled people are also gender expansive, trans and/
or nonbinary, queer, kinky or nonmonogamous, we are often 
viewed as deviating from normative discourses of gender and 
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sexuality because of our disabilities, rather than our identities 
and experiences being considered legitimate. This then rein-
forces narrow ideas of what constitutes good and legitimate 
sexual expressions. If disabled people are viewed as taking ref-
uge in identities and practices that are viewed as “other”, because 
mainstream identities and behaviors are precluded to them, then 
those identities and practices are also implicitly being defined as 
not only “other” but also “lesser than” mainstream identities and 
behaviours. This creates a cycle of continually placing outside 
the boundaries of “normality” identities and behaviours that are 
seen as “deviant:” only people who are viewed as being somewhat 
lesser in mainstream society would identify with and engage in 
behaviors that are also seen as lesser.

Race
Racialized identities and dynamics are also essential to consider 
when discussing dominant ideas of gender in relationships, as 
discussed in the previous chapters. Dominant discourses of 
gender are also colonial, white dominant discourses. This means 
that bodies are not only racialized in dominant discourses but 
also sexualized and gendered upon the foundations of settler 
colonialism and white supremacy. For example, Black male sex-
uality is often viewed as dangerous, aggressive, irresponsible and 
predatory towards white women, an incredibly dangerous trope 
that has led to the incarceration and murder of too many Black 
men. Black women’s sexuality is not only viewed through a male 
gaze but through a cis white male gaze and is often portrayed as 
hypersexualized in comparison to the sexuality of white women. 
Where the latter are viewed through the Madonna/whore lens, 
in dominant discourse Black women’s sexuality can only exist 
through the whore half of that lens. The hypersexualization of 
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Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies also impacts the level of 
violence experienced by these bodies, as addressed later in this 
chapter and in previous chapters.

Other stereotypes and dangerous tropes where gender and 
racialized identities meet include that of subservient, hyper-
feminine and docile Asian women as well as Asian masculinity 
being viewed as more “feminine” and/or androgynous than white 
masculinity. I have also already mentioned, in Chapter 2, the 
incredibly damaging tropes of Indigenous men as “ineffective 
and lazy” and of women as “sexually loose, mercenary, and 
innately immoral,” and how the legacy of these tropes is still 
evident in the exploitation experienced by Indigenous girls, 
women and LGBTQ2 people who are often viewed as targets for 
commercial sexual exploitation.

Objectification and ownership
It is impossible, therefore, to talk about dominant discourses 
around gender in relationships without addressing all these 
other aspects of identities and experiences. A thread that runs 
through all these aspects is how objectification is also inter-
woven with the idea of ownership. If women and femininity 
exist for and are dependent on the male gaze, the latter is then 
inherently superior and agentic. The agency of the male gaze 
is then often expressed through the implication of ownership. 
Common expressions such as “my girl” imply that ownership 
is not only possible but even desirable in relationships. If the 
goal is to be attractive and desirable to the male gaze and to 
serve masculine sexualities, then ownership can be viewed as 
the ultimate public declaration of erotic capital and becomes a 
substitute for the very human desire to belong.

Before moving forward, however, I want to emphasize that I 
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am not talking about the consensual and negotiated ownership 
that is characteristic of some 24/7 BDSM relational dynamics, 
but rather about the implicit, assumed ownership that arises 
from objectification. I address how the constructs of gender 
and ownership are woven more firmly together through social 
institutions such as marriage in Chapter 5. For now, suffice to 
say that the idea of ownership in relation to gender is particu-
larly prominent in how the relationship between fathers and 
daughters is viewed in dominant discourse. This is evident in 
popular Internet memes focusing on fathers’ views around their 
daughters dating, such as in images and t-shirts about “rules for 
dating my daughters.” One of the more popular images lists the 
following rules:

1. Get a job
2. Understand I don’t like you
3. I’m everywhere
4. You hurt her, I hurt you
5. Be home early
6. Don’t lie to me, I will find out
7. Get a lawyer
8. She’s my angel, not your conquest
9. I don’t mind going back to the jail
10. Whatever you do to her, I do to you.

These “rules” imply both ownership by the father and lack of 
agency for daughters and include several aspects of toxic mas-
culinity, which I unpack in the following section. There are no 
equivalent “rules” for fathers of boys, reinforcing the idea that 
girls are supposed to be “passed on” from fathers to husbands as 
passive recipients of “benevolent” protection. Before we move on 
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to the next section though, let’s take a moment to reflect further 
on the content discussed so far.

Thoughtful moment:  what we learn about 
gender from the relationships around us

You have already been invited to reflect on what you have 

learned about gender in history and to reflect on your own 

relationship to gender and your family’s gender history. Now, 

I invite you once more to pause and reflect on what you have 

learned about gender from the relationships around you. Below 

I offer a format to guide you but feel free to do this in a way 

that makes sense to you.

Take a moment to pick a relationship that you were exposed 

to frequently growing up; this could be your parents, one of your 

parents/caregivers and a grandparent or sibling, a teacher and 

their classroom, or a spiritual leader and their faith communi-

ty. Then take a moment to pick a relationship that you came 

into frequent contact with in your early adulthood and finally 

a relationship that you know well in this stage of your life. These 

relationships can be chosen from your own life, or from books, 

movies or TV characters.

Now reflect on what you have learned about gender dynam-

ics in relationships from each of these three contexts. What did 

you observe? What sense did you make of these observations? 

What were some of the implicit gender messages in these rela-

tionships? Were the gender dynamics in these relationships con-

gruent with your own identities, experiences and understanding 

of gender? If so, in what ways? If not, why not? What were/

are the differences? If you want, you can write your reflections 
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down or record them in a voice memo so you can come back 

to them later.

4.2 Toxic gender binaries in relationships

I mentioned in the previous section of this chapter that the idea 
of parenting as ownership is rooted both in sexual objectifica-
tion and toxic masculinity. In this section I take some time to 
explore this further, as well as to define what toxic masculinity 
and, more generally, toxic cisgenderism are, how they show up 
in everyday dominant culture, and how they impact our rela-
tionships. The “rules for dating my daughter” memes and images 
that I mentioned earlier are but the tip of the iceberg when it 
comes to parenting and ownership within a toxic, compulsive, 
cisheteronormative framework. Let’s examine this a little more 
closely.

First of all, let’s separate the idea of ownership from belong-
ing. Children do need to experience belonging and uncondition-
al love. These are essential to our growth and wellbeing when 
we come into the world and, if we’re deprived of these, then we 
experience developmental trauma, given that some of our basic 
needs were not met. Ownership, on the other hand, is not about 
belonging but rather about property, which goes along well with 
objectification. To own someone is to somehow dehumanize 
them and deprive them of agency.

Parenting
Historically, as I address in the next chapter, we can see this man-
ifest in women’s assets being owned by their fathers, husbands 
or other male relatives in certain cultures and within specific 
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timelines. One of the ways in which parents assert ownership 
over their children is branding their gender on the basis of visible 
genitalia and sex assigned at birth. This branding is even socially 
celebrated through gender reveal parties, which have become 
popular enough in mainstream US culture to be depicted on 
the award-winning show This Is Us, and then reinforced through 
gendered baby clothing, toys, celebratory balloons and so on.

As well as often determining their children’s gender identi-
ties at, or even before, birth, parents are usually encouraged in 
dominant culture to view children as an extension of themselves, 
including their own gendered expectations. I remember taking 
part in focus groups when my child was a baby, where other 
mothers (and yes, it was a group of just mothers) were gushing 
over how happy they were to be able to “dress up their little girls” 
and how disappointed those who only had boys were that this 
experience was “denied” to them.

As children grow up, there starts to be an even starker divide, 
with boys being encouraged to become more independent and 
have adventures, while girls are seen as property to be protected 
from other people’s predatory boys. In the US there are even 
purity balls, the sole purpose of which is to promote virginity 
amongst girls. These balls are usually attended by girls who 
are accompanied by their fathers who pledge themselves as 
protectors of their daughters’ “purity.” Of course, purity in this 
context is viewed as equivalent to virginity. If girls’ and women’s 
erotic capital is dependent upon the male gaze, their value is 
placed on being seen as a desirable property to be acquired by 

“the right man at the right time.” In the meantime, girls’ purity 
is under the custody and protection of their fathers. It’s hard not 
to see purity balls, in which fathers are described as dates and 
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even encouraged to praise their daughters’ physical beauty, as a 
form of grooming for patriarchal, compulsive cisheteonormative 
practices.

Toxic masculinity
These types of interactions are also founded on a construct that is 
often referred to as toxic masculinity. In the case of purity balls 
or the “ten rules to date my daughter” memes, toxic masculinity 
and ownership are barely hidden underneath the veneer of moral 
respectability and the excuse of protection. Toxic masculinity 
is not inherent to being a man/masculine person but rather 
it indicates a set of norms contributing to a cultural mindset 
that perpetuates harmful stereotypes and rigid gender binaries. 
Seemingly simple and innocent expressions like “boys will be 
boys” are part of toxic masculinity and are rooted in gender 
essentialism and biological determinism, which I discussed in 
Chapter 1. When we say things like “let boys be boys” or “boys 
don’t cry,” we dehumanize boys and men by asking them to fit 
into a narrow script of gender where strength is equated with 
lack of emotional expression and high tolerance for (and little 
to no protection from) pain and violence, and sexuality becomes 
legitimate only if dominant within a cisheteronormative 
dynamic.

Within a framework of toxic masculinity, certain topics, tasks 
and areas are viewed as the inherent domain of men. Expressions 
such as “mansplaining” stem in fact from the assumption that 
a man would automatically know better on any given subject, 
especially if that subject is stereotypically viewed as “masculine,” 
such as science, engineering, mechanics, weightlifting and so 
on. Within a framework of toxic masculinity, we also assume 
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that men should be breadwinners and protectors and that to 
not live up to these ideals is emasculating, which is, within this 
value system, one of the worst things that can happen to a man.

Toxic masculinity is not automatically and only upheld by 
men. While men are encouraged to adhere to toxic masculine 
ideals in dominant culture, all of us are invited into the dance 
of toxic masculinity through societal scripts. For example, toxic 
masculinity also thrives on ideas of femininity as inherently 
weak and in need of help and support. This means that when 
girls and women are using their erotic capital to get out of get-
ting a speeding ticket or to cover up mistakes at work by saying 
they didn’t understand something, they are also playing into 
the same patriarchal framework of toxic masculinity. It might 
appear at first glance that these behaviors could be grouped 
under the umbrella of toxic femininity. However, the salient 
difference between toxic masculinity and toxic femininity is 
that while the former glorifies dominance, the latter seems to 
be all about subservience to male dominance and supposedly 
inherent superiority. This means that rather than talking about 
toxic femininity, which seems to be a false equivalence, we 
might be better served by recognizing how toxic masculinity 
thrives in the soil of toxic cisgenderism and how it can be upheld 
by people of all genders.

Toxic cisgenderism
Toxic cisgenderism, and I would argue that all cisgenderism is 
toxic, is not inherent to cis people but rather it’s a “prejudicial 
ideology” that assumes cisgender identities and experiences as 
inherently natural, desirable, and as such superior to, any other 
gender identities and experiences. Cisgenderism is also rooted 
in gender essentialism and biological determinism.
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Cisgenderism starts early in dominant culture, given that our 
genders are usually presumed to be cis until proven otherwise. 
It is then reinforced through parenting, education and many 
other systems, as examined in the next chapter. Cisgenderism 
contributes greatly to the reproduction of toxic, rigid gender 
binaries within relationships, including the examples around 
parenting given so far. Cisgenderism also interacts with all other 
aspects of our identities and expressions. For example, it is far 
safer for white people to express their gender in more expansive 
ways, whereas Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies are more 
closely scrutinized, policed and punished for transgressing 
gender norms, as highlighted in previous chapters. Ableism also 
intersects with cisgenderism as any deviation from cisgenderism 
can be viewed as a response to being disabled rather than as an 
authentic identity and/or expression.

Attraction
Relationally these rigid binaries are also mirrored in the narrow 
confines within which rapport can occur. Whether it’s purity 
balls or toxic masculinity in general, a rigid gender binary is usu-
ally only conducive to either heternormative or homonormative 
relationships as these relationships do not undermine its foun-
dations. Interracial and interabled relationships are also often 
challenging within this framework due to the entwined nature 
of cisgenderism with white supremacy and ableism. In fact, 
research studies have found that the combination of racial and 
gender stereotypes might even influence who we find attractive. 
For example, a US-based study found that if a man is strongly 
attracted to femininity, he is more likely to be attracted to Asian 
women and less so to Black women, given the dominant cultural 
stereotypes of the former as feminine and docile and the latter 
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as strong and aggressive. On the other hand, women attracted to 
masculinity were more likely to be attracted to Black men and 
less so to Asian men, given the gender stereotypes associated 
with these racialized identities. Class also comes into play when 
considering relational patterns, with women being more likely 
to be attracted to men with higher status and men being less 
likely to be attracted to women with higher status than theirs 
and more likely to choose partners of a lower socioeconomic 
status.

While some of these studies are steeped in biological 
determinism and view who we are attracted to as a facet of 
evolutionary reproduction, others would argue that dominant 
cultural discourses and systemic oppression influence who we 
find attractive and partner with. Those influences are deeply 
rooted in cisgenderism, white supremacy, racism, classism, 
ableism and in the ongoing settler colonial project as discussed 
in Chapter 1.

Basically our attraction to others, the way in which we judge 
our own level of attractiveness and desirability, as well as our 
relationships are shaped by historical, cultural and social trauma. 
This means that part of our work as providers, educators and/
or researchers is to know this so that we, at the very least, do 
not continue to perpetuate the same harmful stereotypes and 
relational dynamics. As discussed in the next section, this is not 
only an intellectual exercise but rather a potentially life-saving 
one as certain bodies are deeply impacted by systemic violence 
through their relationships with partners, parents and broader 
systems, such as education and healthcare, which I explore in 
Chapter 5. Before I go on to illustrate how some harmful dynam-
ics can be perpetuated in intimate partner relationships though, 
I want to take a moment to consider how the ideas discussed so 
far might be applied within a clinical framework.
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Clinical vignette:  navigating teenage dating

The following is not an uncommon scenario for both families 

and sex therapists alike.

“Sam is 16 years old and their parents found them sexting 

with the person they have been dating for the past few months. 

Sam doesn’t think there’s anything wrong with what they’re 

doing and feels their parents are ‘freaking out over nothing.’ 

Sam’s parents are concerned about the impact this will have 

on their future if any of the texts and pictures are made public. 

They also feel that Sam is too young to date or be involved in 

any sort of sexual relationship.”

Take a moment, as you did in the previous chapter, to notice 

what assumptions you might be making about Sam and their 

parents. What gender, sexuality, race/ethnicity and class do you 

imagine them to be? What about spirituality and/or religion, if 

any? What beliefs do you think Sam and their parents might 

hold with regards to sex, and what do you think these beliefs 

might be based on? What are the first thoughts, reactions and 

emotions that come up for you when you read this case study? 

How do you think your own beliefs and experiences might 

impact the way you view this case? As stated in the last chap-

ter, try to notice the answer to these questions with as much 

curiosity, self-compassion and lack of self-judgement as you 

are capable of in this moment. This is just information. We’re 

all impacted by dominant ideas that may or may not be in line 

with our values. Whatever your answers might be, try to let 

them be what they are.

Now, think about how you would approach this therapeuti-

cally. What questions would you ask and to whom? How would 

you address the family system? Would you work with Sam and 
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their parents separately or together? What would influence your 

choice? What would your agenda be both with regards to Sam 

and their parents? Would you have a goal in mind? If so, what 

would your goal be based on? If you have thought of a gender 

and/or other aspects of identity and experiences for Sam, how 

do these imagined identities and experiences impact your ther-

apeutic approach, if at all? Would your approach change if you 

were to assign to Sam different identities? What about Sam’s 

partner? Or Sam’s parents? What do you imagine their identities 

to be? How does this influence the way you might view their 

interaction? If you assign a different identity to Sam’s partner, 

to Sam or to Sam’s parents, does that change the way in which 

you would approach this case therapeutically?

Finally, I invite you to consider how the concepts discussed 

in this chapter so far might be applicable to this vignette. How 

might dominant discourses of gender impact the way in which 

you are considering this case? How might they impact Sam’s 

attitude towards their behavior and their parents’ reaction? How 

might dominant discourses of gender influence Sam’s parents 

in this situation? What would your therapeutic role be in this 

situation? Is your role in harmony with dominant discourses of 

gender or not? If not, how does it differ? How is your role as a 

provider impacted by dominant discourses of gender in this sit-

uation, as well as in your overall practice? You may already have 

thought through these issues in your own practice of course.

4.3 Intimate partner violence

I mentioned towards the end of the previous section that 
some bodies are more impacted than others by systemic power 
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dynamics and oppression and the way in which they manifest 
in our relationships. In this section, I want to take some time to 
address intimate partner violence more explicitly for a number 
of reasons. First, intimate partner violence is far too common 
and is responsible for nearly half the number of women killed by 
homicide in the United States. Second, despite being described 
as a public health concern by agencies such as the CDC (Center 
for Disease Control) in the US, many educators and therapists do 
not receive enough training on how to address intimate partner 
violence, and especially teen dating violence, which is also more 
common than you might be aware of. Finally, as a child survivor 
of violence, witness to intimate partner violence growing up 
and then as an adult survivor of intimate partner violence, I am 
personally invested in making sure that this topic is addressed 
in a book focusing on gendered trauma, given that gender seems 
incredibly relevant to this issue.

What is intimate partner violence though? It is an umbrella 
term that covers physical, sexual, emotional, psychological and 
verbal abusive behaviors, and stalking, in intimate partnerships. 
Intimate partner violence impacts millions of people in the Unit-
ed States and elsewhere. Globally statistics range from 10–69 
percent of women being impacted and 40–70 percent of deaths 
by homicide among women being carried out by a husband, 
boyfriend or ex-partner of some kind (UN Women n.d.; WHO 
2013). In the United States, one in five women and one in seven 
men have experienced intimate partner violence at some point 
in their life. The numbers for trans and nonbinary people are not 
really known but we do know that far too many trans feminine 
people of color globally and in the US are killed by current, past 
or potential partners. Even though intimate partner violence can 
happen to anyone in any kind of relationship, cis men seem to 
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be responsible for the majority of the violence perpetrated in 
intimate relationships.

Of course, these numbers are not static and they shift 
depending on the multiple identities held by someone and the 
way in which power and oppression manifest in their lives. For 
example, Deaf and/or disabled boys and men are more likely 
to experience both childhood abuse, including sexual abuse, 
and intimate partner violence when compared to hearing and/
or abled men. Trans, nonbinary and/or queer people, especially 
bisexual people, are also more likely to experience intimate 
partner violence than cis people and are often underserved by 
organizations that are historically more prepared to support cis 
women in very specific ways. The number of people impacted 
also increases when racialized identities and experiences are 
considered, with Latinx and Black people reporting higher lev-
els of intimate partner violence, including a higher number of 
deaths by homicide for Latinx women.

Consequences
The consequences of intimate partner violence are far reaching. 
As well as the incredibly high number of deaths that this is 
responsible for, there are health issues that often arise from 
intimate partner violence. In the US, the CDC reports very 
binary statistics of 41 percent of women and 14 percent of men 
experiencing some form of physical injury as a result of intimate 
partner violence (CDC n.d.a). There are also other negative health 
outcomes that stem from intimate partner violence, such as 
chronic health conditions. When children are involved, we also 
know from the ACE (Adverse Childhood Events) study that their 
health is impacted when witnessing or experiencing domestic 
violence (CDC n.d.b). The CDC even calculates some of the 
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financial cost of intimate partner violence, including lost work 
days, criminal proceedings and injury, estimating that, over the 
course of a lifetime, intimate partner violence will cost a woman 
around $103,000 and a man around $23,000 (CDC n.d.a).

From both the statistics, albeit very binary, and the cost, 
it is clear to see that intimate partner violence is much more 
impactful on women, especially women of color, and I would 
dare say, from the little we know, on trans and nonbinary people, 
especially if BIPOC and immigrant. We also know that statisti-
cally, although cis men also experience intimate partner violence, 
they are the main perpetrators of violence. When we consider 
the ubiquitous nature of toxic masculinity in dominant culture, 
and how toxic masculinity is also essential to the ongoing settler 
colonial project, this makes sense. Many studies of intimate 
partner violence, in fact, indicate that a recurring ingredient 
in these relational dynamics is control. If toxic masculinity 
is indeed about ownership and objectification of women/
femininity, then it makes sense that control becomes salient 
when considering intimate partner violence. Other factors that 
contribute to intimate partner violence include systemic poverty 
and alcohol and substance use. Given the higher levels of these 
issues in marginalized communities, it makes sense, once more, 
that the intersection of racism, cisgenderism, colonialism and 
ableism would lead to communities of color, as well as trans 
and immigrant communities being more impacted.

Secrecy and silence
This means that intimate partner violence cannot be addressed 
purely on an individual relationship level but rather it needs to 
be addressed on a systemic level, in schools, college campuses, 
criminal courts, hospitals, primary care clinics, family therapy, 
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faith communities, and in the media and so on. Instead, intimate 
partner violence is kept behind closed doors, where it tends to 
thrive, given that often physical violence is accompanied by con-
trolling who the person is in contact with, isolating them from 
family, friends and communities, and making sure that they 
are economically, psychologically and emotionally dependent 
on their abusers.

Breaking the shroud of silence that surrounds intimate 
partner violence is incredibly challenging though. After all 
if women/feminine people’s value, in dominant discourse, is 
dependent on being desired and even “owned” by a man through 
marriage or other familial bonds, then what does it say to the 
world if someone is being abused in their intimate partnerships? 
Many women/feminine people are either dependent or even feel 
responsible for the violence occurring in their relationships, 
and this can be nurtured by the people engaging in abusive 
behaviors in a number of ways. They might feel that if they 
were more caring, careful, docile or submissive these behaviors 
might stop. This pairs well with the ownership and control that 
those engaging in abusive behaviors might be trying to assert in 
their relationships, often as an expression of masculinity, when 
they might otherwise feel “out of control” feelings, such as being 
vulnerable or scared, which they do not know how to manage.

The issue of control through the policing of feminine bodies 
is particularly evident in the case of intimate partner violence 
leading to death amongst trans feminine people, especially 
women of color, and the legitimacy of the “trans panic defense,” 
which is still upheld as valid in far too many courts. The trans 
panic defence involves claiming a level of “temporary insanity” 
where a person, usually a man, is so destabilized by finding out 
a partner is trans, usually trans feminine, that, in a moment 
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of panic, he kills her. The trans panic defense is still viewed as 
valid in many courts but how is that possible? Westbrook and 
Schilt (2013) carry out an insightful analysis of how the sex/
gender/sexuality system is maintained through societal deter-
minations of gender, especially in relation to access to gendered 
spaces. They highlight that whereas cis people can maintain the 
same identity in all spaces, trans people will be determined to 
have different identities based on the interactions with specific 
spaces. For example, they might be identified based on their sex 
assigned at birth, their gender identity or the gender-related 
body modifications they might have pursued. The researchers 
highlight how policies to access public restrooms, league sports 
teams, shelters, prisons and other gendered integrated and seg-
regated spaces are based on cisgenderist notions of “women” as 
vulnerable and “men” as dangerous, where often distinctions 
between men and women are conflated with specific genitals 
and bodies. These notions create “cultural anxiety on trans wom-
en” (Westbrook and Schilt 2013, p.20) as they are constructed to 
be, in the collective imagination, dangerous bodies that might 
“trick” cis heterosexual men into homosexual sex. This is the kind 
of argument used in the trans panic defense, which exploits 
cisgenderist, homophobic notions of trans feminine people, and 
trans feminine people of color in particular, as dangerous “others.” 
Those dangerous “other” bodies might lead cis men away from 
heterosexuality through the subversion of the gender binary and 
the related “natural” (hetero)sexual system and, as such, they do 
not seem to deserve legal protection when harmed.

The issue of who needs protection from whom is central 
to the issue of intimate partner violence. Who are the bodies 
that are seen as worth protecting by the judicial system, as well 
as by police? The answer seems to lie in the chilling statistics 
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already outlined. Feminine, disabled, trans, queer, Black, Brown, 
Indigenous, immigrant and sex workers’ bodies seem to be the 
ones who are most disposable in dominant culture. It is enough 
to watch any major TV crime show to notice how different 
victims are depicted in very different ways depending on their 
gender, how they are racialized and so on. Unfortunately the 
bias is not limited to TV shows and it is evident in criminal and 
legal statistics. This is not necessarily something that judges or 
even police officers are doing “on purpose” but rather the bias 
is already built into every aspect of our lives. I remember being 
in court with my lawyer, my arm bandaged due to an injury, 
and the male judge asking me if I was trying to “make him feel 
sorry.” I pointed out that this was what the doctor had done 
after I had been injured by my ex, who had been deemed as “not 
dangerous” enough to be removed from our apartment during 
a previous hearing. As the case was heard, the judge once more 
addressed me and asked me if I “really understood what I was 
doing” and the “damage” I would “inflict on this young graduate 
and the possible consequences to his career.” I asked him if he 
had considered that I was a PhD student and whether he had 
considered the consequences on my career and life if I was not 
protected from my increasingly violent ex, especially given the 
statistics on death and intimate partner violence. The judge 
begrudgingly gave the order, under a new law in the UK, which 
enabled the police to arrest my ex without warning. The law 
had been recently changed due to the increased risk of violence, 
and even death, that giving a violent person warning that they 
would be arrested entailed. I don’t believe that the judge was 
consciously thinking of gender or my body as less valuable than 
my ex, a cis white Anglo straight man. However, his actions and 
words implied a belief so deeply etched into our psyche that it 
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can be challenging to view clearly as gendered bias. It is to the 
culture that makes intimate partner violence and other types of 
gendered violence so pervasive that we turn next.

4.4 Rape culture and sexual violence

Some people, starting mostly from 1970s second-wave feminists 
in what we currently know as the United States, would argue 
that we live in a rape culture; that is, a dominant culture that 
minimizes, condones and trivializes sexual assault and violence. 
The idea has encountered criticism and contributed to the rise 
of a movement pushing back on the ubiquitous and pervasive 
nature of sexual violence in intimate partnerships and beyond. 
Much as the conceptual framework can be debated, it would 
be challenging to deny that we live in a culture where most 
perpetrators of sexual violence are not prosecuted and even 
more often get away without consequences. People are often 
reluctant to report sexual assault whether it’s perpetrated by an 
intimate partner or a stranger. Fear of repercussion, shame and 
ideas in dominant culture that somehow this could have been 
avoided if the victim had “behaved better/ been more aware/ 
dressed more appropriately” often drive survivors to not report 
what has happened to the authorities.

The practice of victim blaming is fairly pervasive in dominant 
culture and has contributed to the creation of the term “rape 
culture.” Girls in particular are expected to behave within very 
narrow confines: on the one hand they are made fun of in movies 
and TV shows for being nerdy and often deemed unattractive, or 
coded as queer, if they do not conform to stereotypes of feminin-
ity. On the other hand they can be labelled as slutty if they do 
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conform to these stereotypes, or even simply if a boy chooses to 
spread rumours or share stories of any potential sexual encoun-
ters with others. These tropes are played out in dominant culture 
again and again in movies such as Mean Girls or TV series like 13 
Reasons Why. Growing up I also remember relatives, especially 
women, commenting derogatorily about other women and even 
children and young people, labelling clothing, behaviors, make 
up, haircuts and language as “slutty” or not “lady-like” and often 
implying that these things would lead to potential assault or at 
the very least mistreatment by others because, after all, “what do 
they expect?” I have heard similar views again and again in the 
UK and the US so these are sadly not culturally unique. Whether 
we call it rape culture or not, I think we would be hard pressed 
to deny that we live in a dominant culture that depicts girls and 
women as morally responsible for the behaviors of boys and men, 
and as such as people to blame when these behaviors become 

“out of control” because after all “boys will be boys, right?”

#MeToo
In recent years, especially through social media platforms, we 
have also seen the rise of movements, led by women of color 
and especially Black and Indigenous women, that have stated 
that enough is enough. One of those movements has become 
known as the “#MeToo” movement. Initially this was started by 
Tarana Burke, an African-American woman and youth worker, 
ten years prior to the tweet by Alyssa Milano in October 2017 
using the same #MeToo hashtag. Tarana was moved by listen-
ing again and again to stories of sexual violence by young girls 
of color and decided to break the silence in which abuse and 
violence thrive. Ten years later a group of famous cis white 
women, starting with Alyssa Milano’s tweet, would make this 
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movement visible through their celebrity status, and millions 
of people, especially women, reported online stories of sexual 
assault, abuse, domestic violence and rape. Once more we can 
see how the intersection of race and gender led to the movement 
to become visible in dominant culture only when white bodies 
were in the spotlight, rather than Black, Brown, Indigenous, 
trans, queer, nonbinary, immigrant bodies.

In Life Isn’t Binary (2019), my co-author Meg-John Barker and 
I, write how the #MeToo movement was also more complex than 
a simple binary of victims rising against perpetrators. While 
many women and survivors of all genders felt they could finally 
speak out and be a part of something greater than themselves, 
other survivors of sexual violence found the hashtag to be trig-
gering. All of the sudden social media feeds did indeed show 
how widespread misogynistic sexual violence truly is. This was 
challenging for many survivors and empowering for others. 
Some survivors were ready to—and wanted to—share their 
stories out loud. Other survivors were muting their feed so they 
could still be on social media, as this might be a source of social 
support, but not feel constantly triggered. To trouble the issue 
further, male and nonbinary survivors felt uncertain about using 
the hashtag, and some were even berated for doing so because 
this was not “their movement,” even though they had also been 
subject to the same sexual violence rooted in patriarchy. As we 
ask in our book: who was inside or outside of the movement? 
Who did the movement belong to?

Many Black women also felt alienated since they knew 
the hashtag had been started by a Black woman, but now 
white celebrities were garnering all the attention. Some felt 
that the increased attention was due to the fact that sexual 
violence against white women is seen as unacceptable whereas 
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violence  against Black women is seen as the norm. Suddenly 
some Black women who had been at the beginning of the move-
ment, felt the movement had been co-opted and appropriated 
by white women, who also participated in perpetrating systemic 
violence against them. All the people involved in this messy sit-
uation were survivors of sexual violence. Many were also subject 
to systemic racial violence, while others were not. The racial 
violence was also inextricably linked with the sexual violence 
many had experienced, because their bodies were sexualized in 
certain ways due to being racialized in certain ways. All of this 
violence was, and is, also gendered, as we discussed earlier.

And in the midst of this trauma, visibility and resistance, 
there was/is the desire to be seen, to not be erased, to not be 
pushed out of the movement, the desire to heal together. Given 
that most trauma happens in the context of relationships, it is in 
the context of relationships that we might find the potential for 
healing. However, relationships are messy and complicated. They 
do not happen in a vacuum, they happen in larger and smaller 
systems, as discussed in this book. The #MeToo movement was 
born, among other things, from a desire to connect and to find 
the intimacy of shared experience with other survivors.

It was also born, though, out of the reality of violence against 
girls and women of color, especially Black women. And this 
violence has deeper roots, as discussed in this book. For example, 
studies in the UK and the US have shown that children, even at 
a very young age, have a strong pro-white and anti-Black bias 
unless they are intentionally exposed to Black history and role 
models. It seems clear that the combination of cisgenderism 
and racism, including implicit bias, would create a dominant 
culture in which feminine Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies 
are viewed as less valuable.
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This ripples through all aspects of our lives, including the 
ways in which we were parented and parent our children. For 
example, it is a well-known fact, in the US, that Black parents or 
any parents of Black children need to give “the talk” about the 
police and how to interact with them to their children at a fairly 
young age. This is because they are more likely to encounter 
systemic violence at the hands of police officers, even when very 
young. White parents, by and large, do not need to do this. Indig-
enous parents need to talk to their children, especially girls and 
gender expansive children, about the risk of being abducted 
and/or groomed for trafficking and sexual exploitation. Parents 
of disabled and Deaf children would be wise to talk with their 
children about the risk of sexual abuse but sadly rarely do as 
they too, unless disabled themselves, might infantilize their 
children and underestimate the risks they encounter in an 
ableist world.

Childhood, ownership and consent
As discussed earlier when addressing purity balls, parenting is 
another arena in which aspects of dominant culture, including 
rape culture, become evident. We often learn at a very young 
age what it means to be a boy or a girl, and rarely do we learn 
that there are also options to not be bound by our sex assigned 
at birth in many ways. This is when the seeds of toxic cisgen-
derism, racism and so on can be planted, if we are not vigilant 
as adult caregivers and, even then, we might still find ourselves 
swimming upstream against the current of dominant culture. 
For example, often parents treat and talk about their children 
as property or perpetuate power dynamics that set them up for 
potential abuse. This is often not done intentionally. Innocuous 
phrases such as “be good for grandpa” or “do what dad tells you” 
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or the ever pervasive “because I say so” set children up as less 
agentic than adults.

This coupled with the lack of consent children often experi-
ence when it comes to touch, such as being pushed to hug and 
kiss relatives whether they want to or not, can lead to children 
not understanding that they have the power to say no, that they 
don’t have to be “good” for adults or do what adults say, and that 
they do not need to be silent if someone is interacting with them 
inappropriately. 

Parents and caregivers, however, are not the only culprits in 
this area. Schools also have a lot to answer for. Many educational 
environments, for example, reward compliance and repress chal-
lenges to authority, regardless of whether children and young 
people have cause to challenge said authorities or not. This is 
very evident in the physical, sexual, emotional and psychological 
abuse perpetrated against disabled, Deaf, trans, nonbinary and 
queer children and youth by adults in school environments. 
Studies indicate again and again, for example, that young people 
with these marginalized identities are harassed, sexualized and 
abused not just by peers but far too often by adults. Once more 
the combination of certain identities seems to be conducive 
to certain bodies not being viewed as worthy of protection as 
others. Often Deaf and disabled boys, for example, experience 
much higher rates of abuse than their hearing and abled coun-
terparts because their Deafness or disability not only makes 
them vulnerable to abuse but also emasculates them to some 
degree, within the dominant paradigm.

Trans, nonbinary and/or queer children and youth are also 
viewed differently than their cisgender, heterosexual counter-
parts within this framework. Somehow their gender identities 
and expressions and/or their sexuality seem to set them apart 
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for being treated as hypersexual, and as such much more prone 
to harassment and abuse by both peers and adults. Adults might 
also collude by not protecting these children even when they 
do not perpetrate the abuse themselves. For example, some 
educators express victim-blaming views that imply that trans, 
nonbinary and/or queer children and youth are bringing the 
abuse upon themselves by displaying traits outside normative 
confines. All the statistics about harassment and abuse, sadly 
and unsurprisingly, increase at the intersection of these named 
identities and racialized identities and experiences. This means 
that usually BIPOC disabled, Deaf, trans, nonbinary and queer 
children and youth experience higher levels of systemic violence 
within the education system.

If we take a moment to go back to the beginning, the policing 
of children and young people’s bodies through violence makes 
sense within the ongoing settler colonial project. Bodies that do 
not fit into cishetero, white, settler colonial narratives are trou-
bling from the beginning and, as such, subject to closer scrutiny 
and control from every system. It is those systems that I address 
in the next chapter, before moving on to the final chapter where 
I attempt to offer some practices to heal our relationship with 
gender. Before moving on to how a rigid gender binary is mani-
fested systemically in dominant culture, let’s take a moment to 
practice an educational stretch.

Educational stretch:  the impact of 
systemic violence in our relationships

First, take a moment to notice how you are doing. I am address-

ing a lot of trauma that might impact your body in specific 
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ways. I know that I found this book challenging to write and I 

had to take frequent breaks while writing. Please do not push 

yourself beyond your window of tolerance! It’s ok to take care 

of ourselves, even though we might live in a dominant culture 

where it’s not always ok or possible to do so. If and when you’re 

ready, go back to the gender map you created in Chapter 3.

Take a moment to consider how your assumptions about 

gender, the expectations you and/or your communities hold, and 

the blame and/or shame that might be held in your body are 

impacted by the topics addressed in this chapter. For example, 

how does cisgenderism manifest in your life, your family, rela-

tionships, friendships, in your work, faith community, hobbies 

and so on? Do you notice toxic masculinity around you? What 

does this look like in your own life, in your relationships, work 

and communities? Again, take some deep breaths; no matter 

how much work we do, none of us are immune to dominant 

culture. It’s the air we breathe, and particles get in, whether we 

like it or not, so try to hold yourself in as much self-compassion 

as you can muster right now.

Finally, if you have the capacity, I invite you to consider how 

violence might show up in your life, your relationships, your 

work and your communities. Do some of the issues raised in 

this chapter resonate with your experience? If so, in what way? 

Are your experiences different or have they not been addressed 

in this chapter? If so, what difference does that make? For 

example, you might feel turned off, erased or excluded. These 

can be challenging thoughts and emotions to sit with. Take a 

moment to record your thoughts, feelings and reactions to this 

educational stretch. Then take a little break to take care of you 

and please be kind and gentle with yourself, if you are able.
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Summary

• Objectification theory offers a framework to understand 
how girls and women are often acculturated to view 
themselves as objects offered to, and evaluated through, 
the male gaze and its values.

• Objectification of girls and women also impacts boys 
and men and dehumanizes their sexuality. In this frame-
work, men/masculine people are not viewed as autono-
mous agents but rather as out of control and driven by 
their sexual needs above all others.

• We cannot view gender as separate from other aspects 
of our identities and experiences. This means that queer 
relationships and sexualities are also impacted by dom-
inant ideas of gender.

• The combination of objectification and the dominant 
idea that sexuality is only the domain of young and 
middle adulthood means that usually disabled people are 
infantilized within the overculture. Disabled people 
are often viewed as vulnerable, and therefore potential 
sexual victims, or as having “perverse/deviant” sexualities.

• Racialized identities and dynamics are also essential to 
consider when discussing dominant ideas of gender in 
relationships. Dominant discourses of gender are also 
white dominant discourses. This means that bodies 
are not only racialized in dominant discourses but also 
sexualized and gendered upon the foundations of settler 
colonialism and white supremacy.

• Objectification is also interwoven with the idea of 
ownership. If women and femininity exist for and are 
dependent on the male gaze, the latter is then inherently 
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superior and agentic. The agency of the male gaze is then 
often expressed through the implication of ownership.

• Parents are usually encouraged in dominant culture to 
view children as an extension of themselves, including 
their own gendered expectations.

• Toxic masculinity is not inherent to being a man/mas-
culine person but rather it indicates a set of norms con-
tributing to a cultural mindset that perpetuates harmful 
stereotypes and rigid gender binaries.

• Toxic masculinity is not automatically and only upheld 
by men. While men are encouraged to adhere to toxic 
masculine ideals in dominant culture, all of us are invit-
ed into the dance of toxic masculinity through societal 
scripts.

• Toxic cisgenderism is not inherent to cis people but 
rather it’s a “prejudicial ideology” that assumes cisgender 
identities and experiences as inherently natural, desira-
ble, and as such superior to, any other gender identities 
and experiences.

• Cisgenderism also interacts with all other aspects of our 
identities and expressions. For example, it is far safer for 
white people to express their gender in more expansive 
ways, whereas Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies are 
more closely scrutinized, policed and punished for trans-
gressing gender norms.

• Ableism also intersects with cisgenderism, as any devi-
ation from cisgenderism can be viewed as a response to 
being disabled rather than as an authentic identity and/
or expression.

• Intimate partner violence is an umbrella term that covers 
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physical, sexual, emotional, psychological and verbal 
abusive behaviors, and stalking, in intimate partnerships.

• Intimate partner violence is very common and is 
responsible for nearly half the number of women killed 
by homicide in the United States. Furthermore, despite 
being described as a public health concern by agencies 
such as the CDC (Center for Disease Control) in the US, 
many educators and therapists do not receive enough 
training on how to address intimate partner violence, and 
especially teen dating violence, which is also common.

• The number of people impacted by intimate partner 
violence is increased when racialized identities and 
experiences are considered, with Latinx and Black peo-
ple reporting higher levels of intimate partner violence, 
including a higher number of deaths by homicide for 
Latinx women.

• Intimate partner violence cannot be addressed purely 
on an individual relationship level but rather it needs 
to be addressed on a systemic level, in schools, college 
campuses, criminal courts, hospitals, primary care clinics, 
family therapy, faith communities, in the media and so 
on.

• The issue of who needs protection from whom is central 
to the issue of intimate partner violence. Who are the 
bodies that are seen as worth protecting by the judicial 
system, as well as by police? The answer seems to lie in 
the chilling statistics already outlined. Feminine, disa-
bled, trans, queer, Black, Brown, Indigenous, immigrant 
and sex workers’ bodies seem to be the ones who are most 
disposable in dominant culture.
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• Rape culture can be defined as a dominant culture 
that minimizes, condones and trivializes sexual assault 
and violence. The idea has encountered both criticism and 
contributed to the rise of a movement pushing back on 
the ubiquitous and pervasive nature of sexual violence 
in intimate partnerships and beyond.

• The #MeToo movement was born, among other things, 
from a desire to connect and to find the intimacy of 
shared experience with other survivors. It was also born, 
though, out of the reality of violence against girls and 
women of color, especially Black women.

• The combination of cisgenderism and racism, including 
implicit bias, creates a dominant culture in which fem-
inine Black, Brown and Indigenous bodies are viewed as 
less valuable.

• Often BIPOC disabled, Deaf, trans, nonbinary and queer 
children and youth experience higher levels of systemic 
violence within their families, communities and the 
education system.
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Systems

In the previous chapter I explored how ideas of gender in 
dominant culture influence relationships, especially, but not 
exclusively, romantic and sexual relationships. I highlighted how 
objectification impacts a range of people and how it connects 
with the idea of ownership. The latter manifests not just in inti-
mate relationships but also in parenting, especially the parenting 
of girls by men. I addressed the concepts of toxic masculinity 
and cisgenderism, the reality of intimate partner violence, and 
the larger context of sexual violence and rape culture.

In this chapter, I turn to larger systemic issues. How is a rigid 
gender binary not only condoned and endorsed, but also repro-
duced, within dominant culture? I address how seven structural 
components of our everyday lives reproduce traumatic gendered 
dynamics.

I start from the legal system, given that this seems an organic 
segue from discussing sexual violence and rape culture. I then go 
on to address politics, the judicial and criminal systems, archi-
tecture and the design of public spaces. After this I consider the 
medical system, the education system, and finally the field of 
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mental health, in which I spend much of my working time as a 
systemic psychotherapist.

What I can cover in a single chapter is fairly limited com-
pared to the vastness of topics such as law and gender. There are 
many more books and papers on each of these areas which you 
may want to follow up. What I provide here is but an overview 
to illustrate how a rigid gender binary seeps into all of our major 
societal structures.

5.1 Law

I mentioned briefly, in the previous chapter, how laws can 
increase or decrease risk for people who seek to leave relation-
ships in which there is intimate partner violence. Given that 
legal structures are part of a country’s governance, it makes sense 
that the law would be shaped by—and be a part of—oppressive 
forces such as ongoing settler colonialism, racism, patriarchy, 
ableism, classism, misogyny and so on.

Legal scholar Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, for example, 
addressed the specific interaction of racism and misogyny 
and how this plays a particular role in the life of Black girls and 
women when they interact with legal, criminal and judicial 
systems (Crenshaw 1989). This interaction is what her theory 
of intersectionality was built on. These critiques of existing 
legal structures are focused on power structures, and a binary 
conceptualization of gender is part of these. So, when we con-
sider gender in a legal context, how does the law contribute to 
reproducing dominant discourses of gender?

One of the most basic ways in which this happens is who gets 
to legally define terms such as sex and gender. This is essential 
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as laws on sex and/or gender discrimination—depending on the 
country and chosen wording—might or might not protect trans 
people. For example, in the US, under several administrations, 
for nearly two decades, there seemed to be a legal consensus that 
federal sex discrimination laws could be applied to protect trans 
people. However, more recently this has been put into question 
by a few decisions where trans status was not considered to be 
a protected category under existing federal legislation.

In the UK, the Gender Recognition Act (GRA) was passed in 
2004 and came into effect in 2005, as a specific piece of legis-
lation that enabled trans people to have their gender identity 
recognized but that still enabled discrimination to occur against 
trans people in certain settings. In 2017, the Scottish government 
published a review denouncing some of the GRA practices as 
intrusive and placing an undue burden on trans people. The 
GRA also interacts with the Equality Act (2010) so that a trans 
woman recognized as such through the GRA would have her 
status as a woman protected under the Equality Act but one not 
recognized through the GRA would not. These legal definitions 
and procedures around sex and gender, therefore, matter an 
awful lot, especially, but not exclusively, for trans people.

Debates about who counts as what legally can be placed with-
in a larger historical framework. For example, it has now been 
well documented that the suffragette movement, campaigning 
for women’s rights to vote, had a racism problem, both in the US 
and UK, although it manifested differently in those countries. 
In the US, it quickly became evident that, while white women 
were trying to be equal to their father, brothers and husbands, 
Black women were fighting both for themselves and Black 
men to have the right to vote. Suffrage for them was not just a 
matter of gender but also of racial equality. Black abolitionists 
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such as Frederick Douglas were supportive of women’s rights 
but the same could not be said for many suffragettes, who only 
supported (white) women’s right to vote and were not necessarily 
supportive of abolition or equality for Black people. In fact, even 
those white women who were supportive of the abolition of 
slavery were often quick to abandon this issue if they felt it 
would hurt their cause for (white) women’s right to vote.

In the UK that problem might not have been as stark but lead-
ing figures such as Emmeline Pankhurst upheld colonialism. In 
fact, some of the UK white suffragettes were “appalled” that Maori 
women in one of their colonies could vote whereas they couldn’t 
(Jones 2015). We can understand then that many of the historical 
legal issues about who can vote, own property, or be recognized 
as having a certain nationality or belonging to a tribal nation, are 
not just linked to gender but also to how we are racialized.

In more recent times, the UK government, under the Labor 
party and while still in the European Union, changed immi-
gration laws in 2000. Under the new 2000 rule, for example, a 
child born in the UK to a parent with citizenship in another 
European country and one with UK citizenship could get UK 
citizenship automatically only if the parents were married or if 
the UK parent was deemed to be the “mother.” I found this out 
when my child was born. At that point I had lived in the UK as 
an EU citizen for ten years. My child’s father was a UK citizen, 
and named on the birth certificate, but our child, at that point 
in time, had no right to automatic British citizenship. We could 
either petition for naturalization as a British citizen, leave things 
as they were or get married. My gender literally dictated my 
child’s citizenship. The argument was that if I were the mother 
and a UK citizen then my child’s Britishness could not be denied, 
whereas the father could always be disputed. This, of course, did 
not explain why marriage solved anything. After all, I could have 
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been married to a UK citizen and had the child with someone 
else, potentially, as I pointed out to the immigration official.

This seemed to be more an issue of ethnic purity compound-
ed by gender, enabled by a law reform that sought to decrease 
the number of children born to EU parents who could claim 
UK citizenship. Around the same time we also discovered that 
in Italy our child had to take on the surname of their father 
if we were legally married, something that has recently been 
challenged successfully in court by an Italian-Brazilian couple. 
In both countries, we found ourselves dealing with laws around 
gender and marriage that had nothing to do with how our child 
should be legally recognized, in an ideal world, but everything 
to do with upholding patriarchal and xenophobic values.

One of the most heinous examples of how the legal system 
perpetuates violence and oppression based on gender is the 
legal sterilization of disabled girls and women. Even though, 
officially, eugenics is no longer endorsed by most scientists and 
governments, in practice disabled girls and women, especially 
those with learning disabilities, are being sterilized against their 
will every day. This is a practice often upheld by their own par-
ents either when the girls are still minors or in cases where 
parents gain guardianship. This practice continues to be justified 
not only by caregivers and families but also by governments, 
despite the fact that disability justice advocates have been vocal 
against these practices for decades. In fact, the Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities directly addresses this issue and 
the Committee on the Rights of the Child has clearly named the 
forced sterilization of disabled girls as a form of violence.

The International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics 
(FIGO) issued in June 2011 some new guidelines on contraceptive 
sterilization and informed consent that preclude guardians 
and/or family members from consenting to the sterilization of 
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disabled girls and women without their own consent. Those 
guidelines also stated the right of disabled girls and women and 
their representative organizations and networks to be included 
in the development of legislation that impacts their sexual and 
reproductive rights (see IFHHRO 2011). Sadly guidelines are just 
that and it takes political will for oppressive legislations to 
change, which is why this is the area I turn to next.

5.2 Politics

The issue of gender in politics, like gender and law, is a well-dis-
cussed one by much more knowledgeable and authoritative 
experts in those fields. For the purpose of the present book, I’d 
like to touch on a few major issues that illustrate how certain 
power structures continue to be upheld regardless of whether 
we live in a democratic regime or not. The most obvious issue 
seems to be that of representation. Very few politicians on a 
global level fall outside of the gender binary in any way, so much 
so that any trans and/or nonbinary politician who is elected 
usually makes the news. In fact even if we stay strictly within a 
binary view of gender, there is a clear imbalance in politics, with 
cis men dominating the field on a global scale.

In 2017 the percentage of (supposedly cis) women holding 
parliamentary positions on a global scale was 23.4 percent. This 
was just a 0.1 percent increase from the previous report, despite 
increased participation by women in politics (Inter-Parliamentary 
Union 2018). However, representation is not purely a numbers 
game. Research has shown that women are more likely to advo-
cate for issues such as gender-related violence, education and 
women’s economic independence (Inter-Parliamentary Union 
2018). As one of my friends and amazing council women for 
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Minneapolis, Andrea Jenkins, once stated in a keynote, being 
in the room changes the room. Who is in those parliamentary 
rooms changes the topics that are considered and discussed.

Sadly even women often only focus on gender as a purely 
binary issue. There have been recent changes and we’ve seen 
not only trans and/or nonbinary elected officials but also cis 
candidates discussing the needs of transgender Americans in the 
latest presidential debates in the US in 2019. I believe this only 
happened because of having trans White House staffers under 
the previous administration and an increasing number of trans 
and/or nonbinary local political representatives.

This is why the homogeneity of politicians in most countries 
globally is something to pay attention to and that needs chang-
ing. Homogeneity in this context is not just about gender but 
also race, Indigeneity, disability, religion and so much more. If 
our gendered experiences cannot be neatly separated from other 
aspects of our identities and experiences, then surely homogene-
ity of our representatives is not desirable. It is unsurprising that 
in countries like the UK then, there is not just a homogeneity of 
identities and experiences but also of views. This makes change 
in any direction slow and difficult, if possible. How can chal-
lenging rigid gender binaries in this context help? One of the 
issues of homogeneity is that not only do politicians tend to the 
same discourses over and over again, but also that the interests 
they’re focusing on are those of people similar to them.

Challenging rigid gender binaries might help loosen these 
political borders. If we can no longer assume a rigid and impen-
etrable frontier between the categories of “men” and “women,” 
then what could be possible for all of us, not just us trans and/
or nonbinary people? As long as homogeneity rules, the political 
arena is narrow and benefits an incredibly small number of peo-
ple. Anything that challenges this homogeneity has the potential 
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to broaden political discourse and lead to greater benefit for a 
larger number of people.

This, of course, requires a leadership shift on a global level, 
something that it’s incredibly challenging to achieve, as we can 
see from that 0.1 percent increase in women in global parlia-
mentary seats. Political leadership shifts are challenging given 
that most people who are not generally cis men (and in many 
countries such as the US and UK cis white men) simply do not 
have the social, political and intergenerational capital to become 
politicians. The ongoing settler colonial project and the patriar-
chy go hand in hand in so many ways; political representation is 
just one of them. As well as intergenerational trauma, discussed 
in earlier chapters, people also have access to intergenerational, 
historical, social and cultural power. This is what perpetuates the 
homogeneity of politicians. A leadership shift in politics on both 
local and global levels requires a disruption of this accumulation 
of intergenerational, historical, social and cultural power. Let’s 
take a moment to reflect on why this might require not just an 
external shift but also an internal re-orientation when it comes 
to leadership in politics.

Thoughtful moment:  what we learn about 
leadership and gender from politics

You’ve been invited, throughout this book, to reflect on what 

you have learned about gender from history, your family, your 

own experience and the relationships around you. Now I would 

like to invite you to think about what you have learned about 

gender and leadership from politics. Politics does not mean just 

who is representing you in your country’s Parliament or in City 

Council but also who is viewed as a leader.
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Take a moment to think about examples of leaders through-

out your life. This could be presidents of a country, monarchs, 

political representatives, but also principals, clinic directors, chair 

of organizational boards and so on. First of all, who comes 

to mind when you think about leaders and, more specifically, 

political leaders? Do they look a particular way? What do you 

imagine their gender, race, ethnicity, class, religion, disability 

status, citizenship and education level to be? Are there specific 

people who come to mind? You can take some notes if you like 

to illustrate the landscape of political leadership in your mind. 

When you look at this landscape, is this in line with your own 

values? Is this landscape in line with your own identities and 

experiences? If so, in what way? If not, why not? Is there any-

thing surprising when you look at this landscape?

Now take a few more moments to reflect on what qualities 

come to mind when you think about political leaders. You might 

even want to jot them down or draw them. When you look at 

those qualities through the lens of gender, what happens? Are 

they gendered qualities or not? Are they gendered even despite 

your own beliefs? We’re constantly absorbing stories from the 

world around us. What are the stories about gender, leadership 

and politics that you have absorbed from the environment 

around you so far? If you want, you can write your reflections 

down or record them in a voice memo.

5.3 Judicial and criminal systems

Law and politics are two of the major arenas where decisions 
are made, including the decision of what are the matters worthy 
of legislative action. The judicial and criminal systems are the 
channels through which those laws and political decisions are 
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enforced. I mentioned earlier legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw 
and her work on the intersection of race and gender (1989). Her 
early work was very much focused on how the experiences of 
Black girls and women in the judicial and criminal systems are 
inherently different to those of Black boys and men as well as 
to those of white girls and women. It’s at the intersection of 
race and gender that a specific type of policing and punishment 
occurs, and this is a place she shines a light on with her work.

Crenshaw points out that, when it comes to the judicial and 
criminal systems, women have pushed for the recognition of 
systemic issues such as intimate partner violence, moving those 
from the realm of the person to the political. However identity 
politics, as she argues, can be limiting if it erases and/or conflates 
the differences between us, such as race. We cannot look at race 
and gender as separate categories if we want to understand the 
experiences of Black girls and women in those contexts.

I want to start from Crenshaw’s theory of intersectionality 
because I believe it to be key in helping us understand how 
discriminatory the judicial and criminal systems are. In a way 
those systems are the executive branches of the ongoing settler 
colonial project in countries like the US. It’s not surprising then 
that the ways in which they police communities and bodies 
closely resemble a colonial, racist, patriarchal, ableist agenda. 
This is exactly what these systems were created to do. If this 
seems a bold statement, I invite you to review some of the fur-
ther reading resources for this chapter.

What I mean by my bold statement—and what many 
researchers more expert in those fields than I have discussed—is 
that people are criminalized and imprisoned in ways that con-
tinue to penalize Black, Brown, Indigenous, disabled, trans, queer, 
immigrant, and sex workers’ bodies in many countries. Those 
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bodies continue to be profitable commodities in the neo-lib-
eral prison industrial complex of certain countries and serve 
capitalism in specific ways. Given that most prisons and immi-
gration detention centers are privately owned, and that prison 
inmates are usually paid cents per hour for their labor in the US, 
those bodies are commodities that serve the interest of larger 
corporations who profit from their labor. This seems to bring 
up the question of who is protected by judicial courts and the 
police, and who is being policed in discriminatory ways and 
then introduced into the school-to-prison pipeline that several 
authors have discussed, at least in a US context. So, what does 
gender have to do with all of this?

As Crenshaw and many others have argued, gender cannot 
be separated from other ways in which our bodies are legislated, 
judged and policed. However, gender also impacts these systems 
in specific ways. For example, there is plenty of research, from 
the 1970s onwards, indicating how women are treated during 
judicial trials related to sexual assault because of their gender. 
Issues such as what they were wearing, whether they had been 
drinking and their sexual histories are suddenly on trial, rather 
than the person who has assaulted them in the first place. This is 
something that surfaces in many countries at various times and 
is still an issue now. In many ways, the issue is about women’s 
credibility in court and whether they are reliable and honest 
witnesses. This is an issue that is deeply enmeshed with con-
structions of femininity as circuitous, manipulative, vengeful 
and untrustworthy.

Other constructions of femininity that hurt women in 
courtrooms and in the penal system are those of femininity 
as “naturally” caring and maternal. This means that, most of 
the time, women are given much harsher sentences for crimes 
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that are considered violent and, especially for those that seem 
to go against their “maternal nature,” such as infanticide. The 
exception to this is the murder of disabled children, which is 
still not punished as harshly by judicial courts as the murder 
of abled children by their parents. In those cases ableism seems 
to trump sexism and women who kill their disabled children 
are not viewed as heartless murderers but rather as exhausted 
victims (see Bottoms et al. 2011).

When we look more closely then, even though there are 
differences that are based on gender, the discourse becomes 
murkier depending on what other variables are in the mix. For 
example, in the US, when various intersections are considered, 
it’s often young Black men with lower levels of income and edu-
cation who seem to be at the highest risk of being incarcerated. 
They are often more likely to be kept in prison longer as their 
sentences are adjusted up rather than down (Holzer, Offner and 
Sorensen 2005; Pettit and Western 2004).

Many of the differences that we see emerge again and again 
in the literature on judicial and criminal systems seem to pivot 
around the idea of who is “worthy of protection” and who is 
viewed as “redeemable” versus inherently delinquent. It’s in 
this melting pot of anti-Blackness, racism, xenophobia, sexism, 
transphobia, ableism, classism, Islamophobia and colonialism 
that judicial and criminal systems operate. These systems are not 
inherently unbiased, yet they’re often portrayed as the ultimate 
arbiters of justice that, while portrayed as egalitarian, more 
often than not reproduce the same disparities that shape other 
systems.

It’s probably not surprising that often the people deliver-
ing those systems are not the people most impacted by these 
symptoms. For example, in the US, most of the judges and 
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court officials are not young, Black men from lower income 
backgrounds, even though the latter are severely impacted 
by these systems. Similarly to politics, a change in leadership 
and representation would probably impact outcome. However, 
many racial and gender justice activists are not just calling for 
a change of leadership in these arenas, but rather questioning 
the legitimacy of those systems by calling for prison abolition 
and the re-imagining of a world without police. Those subjects 
deserve, and have, their own research, so it’s with an invitation to 
explore those possibilities further that I want to end this section 
and move on to consider how even public space is shaped by a 
rigid gender binary.

5.4 Architecture and the design of public spaces

The judicial and criminal systems are not the only ways to control 
and police who belongs where. Architecture can also have this 
function. How spaces are conceived, designed, implemented and 
organized also tells the story of dominant discourse. A hopefully 
obvious example is that of how diaper changing stations were 
only recently added to “men’s bathrooms.” This change seems 
to have slowly followed changing discourse about the division 
of labor when it comes to child-rearing. It’s also a change that 
we see in some places and not others. In fact, let’s back it up a 
moment and consider the division of bathrooms into a rigid 
binary of men and women.

In many places, men’s and women’s bathrooms are the only 
two options, with occasionally a third option generally desig-
nated as an accessible bathroom and/or family restroom, or, 
very rarely, as an all genders restroom. This is where the rigid 
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colonial construction of gender as a binary is enshrined in the 
architecture of public spaces. Where I live, one of the local hos-
pitals managed to build recently an entire six-floor building for 
specialist care with hundreds of offices but only two public all 
genders restroom on the sixth floor. It’s obvious that nonbinary 
people, disabled people with carers of a gender different than 
their own, or parents and caregivers of children of a gender 
different than their own, are not at the forefront of architec-
tural design. If we were, there would be many more bathrooms 
accessible to all! Those bathrooms would, of course, also serve 
people who might not fit into stereotypical gender expressions, 
such as masculine-looking women and femme-looking men and 
would likely reduce the risk of harassment and violence for all.

This is, therefore, not just about bathrooms, but rather about 
who is considered worthy of being given access to public spac-
es and facilities. For example, a child with long hair was told 
that some trouble was to be “expected” if they used the boys’ 
bathroom in school, even though there really wasn’t a viable 
alternative. The message was clear: if you don’t conform, the 
space cannot welcome you and we cannot protect you. We 
receive these types of messages every day through space. For 
example, not many work spaces have lactation rooms, making 
it clear that people who are breastfeeding are not necessarily 
expected to be part of the workforce. Other spaces might have 
ramps for patients or concert goers but not doctors or performers, 
again making it clear who belongs where in dominant culture. 
Spaces tell us stories all the time: stories we internalize and 
often start to believe.

Architecture is, of course, not just about structures but also 
lighting, colors, signage and so on. Public buildings often also 
include historical representations through pictures or murals. 
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Who is represented there? Which genders, races, ethnicities, trib-
al nations, disabilities? How are they represented? Have you ever 
seen yourself represented in pictures, murals or statues? If so, 
did you take this for granted or was it novel? Take a moment to 
notice, next time you navigate a public space, what and who you 
see. What are the colors around you in which spaces? Do they 
tell a story about gender or any other aspects of identity and 
experience? Architecture is another system too often dominated 
by cis white men and, just like other systems, this too has been 
shaken up by activists in the field who feel that designing more 
inclusive and equitable spaces has the potential to change our 
behaviors and the ways in which we interact with space.

In 2018, in the US, a project called “Stalled!” won the AIA 
(American Institute for Architects) Innovation Award. This 
project was a response to the various legal battles that more 
conservatives politicians were raising to overturn the previous 
administration’s decision that Title IX protected transgender 
people when using a bathroom aligning with their gender 
identity. This project was brought together by historian Susan 
Stryker, architect Joel Sanders and legal scholar Terry Kogan. 
Bathrooms of course have often been part of movements for civil 
rights for Black people, women and disabled people, as well as 
for transgender and/or nonbinary people. After all, if we cannot 
have access to a space that allows us to fulfil one of the most 
basic bodily functions, how can we have a place in public life? It’s 
therefore not surprising that bathrooms are often both a symbol 
and a utilitarian struggle within social justice movements.

Architectural design, in fact, is often driven by inherent bias 
where the user is imagined to be cisgender, not disabled, and 
male. This is not surprising given both the male dominance in 
the field and the fact that most of the people commissioning 
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architectural work are also men. Once again, systems and struc-
tures reproduce themselves, in the case of architecture, literally 
and materially. We see in the design of space, especially public 
space, the ongoing colonial dominance of both land and people, 
unless this is intentionally questioned.

Green spaces, for example, are separated from living, work 
and public offices and confined to specific areas. Those spaces 
are often near-absent in certain neighborhoods, once more 
reproducing the same inequalities we see again and again in 
our societies. In a way the organization and design of spaces is a 
vivid representation of the separation between land and people, 
perpetuating the idea of land ownership and the policing of 
bodies through structures that are often only accessible and/or 
welcoming to specific bodies.

5.5 Medicine

I have mentioned how, in architecture, the baseline user is often 
imagined to be cisgender, not disabled, and male. If we add 
white to the mix, we also have the imagined baseline patient 
in medicine. The medical-industrial complex is another system 
shaped by the disparities inherent to the ongoing settler colonial 
project. The fact that the baseline is clearly the cisgender white 
male is evident in issues such as the lower level of knowledge, 
and/or public health investment, when it comes to reproductive 
and sexual health issues, transgender health issues, and cardiac 
issues in women, especially Black women. Researchers often 
argue that before they can look at “minority populations” they 
need to have a clear sense of the baseline population. What is 
inherent in that statement is that, in many Anglo countries, 
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what they mean by baseline population is white, cisgender, not 
disabled, younger and usually divided according to a rigid gender 
binary of male/female. Everyone else is not viewed as being part 
of the baseline population but rather as a minority and specialist 
interest.

This is significant because measurements, assessment tools 
and interventions are then designed for this “baseline popu-
lation,” and medical providers are also trained within this 
paradigm. This means that often providers are hardly prepared 
to be in the room with actual patients who don’t fall within the 
parameters they were trained within. The issue of cardiac issues 
in Black women in the US is a telling example of this. One in 
two Black women in the US has some form of heart disease and 
they’re also twice as likely to have a stroke compared to white 
women (Rosenberg et al. 1999). Yet, if you picture who is most 
likely to have a heart attack, or a stroke, chances are that you 
might have imagined a white man in that situation. Sadly the 
same goes for medical providers who are less likely to notice 
symptoms of heart attacks and strokes in people who don’t fall 
within stereotypical, albeit medically inaccurate, parameters.

There is copious literature on the subject of bias in medicine, 
from bias within the profession—that is who is most likely to 
be viewed as a competent provider (unsurprisingly cis white 
men make an appearance here)—to patients being treated in 
discriminatory ways because of their gender, race, ethnicity, 
disabled status, age, religion and so on (see the further reading 
for Chapter 5 at the end of the book). Despite the research that 
keeps indicating bias, few, if any, interventions have been suc-
cessful in eradicating such bias. By and large medical schools 
tend to be led by older, cis white men and, given that systems 
usually stay the same unless really challenged to change it is no 
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surprise that those medical systems reproduce themselves over 
time, research findings notwithstanding. Just as with all other 
systems discussed so far, this is not just about leadership but 
also about how the systems work, who they work for and who 
is failed by and within them.

Disparities around gender and race clearly indicate who the 
medical system is failing: women, transgender people, queer 
people, Black people, Indigenous people, disabled people and 
people from lower income and educational backgrounds. This 
list might begin to seem familiar. The medical-industrial com-
plex is yet another system that fails people it was never meant 
to serve. By doing so, medicine reproduces the ongoing settler 
colonial, misogynistic, ableist and transphobic violence that, by 
now, you might feel well acquainted with. It seems unnecessary 
to list all the disparities in the medical field. Unsurprisingly, 
the people most impacted are those who are still viewed as the 
most disposable by dominant culture. This is something that we 
have come back to again and again throughout the book and 
that sadly we will keep coming back to throughout this chapter.

One aspect I would like to touch on before moving on to 
education is that of the sick/healthy binary, given that this is, 
in itself, often gendered according to the rigid colonial binary 
I keep examining here. The very notion of femininity seems 
to carry within itself a connotation of sickness. For example, 
in dominant Anglo discourses women tend to be viewed as 
less rational, more emotional and therefore inherently more 
prone to hysteria. Even though nobody, hopefully, is likely to 
be accused of hysteria by a medical professional in 2019, far 
too often women are viewed by providers as exaggerating their 
symptoms and their reliability in issues such as reporting pain 
levels is questioned. Research indicates how women are treated 
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differently to men when it comes to pain reporting, treatment 
and management, for example (Hamburg et al. 2002; Heston and 
Lewis 1992; Samulowitz et al. 2018).

Gender also seems pivotal in the discrimination experienced 
by transgender and/or nonbinary people who, again and again, 
report attention being paid to irrelevant issues such as their 
genitals and trans status—even when they go into the doctor to 
address things like colds or broken limbs. There seems, therefore, 
to be an inherent quality of hegemonic cisgenderist masculinity 
in the construction of health and healthy, as it pertains to the 
current state of medicine. This is unsurprising given the perva-
sive andronormativity already discussed in the field. Therefore, 
it could be argued, everyone who strays away from this norm 
could be viewed as inherently “sick” in some way, just by virtue 
of not being a cis, white, not disabled man.

At the same time, given the pervasive andronormativity and 
gender bias in medicine, it’s paradoxically challenging for people 
who are not cis, white, not disabled men to be taken seriously 
as patients. Caught in the paradox of “inherently sick” and 
therefore not worthy to be considered “truly ill,” many of us fall 
through the cracks of the medical-industrial complex by being 
viewed as unreliable witnesses, unworthy of care or by simply 
being erased. If this seems another bold statement, I invite you 
to consider the disparities in medical treatment and outcome 
mentioned earlier in this chapter.

5.6 Education

Much of what we have discussed so far could be viewed as 
stemming from the educational system. After all education is 
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where we are supposed to learn how to be in the world and how 
to participate in all the systems already mentioned here so far.

What is the role of education, though, within ongoing settler 
colonial states? The US, Canada and Australia all have sadly 
illuminating histories when it comes to the education system 
and the process of settler colonialism. In all these countries, 
taking children away from their families and tribes to be placed 
in residential schools where they would be punished for using 
their language or adhering to their customs was pretty common 
practice at the beginning of their existence as sovereign states. 
In those cases the role of education was to disconnect these 
children from place, family and community, and to eradicate 
their language and culture so that those could be replaced by 
the language and culture of the colonizers. Over the past decade, 
we have witnessed an increasing disclosure of the horrors perpe-
trated in the name of education in those schools. Just recently, 
in Canada, the names of 2800 Indigenous children who died in 
residential schools were included in a new National Residential 
School Student Death Register. This registry is still about 1600 
names short according to the National Centre for Truth and 
Reconciliation, bringing that number up to 4000 dead children, 
out of the 150,000+ Indigenous children removed by force from 
their families by the state.

Education can, therefore, never be neutral under ongoing 
settler colonial regimes, its historical role having been to replace 
language, culture, community and values and to invade not just 
the land but also the bodies, including the mind and feelings, 
of the Indigenous people being colonized. This is reflected not 
just in the violent historical legacy of residential schools but also 
in the curricula and pedagogical approaches adopted in schools. 
Whose knowledge, whose pedagogical methodologies are used 
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in schools where you live? Who is reflected in them? This seems 
like a good moment to introduce an educational stretch before 
proceeding much further.

Educational stretch:  the impact of education 
on our understanding of gender

Take a moment to go back to the notes from the educational 

stretches in the previous chapters. You might still have the 

list or map from Chapter 3 as well as notes from Chapter 4. 

If you don’t, it’s ok. You can still engage with this activity. If 

you have your map and/or notes, take some time to view this 

through the lens of education. Are there stories about gender 

on your map or notes that you learned in schools or at any 

point in your engagement with the educational system? Are 

there places of blame and shame on the map/notes that come 

directly from experiences you have had in educational insti-

tutions? Whether you’re referring to the map or notes created 

earlier, take a moment to notice what you have learned about 

gender in educational institutions. You may want to consider 

the following questions.

What did you learn about gender from textbooks in schools? 

You may want to consider history, geography, mathematics, 

social science, biology, chemistry, psychology, literature, phi-

losophy, art, music and so on. What did you learn about gender 

from books in all the various disciplines you have come across in 

educational institutions? What did you learn about gender from 

your teachers, professors, principals, administrators and so on? 

Pay attention to what you learned both through their words and 

actions. What did you learn about gender from observing how 
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teachers, professors, principals and administrators treated you 

and your peers? What did you learn about gender from partic-

ipating in interactions with your peers in educational settings? 

You might want to take time to note in words, draw or explore 

through movement your answers to these questions.

Really take your time, if you can, with this activity. The more 

education you have participated in, the more types of educa-

tional institutions you might want to consider. Finally, what are 

the stories you learned in educational institutions that you still 

carry with you today? Once you are done with the activity, take 

time to breathe and take care of yourself in some way. It can be 

overwhelming to process how pervasive gender is in our lives if 

this is something you had not considered in depth before (and 

it can still be overwhelming, even if you have spent much of 

your life thinking about it).

From the educational stretch, you might have collected some of 
your own data about how education passes on colonial ideas 
of gender not just through the content taught, but also through 
the pedagogical approaches chosen, the interactions between 
teachers and school administrators and those between educators, 
administrators and students, as well as those amongst students 
themselves. Dominant models of education have been criticized 
for becoming pipelines to the prison-industrial complex for 
some, to the military complex for others, and to the ongoing 
reproduction of capitalism for almost everyone. Even higher 
education institutions, which theoretically might adopt a crit-
ical approach towards education, far too often reproduce the 
same epistemological discourses through the ways in which they 
work. For example, the knowledge produced might be critical of 
dominant models of education, but the ways in which higher 
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education works perpetuate the same hierarchies and hegem-
onies we see in dominant culture. Colonial, capitalist, ableist, 
andronormative, cisheteronormative, racist values are sadly 
pervasive in all levels of education, thus facilitating the repro-
duction of the other systems already discussed here, including 
the mental health system, to which we turn next.

5.7 Mental health

Mental health and gender have a long history. As mentioned ear-
lier, the very binary of sick/healthy can be viewed as inherently 
gendered and andronormative. Similarly, we could view the mad/
sane binary as inherently gendered with sane being inherently 
andronormative, given that the baseline is not dissimilar to the 
one discussed in the section on medicine. In modern colonial 
history, madness is usually viewed as a sign of greatness in men 
and of hysteria and weakness in women. From the beginning 
then, mental health seems to be viewed as inherently about the 
exploration of deviance, weakness and hysteria in women.

Given that most of Freud’s clients were young women, and 
that he is considered the father of therapy by most people, it 
is not surprising that women have been pathologized from 
the beginning in the history of psychotherapy. Freud, in fact, 
considered boys and men to be inherently moral and girls and 
women inherently amoral. Masculine morality was learned 
and upheld through fear of castration or emasculation, whereas 
girls and women are not guided by this fear and their morality 
is controlled by fathers first, then husbands. The stereotype, 
mentioned earlier, of girls and women as naturally manipula-
tive, lying beings can be ascribed, in no small part, to Freud. 
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He also viewed lesbianism as dangerous in women because there 
would be no man to be responsible for their morality. Therefore 
lesbianism was seen as a potential portal into mental illness, 
whereas homosexuality in men was seen as neurosis but not 
as problematic, given that men are inherently moral beings. In 
Freud’s views, lesbianism is the fault of the father and curable 
through psychoanalysis. Ironically, his brilliant daughter and 
close companion, Anna Freud, was a lesbian (see Sagan 1988).

It is probably not a shock then that there is so much stigma 
connected to mental health. After all, right from its psychoan-
alytic beginnings, mental illness was connected to amorality, 
a legacy that is challenging to distance ourselves from, and 
amorality was connected to femininity. Although we have come 
a long way, assumptions about the superiority of rationality 
persist in our field, at least within Anglo and Western dominant 
paradigms. For example, the field of cognitive behavioral therapy 
(CBT) rests on the assumption that we can literally exercise mind 
over matter. CBT does view a connection between thoughts, 
emotions and behaviors but mostly intervenes at the level of 
thoughts and behaviors, trying to change “distorted thinking” 
and “maladaptive behaviors.” There is an almost unspoken 
assumption that “rational” thoughts and behaviors are always 
morally superior and to be preferred in the field of mental health.

It is no accident, in my opinion, that rational thoughts and 
behaviors are stereotypically associated with masculinity 
and, more specifically white and Anglo masculinity. Even though 
gender seems to be but a minor branch of topical interest in 
psychology and mental health, gendered assumptions run deep 
in our field. It’s rare that anyone questions bold assertions, made 
by mental health providers on a daily basis, on how “men and 
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women work.” Those assumptions are, after all, foundational to 
many theories and approaches.

Even when gender is not mentioned at all in certain theories, 
in practice people tend to apply them differently with “male 
and female” clients. It’s even rarer that the whole premise of two 
gender is put into question and, when it is, it only seems to per-
tain to transgender and/or nonbinary people, leaving the main 
tenets of gendered thinking in dominant culture untouched and 
unquestioned. Mental health with and for transgender and/or 
nonbinary people then becomes its own specialist branch, which 
means the rest of the field can continue undisturbed in their 
assumptions about men and women, as long as we keep to our 
turf and don’t shake the cisgenderist foundation of the whole 
discipline. This too is a colonizing and capitalist approach. If 
we’re kept separate from one another, we can be better controlled 
and, most importantly, there can be more specialties, and there-
fore more certifications and trainings to be sold and bought.

Even in the field of family therapy, where systemic thinking 
could open a different conversation about gender, all too often 
we fall back on established stereotypes and pseudoscience 
about gender as a rigid binary. Yet, I have found that when 
I can support people in connecting genuinely to gender as a 
historical, social and cultural construct, a better understanding 
of one another can emerge across differences that are made to 
look chasmic by people who are invested in selling solutions 
specific to “men,” “women,” and “transgender and/or nonbinary 
people.” Unfortunately the discourse that men are from Mars, 
women are from Venus and trans people from Transylvania (at 
least according to The Rocky Horror Picture Show) is familiar to 
people and, like many other popular discourses, is reproduced 
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effortlessly by providers and researchers who are also brought 
up within these dominant paradigms.

Sometimes people acknowledge that what they’re working 
with are issues like toxic masculinity, but they’re reluctant to 
then broaden the lens to indicate how larger systems support the 
reproduction of such harmful, colonial binaries. This means that, 
ironically, while working to dismantle toxic masculinity, they 
also keep reifying it by framing their work as being with “men” or 

“boys.” I can understand how the latter is more marketable than 
the “smash the colonial patriarchy” approach I am proposing in 
this book but I truly believe that if we don’t start questioning 
the rigidity of the gender binary altogether, for everyone, we 
will keep running around in circles to find ourselves in the same 
places, or maybe just a few inches over to the left. In the next 
chapter I address in more detail the proposed framework but, 
first, let’s engage in one more clinical vignette.

Clinical vignette:  managing erasure at work

“Robyn is tired of feeling unnoticed at work. No matter how hard 

they work, they seem to be overlooked for promotion, salary 

raises, training opportunities and so on. At the same time, they 

often feel tokenized when their company wants to demonstrate 

their commitment to diversity, given that their field is usually 

dominated by cis white men. Robyn’s work is starting to suffer as 

they no longer feel motivated to do their best, given that nobody 

seems to notice. They have also been isolating from family and 

friends. Their spouse is concerned and has asked to go to family 

therapy with Robyn. They feel Robyn is no longer the person 

they married and they’re starting to feel resentful of all the labor 
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they do both at home and to take care of their two children. 

Robyn does not feel very invested in therapy but reluctantly 

agreed to attend after their spouse gave them an ultimatum of 

therapy or divorce. They are now in your therapy room.”

Let’s start with what, by now, might feel like familiar questions, 

such as who do you imagine Robyn to be? What is their gender, 

class, race, ethnicity, religion, citizenship and disability status, 

Indigeneity, social and economic status and so on? How about 

their spouse? What kind of job do you imagine Robyn to have? 

If you change any of these imagined characteristics, does the 

way you look at Robyn change? Do they feel like a reliable wit-

ness of the situation or do you question their experience at work 

and think there’s a clinical issue going on? If you change the 

gender identity you imagine Robyn to be, does their credibility 

change or not?

Once you have explored this idea, take some time to reflect 

on what you believe your role as therapist might be. What do 

you see as your goal? Is it about helping Robyn to see that their 

spouse is hurting? Is it about making them more resilient so 

they don’t feel so impacted by their job? Do you support them 

in developing the confidence of looking for a different job with 

a more supportive company, or to raise the issue with their boss? 

Do you decide to see Robyn individually, with their spouse, with 

their spouse and children or some combination thereof? What 

guides any of these choices for you? Do you feel you can relate 

to Robyn’s story? If so, in what way? Where is the resonance 

for you? If not, why not? Where is the dissonance? How does 

resonating or not with Robyn’s story impact the way you view 

this case? Once you have addressed the case clinically one way, 

can you imagine addressing it in a different way? Finally, what 
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theoretical model and related interventions do you imagine 

using in a case like this? If you adopted a different theoretical 

model and related interventions, what might look different 

clinically and why?

Summary

• One of the most basic ways in which the law might repro-
duce a rigid gender binary is the legal definition of terms 
such as sex and gender. This is essential as many laws 
on sex and/or gender discrimination, depending on the 
country and chosen wording, might or might not protect 
trans people.

• Many of the historical legal issues about who can vote, 
own property or be recognized as having a certain nation-
ality or belonging to a tribal nation are not just linked to 
gender but also to how we are racialized.

• One of the most heinous examples though of how the 
legal system perpetuates violence and oppression based 
on gender is the legal sterilization of disabled girls and 
women.

• Cis men dominate the field of politics by holding about 
three-quarters of all government representative positions, 
on a nearly global scale.

• People are criminalized and imprisoned in ways that 
continue to penalize Black, Brown, Indigenous, disabled, 
trans, queer, immigrant and sex workers’ bodies in many 
countries.

• Constructions of femininity that hurt women in 
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courtrooms and in the penal system are those of feminin-
ity as “naturally” caring and maternal, or as manipulative, 
untrustworthy or circuitous.

• How spaces are conceived, designed, implemented and 
organized tells the stories of dominant discourses.

• Architectural design is often driven by inherent bias 
where the user is imagined to be cisgender, not disabled, 
and male. This is not surprising given both the male 
dominance in the field and the fact that most of the 
people commissioning architectural work are also men.

• The baseline in medicine is clearly the cisgender white 
male as evident in issues such as the lower level of knowl-
edge, and/or public health investment, in reproductive 
and sexual health issues, transgender health issues, and 
cardiac issues in women, especially Black women.

• Disparities around gender and race clearly indicate who 
the medical system is failing: women, transgender people, 
queer people, Black people, Indigenous people, disabled 
people and people from lower income and educational 
backgrounds.

• There seems to be an inherent quality of hegemonic cis-
genderist masculinity in the construction of health and 
healthy, as it pertains to the current state of medicine. 
This is unsurprising given the pervasive andronormativity 
in the field.

• Education can never be neutral under ongoing settler 
colonial regimes, its historical role having been to replace 
language, culture, community and values and to invade 
not just the land but also the bodies, including the mind 
and feelings, of the Indigenous people being colonized.
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• There is an almost unspoken assumption that “rational” 
thoughts and behaviors are always morally superior and 
to be preferred in the field of mental health.

• Rigid binary assumptions of gender are foundational 
to many theories and approaches in the field of mental 
health.

• Even in the field of family therapy, where systemic think-
ing could open up a different conversation about gender, 
all too often we fall back on established stereotypes and 
pseudoscience about gender as a rigid binary.
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Towards healing

In the previous five chapters I explored the various ways in which 
a rigid gender binary is, first and foremost, part of the legacy of 
the ongoing settler colonial project. I illustrated how people 
of various identities and experiences are currently impacted, the 
role of intergenerational family trauma in perpetuating rigid 
gender binaries, and how these binaries play out in relationships 
and then in wider systems. I am aware that there are more issues, 
more impacts and more specific examples than I could possibly 
cover in one single book, without this becoming an encyclopedic 
tome. I hope you can forgive any omissions, knowing that those 
are my responsibility, and that this book might nonetheless be 
of use to you and your work.

In this final chapter, you will not find the educational 
stretches, thoughtful moments or clinical vignettes used in the 
previous ones, given that the focus is on practice. This whole 
chapter is dedicated to practices that promote the disman-
tling of a rigid gender binary, including gender essentialism 
and cisgenderism. This dismantling has to take place, not just 
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behaviorally, but in our own very being. As such, it is one of the 
forms of neurodecolonizing—or decolonizing the mind—that 
Michael Yellow Bird invites us to engage in as practice (Wilson 
and Bird 2012). This follows the trail set by many, including Cor-
delia Fine, author of Delusions of Gender (2010), who highlights 
the connection between the way we/our brains work, and how 
we are shaped by environments and dominant culture.

I too want to highlight how many levels are involved in shed-
ding colonial, rigid and binary ideas of gender. Therefore, I start 
the chapter with an invitation to examine your own relationship 
with this historical and biopsychosociocultural construct—gen-
der—and highlight how reflective practices are pivotal in this 
work. After this, I discuss the role of dismantling of gendered 
assumptions, and the importance of engaging curiosity and 
irreverence as allies in this work. I also highlight how important 
it is to employ a trauma-informed approach at all stages; that 
is, an approach that is slow, kind and consensual. As part of 
this approach, I discuss the potential to challenge all/nothing 
thinking patterns in relation to gender, and to provide clients, 
students, learners or peers with resources and materials that 
make it possible for all of us to dream, envision and participate 
in collective healing from gendered trauma as we move forward 
together.

Much of what I discuss in this chapter is really about a 
politics of relationality. I have no idea of what the outcome 
will be, and I am definitely not trying to sell you a “healing 
from gendered trauma” (TM) technique. Ultimately, this is an 
invitation to move into a collective dance of liberation through 
the lens of gender.
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6.1 Starting from our own gender(s): 
engaging reflective practices

As you read through this book, you might have noticed thoughts, 
emotions, sensations and reactions arise within you. These might 
have been familiar or unfamiliar thoughts. You might have expe-
rienced excitement, boredom, indifference, anger, frustration 
and any of the other reactions we are capable of as humans. 
Noticing what has been moved, if anything, in you might be a 
good starting place for this work.

This starting point is, in many ways, specific to you and yet 
there will be many others who also share it. If we imagine gender 
as a landscape, wherever you are, at this moment, in that land-
scape, is an excellent place to begin. Others might be there too, 
either at the same time, or they might have been there at another 
time. Nobody is alone in this journey, even though, far too often, 
we do not share this gender journey with others, unless invited 
or forced to do so because of our own social positioning. For 
example, Indigenous, Black and Brown people, disabled people, 
trans, nonbinary and queer people, as discussed throughout 
the book, might be forced to share their gender journey due 
to systemic and oppressive dynamics that do not impact other 
bodies in the same way.

Whoever you are and wherever you are, I invite you to take 
this as your starting point. If you haven’t given gender much 
thought before this book, you might want to read an earlier book 
I co-authored with Meg-John Barker: How to Understand Your 
Gender: A Practical Guide for Exploring Who You Are (2018). That 
book was very much written for people who have not thought 
too much about gender before, although we have been told that 
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many people who had thought about gender before also found 
it helpful.

Regardless of what your starting point might be, the practice 
recommended in this section is one of ongoing reflection. It 
might seem odd to recommend starting from reflection rather 
than action in a chapter focused on healing. However, I have 
found again and again that learning, understanding, changing, 
and ultimately hopefully healing, start from pausing and notic-
ing. After all, in Anglo and other colonial cultures, we are often 
pushed to go fast, to act, to leap, to produce. Pausing, reflecting 
and noticing are not just trauma-informed, as I explore later, 
but also intrinsically counter-cultural, in many ways. In a world 
that tells us to go, go, go, what happens when we stop, hit the 
pause button and look around? We might just notice where we 
are and what’s going on and have time to decide how to engage 
with it all.

First, let’s take a moment to define what reflection is. Reflec-
tion can include looking back and looking forward. For example, 
in the case of the gender binaries discussed here, it might mean 
looking at where our understanding of gender has come from, as 
you have been invited to do throughout this book. Reflection is 
also about looking forward, to the future and potential actions 
and/or ongoing relationships. In this case, it might mean think-
ing about what you would like your relationship to gender to 
be moving forward. Are you satisfied with the way you relate 
to your own gender(s) and other people’s gender(s)? How about 
the way in which other people relate to gender generally, and to 
your gender(s) more specifically?

Reflecting could therefore be described as starting where you 
are, to both look back and look forward. Looking back can be 
more focused on noticing, evaluating, assessing, sifting what we 
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want to keep and bring forward with us, and what we want to 
leave in the past. Looking forward can be more about studying 
maps for the journey ahead, choosing a route, deciding how to 
best travel along that route, and thinking about when to stop 
and revise how the journey is going.

Reflection when it comes to gender can be vital as we are not, 
in dominant culture, encouraged to reflect on our own, or other 
people’s, gender(s). In fact, quite the opposite is true. We are 
usually supposed to just go along with what other people tell us 
about our gender, and not question it, as much as possible. If we 
do question the way things work, we might be labelled early on 
as troublemakers, non-conforming and agitators of some kind.

This is something that even young children pick up on. Many 
trans and nonbinary people have described how they knew early 
on, as young as four or five years old, that talking about gender 
in ways that challenged the status quo was not acceptable. 
Teaching about gender since being a doctoral student and, at the 
time, 2nd-wave feminist, I also know how many stories of pain 
most people hold, regardless of their identities, when it comes to 
gender. There are stories about not being able to express feelings 
because of being assigned male at birth or being viewed as “ugly” 
because of not conforming to stereotypical beauty standards 
for those assigned female at birth. There are stories of not being 
able to play sports, wear what you want, being punished for how 
you sit, walk and talk, and who you hang out with. I am yet to 
meet someone who does not have at least one painful story 
when it comes to rigid gendered expectations. Reflection can 
help us pause, breathe, notice: how have we been impacted by 
these rigid gender binaries in the past? How are we impacted 
now? What relationship to gender do we want to cultivate and 
nurture moving forward?
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If we do not pause and reflect, we keep perpetuating the 
same trauma, the same ways in which we were hurt, simply 
because we do not know that this is what we are doing. Feminist, 
scholar, author and activist Rachel Hare-Mustin spent much 
of her career writing about gender in psychotherapy. One of 
her seminal papers on “Discourses in the mirrored room” (1994) 
warns us that, if we do not pay attention, we end up reproducing 
the same systemic, dominant and oppressive discourses in places 
such as therapy rooms, which are supposed to be healing. This 
is why reflection is essential to this work of dismantling rigid 
gender binaries.

In dominant cultures, in which colonizers want us to believe 
that this is the way things have always been, reflection is the 
portal through which we can move and notice that this is simply 
untrue. There have been other ways, and there will be more ways 
in the future, because there are more ways of being right now. 
Reflections also enable us to see the smoke and mirrors for what 
they truly are. If we connect to our own stories and dissonances, 
and listen to those of others too, it becomes less and less possible 
to simply go along with the status quo, the way things are.

Whether you are a therapist, healer, educator or community 
organizer, it is likely that you use reflection in your own work. 
Reflection is often used to facilitate and deepen learning, to 
increase awareness of individual and relational patterns, and 
to review what has worked before so that we are not constantly 
starting from scratch.

In a way reflection was the source of this book. The deeper I 
delved into gender, over the past 25 years of academic work in 
this area, the more I realized that I could no longer talk about 
gender without talking about disability, citizenship, race, eth-
nicity, class and colonialism. What might change in your own 
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work if you were to give yourself the space, permission and tools 
to delve deeper into gender in this way? Not just gender as an 
abstract concept, or as an engagement with genders other than 
yours, but as a reflective project of learning about yourself and 
your own gender journey so far? Do you have a map of your 
journey so far? If so, what difference does this make? If not, 
what possibilities might open up if you were to have your own 
personal gender map before engaging, or continuing to engage 
in this work with others?

Far too often, I have witnessed providers, educators and 
organizers have beautiful intentions but incredibly harmful 
impacts because of this lack of reflection. I truly believe that 
reflective practices can support us in reducing the potential for 
harm. We can never be completely safe for one another, and I am 
certainly not looking for a puritanical purity, which is in itself 
harmful. However, I think we can be more intentional, aware and 
kinder if we have done our own work, in any area, first.

What practices are there for reflection though? It seems sim-
ple to say that reflection is looking back and looking forward but 
that certainly does not provide enough tools. Reflective practices 
can vary a great deal. The building blocks are definitely pausing 
and noticing. We cannot reflect on anything if we are rushing 
along.

Reflection is, then, rooted in our capacity to be present. 
Cultivating presence is definitely more of a practice than a goal. 
We are continuously distracted from presence, even simply by 
our own thoughts. Practicing coming back, again and again, to 
right here, right now is the practice of presence. Some might 
call it mindfulness, but I prefer to stay with the more interde-
nominational idea of presence. How can staying present help us 
look back and look forward? Being present means knowing our 
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baseline. As we reflect on gender, knowing our baseline means 
knowing where we are now in relationship to our own gender(s), 
the idea of gender and other people’s genders. If we know our 
baseline, then we can more clearly notice what is in the past and 
what we might hope for in the future. We cannot do this without 
presence, or we might get lost in other memories or illusions.

There are several approaches to cultivating presence and, 
with this, increase our capacity for reflection. Mindfulness, as 
mentioned—an approach based in Buddhist traditions—is 
one of them. Other ways to cultivate presence and deepen our 
relationship with reflecting are:

• Journaling: the practice of writing down thoughts, feel-
ings, memories, sensations and anything else we might 
want to notice. You could keep a “gender journal,” for 
example, for a specific period of time, such as a week, 
month, season or a year. In this gender journal you could 
record observations, thoughts, memories, experiences and 
anything else you might like through the lens of gender. 
You can also use drawing, mind maps or collage in your 
journal.

• Sitting and thinking: you could simply choose to be with 
your thoughts and feelings about gender for a period of 
time. You could do this once or several times. This is a 
practice in which you cultivate your observer-self part 
to help you notice your own cognitive, emotional and 
relational patterns around gender.

• Wandering and wondering: similar to sitting and thinking 
but in motion. It could involve taking a walk, maybe even 
walking through a market or other populated areas to 
observe interactions through the lens of gender, making 
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sure to focus on your own reactions to these interactions 
and owning your own stories about gender.

• Authentic movement: this is an expressive movement 
practice, started by Mary Starks Whitehouse in the 
1950s as “movement in depth.” It consists of a mover 
and witness usually. The mover moves according to an 
internal sense of movement, usually without music, 
while the witness observes their own reaction to watch-
ing the mover. There are groups globally engaging in this 
practice or you could do this with someone you know 
and trust, such as another provider and educator. You 
can move as you think about your own relationship with, 
and story of, gender and notice what emerges.

You can use any other technique, such as somatic observations, 
focusing and other practices developed to deepen our relation-
ship with ourselves to reflect on gender, specifically your own 
gender journey so far, and what you would like that journey to 
be moving forward.

Reflecting does not need to be a solitary endeavor. John 
Burnham, for example, writes about relational reflexivity as a 
therapeutic and teaching tool. You can read more about John’s 
work, if you like, if you follow up on the further reading for this 
chapter (Burnham 2005). At the heart, relational reflexivity is a 
way to ask questions about the process happening in the room, 
be it therapy or teaching and learning. Within this framework, 
you might want to invite a peer, or a small group of peers, to 
reflect on their gender journeys with you. You might all explore 
your understanding of gender together, your own gendered 
experiences so far, and how you would like to relate to gender, 
your own and other people’s, moving forward. You could then, 
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maybe during the last part of your discussion, reflect on the 
process itself.

John uses four quadrants in his model of relational reflexiv-
ity: resources, restraints, problems and possibilities. You might 
ask one another questions such as: What were the resources 
that emerged from our conversation on our gender journeys? 
What about the restraints? What problems have emerged in this 
conversation about gender, and what possibilities? You can also 
use this tool with clients or students at the later stages discussed 
in this chapter, of course.

No matter what tool you use for reflection, whether by 
yourself and/or with others, I encourage you to not bypass this 
stage before engaging in healing, teaching or organizing work 
with others around gender. This is your foundation that you can 
return to and revisit any time you need to. I know I have done 
so, and will continue to do so, many times as I keep engaging 
with this work. Reflective practices can be a powerful ally in our 
journey and enable us to not become stuck at one point in time 
and at a fixed understanding of gender.

6.2 From assumptions and stereotypes 
to irreverent curiosity

One of the things that reflecting can support us with, as provid-
ers, educators or organizers, is noticing how quickly we can make 
assumptions, if we are not careful. This is understandable, given 
what I mentioned about colonizing dominant cultures pushing 
us to go fast and not question anything much.

First, let’s slow down and consider what assumptions 
and stereotypes are, and why we might want to avoid them. 
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Assumptions are things we decide about other people’s iden-
tities and experiences without having all or any facts at our 
disposal. For example, someone might assume that I read a lot 
simply because I wear glasses. Stereotypes are fixed ideas held by 
large groups of people, usually within dominant culture, about 
other groups of people. A stereotype I have heard often, both in 
the UK and in North America, for example, is that Italians are 
loud and gesture a lot. Stereotypes can be based on aspects of 
truth but become stereotypes once they are applied indiscrim-
inately to people without actually knowing them.

As humans, we are meaning-making animals and we want to 
make sense of things by being able to put them into categories. 
However, this does not work so well with other humans. When 
we place people into assumptions and stereotypes based on 
gender, for example, we deprive them of their full potential, to 
some degree, dehumanizing them. Assumptions and stereotypes 
sadly abound when it comes to gender.

I’ve mentioned, for example, more than once the typical 
“Men are from Mars and Women are from Venus” assump-
tion, which, as you probably know by now, is one of my least 
favorite assumptions and stereotypes all in one. Not only is this 
stereotype not supported by most current science, but it also 
propagates dangerous assumptions about men and women, for 
example, the assumption that many people make about women 
being inherently incapable of reading maps, or men always being 
“up for sex.”

More dangerous still is the assumption in dominant dis-
course that when women say “no” in relation to sex they mean 

“yes,” an assumption visibly challenged by the #MeToo movement 
over the past few years. Or there is the assumption that “boys 
will be boys” that leads adults to leaving boys unsupervised, 
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and often exposed to bullying and violence that has a lasting, 
deleterious impact in their lives.

Of course these stereotypes also reinforce the assumption 
that there are only two genders, as well as falling in line with 
cisheteronormative understandings and expectations of gender. 
Hopefully you understand how insidious, ubiquitous and harm-
ful assumptions and stereotypes can be. Gender is, of course, 
but one aspect of possible assumptions and stereotypes, which 
can also be combined with racialized aspects of identities and 
experiences in incredibly oppressive and harmful ways.

Assumptions and stereotypes are certainly not conducive to 
trusting therapeutic, educational or community relationships. 
In fact they are often detrimental to people seeking therapeu-
tic support, being able to learn or engaging with community 
organizing. All it takes is a harmful assumption or stereotype 
carelessly tossed into the room to undo trust, destroy any sense 
of safety and impede whatever rapport was hoped for.

You might think that maybe people “should be more resil-
ient and less snowflakey.” If that is one of the thoughts you are 
having right now, it makes sense. Dominant Anglo and colonial 
cultures thrive on individualistic ideas of strength, “grit” and 

“tough love.” However, relational politics do not thrive in that soil. 
Relationships usually thrive in care, mutual respect, listening, 
understanding and openness. Assumptions and stereotypes 
close the door in the face of relationships. If someone slammed 
a door in your face, you’d expect them to apologize and do some 
repair, if this was a mistake. You would feel hurt by having a 
door slammed in your face, and rightly so. It is an unpleasant 
feeling. However, when it comes to assumptions and stereotypes, 
somehow we expect the person who just had the door of rela-
tionship slammed in their face to do all the work to open that 
door again. It just does not make sense. In fact, the less we can 
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go around slamming metaphorical relational doors the better, 
especially if we work in caring, teaching or organizing fields.

As an antidote to assumptions and stereotypes, and towards 
better relationship building, I want to introduce two ideas from 
family therapy, specifically from the Milan School of Family 
Therapy: irreverence and curiosity. Cecchin, Lane and Ray (1993) 
wrote about irreverence at a time in family therapy when the 
tension between the roots of the field with cybernetics as an 
organizing metaphor and postmodern thinking was fairly high. 
In many ways, this tension was also about power, hierarchies 
and control within the therapy room. In the middle of these 
theoretical debates, these authors proposed that “therapists 
should maintain a healthy disrespect for any idea which restricts 
therapeutic maneuverability and creativity” (p.129). Inspired by 
Whitaker, they state that “thus the irreverent therapist fights 
the temptation of ever becoming a true believer in any approach 
or theory” (p.129).

Why am I revisiting the idea of irreverence here, when 
discussing assumptions and stereotypes? After all, irreverence 
might not seem the most obvious antidote, at first glance, to the 
perils of assumptions and stereotyping, and might even seem to 
enable them. However, I believe that irreverence, in the way that 
Cecchin and colleagues propose, can be quite a helpful concept 
here. What they are saying is not to place any theory above the 
actual relationship happening in the therapy room. To do so is 
to risk not being present and connected to what the family in 
the actual room might need from you as a therapist. Irreverence 
towards theoretical approaches, in this case, is about placing the 
therapeutic relationship in action above theoretical assumptions 
and, dare I say, stereotypes about how families, and therapy, are 

“supposed” to work.
The authors write: “To adopt a position of irreverence is to 
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be slightly subversive against any reified ‘truth.’ If one begins 
to feel too committed to any belief system, one runs the risk of 
becoming instrumentalized” (p.129). For them this is about being 
engaged with the family, in the therapeutic moment, connected 
to them, following their own therapeutic instincts and where 
the family takes them. However, this is not an approach that 
eschews responsibility; they also write about irreverence 
that this “can only occur if we assume responsibility for our 
own actions, for our own opinions” (p.129).

Irreverence can help us move away from assumptions and 
stereotypes because we are essentially skeptical of any one 
approach to therapy, or any approach to education or commu-
nity organizing. In this way, irreverence allows for a diversity 
of strategies to be employed in our work, something that is 
more consistent with politics of relationality, that is, where 
relationships come first. Interestingly Cecchin and colleagues 
also state that it is only with “continuous exercises in reflexivity 
(i.e., reflecting teams, discussions, etc.)” (p.133) that irreverence, 
as proposed, can truly work. Alongside reflexivity, curiosity is 
the other ingredient that needs to accompany irreverence, if this 
is to be an effective tool against assuming and stereotyping in 
our work. Curiosity, as stated by Cecchin in his paper revisiting 
some of the systemic principles adopted by the Milan School, 

“facilitates the development of multiplicity and polyphony. In 
this systemic orientation, we generate descriptions within a 
frame of curiosity rather than within a frame of true and false 
explanations” (Cechhin 1987, p.406).

Once more, curiosity is about opening up to multiplicity of 
experiences. This is something that, along with irreverence, I 
believe can be applied not just to therapeutic encounters but 
also to teaching, community organizing and general relationship 
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building. I would say that to be irreverent of assumptions and 
stereotypes, no matter how embedded in a dominant culture, 
and to be curious is to be open to authentic connection and 
relationship.

When it comes to gender, being irreverent towards the idea of 
who I was “supposed” to be because of my sex assigned at birth, 
was personally an antidote to assumptions and stereotypes I had 
absorbed, and allowed me to explore who I am. In this ongoing 
becoming, I came to my own identity. As a therapist, I have also 
experienced supporting clients and their families in their own 
becoming, wherever this might lead them (and often their jour-
ney is very different from mine).

With irreverence and curiosity as my guides, I have been able 
to gently ask questions that might feel otherwise impossible, 
such as “do you believe to be trans is to be sick?” to clients who 
were struggling with internalized pathologization and transpho-
bia. These are not easy questions to ask, yet in those relational 
moments, I can connect and say, “I see what you are struggling 
with, it makes sense, given the world we live in. Is this what you 
truly believe? Is this where you want to stay?” and then open up 
to explore where they might want to go.

I have also been able to propose to cishetero couples “queer 
solutions” to their “straight problems,” for example, gently and 
irreverently encouraging them to examine what they have 
learned about masculinity and femininity, and to consider 
whether this is serving them in their actual relationship, or 
exploring whether they’re trying to live up to stereotypes and 
assumptions that serve only the dominant culture and the 
reproduction of oppressive relational dynamics.

These are, of course, tools to hold with open hands, making 
sure, as Cecchin and colleagues remind us, to engage in ongoing 
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reflective practices to make sure we are doing no harm. In some 
ways, when we do so, we move towards unexplored territories 
with our clients, students, peers and communities. We dare to 
open to possibility, to new stories of gender, and more.

6.3 Kind, slow, consensual and embodied: 
a trauma-informed approach

What do I mean by holding these tools with open hands? I mean 
to hold them lightly, picking them up and putting them down 
as needed. I learned this expression from my friend and writing 
partner, Meg-John Barker, who found the following quote by 
Buddhist teacher Martine Batchelor about holding things with 
open hands:

Let’s imagine that I am holding an object made of gold. It is so 
precious and it is mine – I feel I must hold onto it. I grasp it, 
curling my fingers so as not to drop it, so that nobody can take it 
away from me. What happens after a while? Not only do my hand 
and arm get cramp but I cannot use my hand for anything else. 
When you grip something, you create tension and limit yourself. 

Dropping the golden object is not the solution. Non-at-
tachment means learning to relax to uncurl the fingers and 
gently open the hand. When my hand is wide open and there 
is no tension, the precious object can rest lightly on my palm. I 
can still value the object and take care of it; I can put it down 
and pick it up; I can use my hand for doing something else. 
(Batchelor and Batchelor 2001, p.96)

Much of what I am suggesting in this final chapter needs to be 
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held with open hands. After all, not everything will work for 
and with everyone. I also truly believe that it is ok to hold the 
construct of gender itself with open hands. When we can do so, 
there is hopefully much more expansiveness for all identities 
and experiences.

Given also that I am framing a rigid gender binary as 
part of historical, cultural and social trauma, it is important 
to take a moment to explore further what it means to take a 
trauma-informed approach to dismantling cisgenderism. I 
want to be clear that I still support a diversity of tactics when 
it comes to dismantling any colonial legacies, including a rigid 
gender binary, and I also believe that healing needs to be rooted 
in trauma-informed, liberatory approaches.

In the title to this section, I have used the words kind, slow, 
consensual and embodied. This is the approach I want to 
discuss here.

What do I mean by “kind” when it comes to gender? Much 
of the gendered trauma discussed in this book is rooted in 
rigid, harsh policing of our bodies, our movements, even our 
thoughts about gender. To take a kind approach to gender is, 
then, inherently counter to the gendered violence that continues 
to be imposed on our bodies in a variety of ways. Kind does not 
mean non-confrontational. In fact, sometimes, the kind thing to 
do is to confront others when they are doing harm to themselves 
and others. For example, if someone is forcing themselves to fit 
into a rigid stereotype of masculinity, femininity or androgyny, 
because they think this is what other people want, then the kind 
approach would be to highlight this, and to explore why they 
feel compelled to do so. Is this for safety, which is an absolutely 
legitimate concern, or is this out of not being aware of any other 
options? I discuss further how some people might fall into the 
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trap of all/nothing polarized thinking when it comes to gender 
in the next section. For now, suffice to say that kind does not 
mean soft, or rolling over in the face of oppression, but rather it 
means compassionate, vulnerable and open.

This is where having done our own work on gender is essential. 
If we have done that, we can be much more open and vulnerable 
about how hard it can be to challenge cisheteronormative expec-
tations of gender. If we are at peace with our own gender and feel 
no need to police our bodies in harsh, colonial and controlling 
ways, then we do not need to do this with other people either.

Kindness is, of course, just like any of the other approaches 
described here: only possible when we are not immersed into 
a trauma response, that is, fight, flight, freeze or fawn (people 
pleasing for survival). This is the foundation of doing our own 
work. If we do not, we risk coming from a place of reactivity 
and survival, which often leads to more trauma and, ultimately, 
more violence towards ourselves and others. Being kind, in this 
context, then, means not being reactive but rather noticing 
where the other person or people are at and being able to meet 
them there with clarity about ourselves and what we believe in.

For example, in my spiritual tradition, over the summer of 
2018 there was some upheaval about some statements made by 
one of the founders about supporting a well-known trans-exclu-
sionary radical feminist Pagan leader. Being kind, in this context, 
meant, for me, being very publicly clear on the direction of the 
harm happening: the ongoing, historical transmisogyny in many 
Pagan and Goddess-related traditions. I am sure some of my 
statements were not seen as kind depending on who was reading 
them, but, for me, kindness was sitting with what had been said, 
reflecting on it, being clear on the historical context, and also 
on the direction of the harm perpetuated, including an ability 
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to distinguish harm from discomfort or from entitlement to 
a public platform. We can be kind and still name harm when 
this happens. Eventually the incident led a group of us, in the 
bioregion where I live, to write a collective statement that many 
other community members, globally, decided to co-sign.

I mentioned sitting with what had been said in the example 
above. This meant not responding immediately, on the same day, 
despite the urgency many felt around the issue. The statement 
too emerged several weeks after the initial incident, once we had 
time to interact, engage, witness one another struggle, organize 
and connect. All of this took time, which is why I named “slow” 
as another component of a trauma-informed approach. Slow 
does not mean immobile, of course; it just means not having 
a knee-jerk reaction. Slow, as mentioned earlier, is essential to 
reflective practices. We cannot rush and reflect usually! We can 
also not reflect when we are in the middle of a survival response.

I am aware that to be able to be slow, kind and reflective 
takes a lot of privilege, which is why I think much more could 
be accomplished in our struggle for gender liberation if people 
with privilege in this area could be more engaged. However, 
the reality is that, even in the middle of struggling for survival, 
many trans and/or nonbinary people, especially trans feminine 
people of color, have taken the time to openly, compassionately 
and vulnerably share their own relationships with gender. This 
includes Laverne Cox, Janet Mock, Andrea Jenkins and Carmen 
Carrera, just to name a few contemporary, well-known figures.

All of these people used their relative privilege—compared 
to people with larger systemic power, such as cis white people 
in the US context specifically—and took their time to educate 
people about gender, as well as the intersection of transness, 
femininity and race. What I have witnessed again and again 
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is people who are most impacted by this rigid, colonial gender 
binary being patient—that is slow, kind and vulnerable—when 
approaching gender. I have also witnessed, far too often, people 
with considerable privilege when it comes to gender, as well as 
race, being quick to judge, unwilling to listen and fast to armor 
and harm.

These are, of course, generalizations and, as always, there are 
exceptions to this picture. However, when it comes to gender, if 
you are having a knee-jerk reaction of some kind, what becomes 
possible if you slow down and—with curiosity—investigate 
where that reaction is coming from, especially if you have rela-
tive privilege in this area?

This can be hard if you feel attacked, of course, but pausing 
and slowing down can also help us view more clearly whether 
we are being attacked or feel attacked. For example, I have had 
conversations with cis white feminists who hold a lot of pain 
when it comes to gender and who struggle to see their own 
transmisogyny because their pain is literally obfuscating the 
reality of their actions and impact. Being able to slow down with 
them, sometimes, if they are willing to truly listen, can lead to 
an opening where we can see that our struggles are connected, 
that there is no hierarchy of oppression, that we do not need to 
be pitted against one another. If we slow down, it also becomes 
harder for colonial, conservative forces to manipulate us by 
stoking the flames of our trauma and blowing smoke around, 
making us think we are each other’s enemies, until we are so con-
fused that we end up in alliances we never thought possible or 
desirable. Going slow helps us reflect, notice where we are going 
and be intentional, which, in turn, makes it more possible to 
also be consensual, another tenet of trauma-informed practices.

What does “consent” have to do with gender? Quite a lot in 
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the context of gendered trauma given that, at the heart of the 
latter, is often a lack of consent. This could be a non-consensual 
gendering into a binary of people and gender identities and roles 
that colonizers did not understand, or the non-consensual vio-
lence perpetrated against femme people of all genders.

If we are to move towards healing gendered trauma then con-
sent needs to be at the heart of our practices and relationships. 
Consent needs to also be understood as much larger than just in 
the sexual arena. For example, in many dominant cultures, chil-
dren are often treated non-consensually, starting from the very 
practice of assigning them a gender at birth, which if inaccurate 
can lead to significant harm. Even when accurate, this leads 
to the closing down of so many possibilities from a young age. 
Non-consensual gendering of children still in the womb is so 
commonplace that even popular TV shows, which are otherwise 
fairly socially and politically conscious, such as This Is Us in the 
US, portray practices such as “gender reveal parties” without 
any critical engagement. The latter practice is particularly ironic, 
given that the blogger and mother who started gender reveal 
parties then asked for people to stop engaging in this practice 
after their child came out as nonbinary.

Keeping consent central to the healing from gendered trauma 
is, therefore, another antidote to all those moments of individual, 
cultural, social and historical violence. It is about recognizing 
how much violence has already been perpetrated in larger and 
more visible ways, as well as in hidden ways, that might seem 
small but are no less harmful to the people impacted.

Consent, to be effective, though, needs to include a critical 
and ongoing analysis of power. For example, some cis people 
have often complained that they are being called “cis” without 
having “consented” to it. This is disingenuous, as they are taking 
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a systemic issue, cisgenderism, and the original, othering labe-
ling of “trans” without the labeling of its counterpart “cis,” and 
then applying an individual model of consent to this systemic 
issue: that is, “I, as an individual, did not consent to be labelled 
as cis.” Cis, as a label, was created to make the point that if 
we label some people as trans, then we need to have a label 
for those people whose sex assigned at birth aligns with their 
gender identity. Given that trans is a Latin prefix meaning across, 
using the Latin prefix cis, to signify on the same side of, seemed 
appropriate. To then take a response to systemic oppression, 
such as the creation of the label cis, and individualize it, even 
through the lens of consent, is inappropriate unless, of course, 
the person being labeled identifies as trans and/or nonbinary 
but then it’s another issue altogether.

In this example, it’s an individual applying a micro lens to a 
macro problem. Ultimately, approaching gender consensually is 
about not using any singular gender identities or experiences 
as a weapon. In the 1980s, UK feminists Stanley and Wise men-
tioned that, if the personal truly is political, then we cannot dis-
count any personal experiences as apolitical, including those of 

“ordinary naff heterosexual men” (1983/2002, p.18). Approaching 
gender consensually therefore is about no longer weaponizing 
gender, in any direction. This can be incredibly challenging to 
do when people with certain identities and experiences have 
been harmed so much more than others. However, it is only 
through stopping perpetuating the use of gender identities 
and expressions as weapons that we can start moving towards 
collective healing.

This might all seem rather intellectual and I want to 
take a moment to recognize that we cannot truly adopt a 
trauma-informed approach without considering humans as 
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“embodied” beings, both individually and collectively. Even 
though I am trying to translate into words some of the ways 
in which I and others work towards our gender liberation, this 
is in many ways challenging as the work is deeply embodied. 
If this work of healing and gender liberation starts within, as 
pointed out in section 6.1, then we cannot do this work purely 
from a cognitive perspective. I did not wake up one morning and 
decide I was trans and nonbinary. I had to put together a series 
of feelings, experiences, thoughts and sensations and then found 
labels that explained some of them. However, the yearning to 
work for collective gender liberation runs deeper and it’s almost 
harder to articulate in words, although I have taken many, many 
words in this book to try and explore with you.

This yearning, for me, is much more akin to what disabled, 
mestiza author, organizer and activist Naomi Ortiz describes as 

“critical-feeling,” a form of:  

emotionally reaching out to the world… It’s moving beyond 
facts and information that we logically learn through words 
and ideas. I become aware of feelings where there are little or 
no words to describe their purpose. It is this awareness, this 
risk to inexplicably feel, that allows me to pull energy inward. 
(Ortiz 2018, p.39) 

Naomi talks about this in the context of self-care, and our 
capacity to identify our needs in relation to this. I know when I 
started to sense the dissonance between what the world told me 
about gender and what my experience was, this critical-feeling 
is what allowed me to stay present with myself, despite the 
pressure to disappear into an easy binary category. I include it 
here because as you do this work and maybe even support others 
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in doing this work, there might be somatic experiences—criti-
cal-feeling—before there can be words. In my experience, if we 
can allow space for those experiences and feelings, the words 
and knowledge might eventually come too.

6.4 Approaching the male/female 
binary as an all/nothing pattern

How can we move through this critical-feeling and find a way to 
healing from gendered trauma when we are immersed in such 
binary, rigid and polarizing thinking about gender at every turn, 
as illustrated in this book? A reminder I find helpful is that 
trauma, especially developmental trauma, often shapes our 
thinking into this polarity, this all/nothing, pink/blue, man/
woman. When I view the rigidity of this binary through this lens, 
I can also be more compassionate towards myself and others 
when we get caught in its net.

All/nothing patterns are tough to break out of, after all. We 
can notice the rigidity of the gender binary in a range of ways: 
the gendering of chromosomes, body parts, behaviors, man-
nerisms, clothing, emotions, toys, experiences, and so on. All/
nothing thinking patterns are those that view duality as the 
only option. For example: you are male or female, good or bad, 
with us or against us. Given that we live in a cloud of historical, 
intergenerational, cultural and social trauma when it comes to 
gender, it makes sense that we have internalized much of this 
thinking.

In fact, even when we get away from binary ideas of gender, 
we might still engage in all/nothing thinking patterns, if we are 
not careful. For example, some young people who identify as 
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trans and/or nonbinary have internalized such a deep need to 
police gender that they might be afraid of being viewed as “trans 
trenders” (that is people who think they are trans because it’s 

“trendy”). Within this paradigm, you are trans or not (another all/
nothing pattern). There is no exploring, playing or considering; 
there is simply, you are or you are not. Some trans and cis people 
alike question the validity of nonbinary genders, and then other 
trans and/or nonbinary people turn around and talk about “trus-
cum,” that is, those trans people who align with a medicalized 
and pathologizing model of gender and believe that dysphoria 
is an essential trait for some people.

All/nothing patterns are insidious and, if we are not careful, 
we tend to reproduce the same discourses that oppressed us, 
creating and recreating boundaries around gender identities and 
experiences to make sure we know who is “in” and who is “out,” 
who is “with us” and who is “against us.” While these patterns 
are understandable, when people are hurt, in survival mode and 
trying to protect themselves, this is not conducive to healing 
or liberation. As long as there is policing of gender, any gender, 
there cannot truly be liberation. This is a really tough one for 
many of us who have been hurt by rigid gender binaries, and who 
might have come to our identities through hardship, risk and 
loss. It is so tempting to feel that now that we are “in,” whichever 
label, identity or experience that “in” might be, we get to police 
others and make sure that “fakers” and “trenders” are kept out.

We are simply afraid. Afraid that if we let anyone in who is 
not 100 percent certain, or in agreement with us, or just like us, 
we might get hurt. We are afraid that whatever we have built 
will be blown away. It is understandable. It is what everyone 
is afraid of. Trauma keeps us afraid of one another. Colonial 
and patriarchal ways of thinking divide us, and seduce us into 
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believing that, if we behave in certain ways, we too could have 
power over our little domain, whatever that domain might be. 
However, these are all lies, lies that trauma tells us and that 
oppression thrives on. These dualities of Men are from Mars 
and Women from Venus, cis women against trans women, sex 
workers versus SWERFs (sex worker exclusive radical feminists) 
are all deeply rooted in historical, cultural and social trauma.

How can we, then, find another way? The idea of another 
way is key. If polarities are foundational to all/nothing patterns, 
our way to liberation can only be found in a third road. Build-
ing and nurturing flexibility in our individual and collective 
soma (bodies) is therefore key. Practicing saying and noticing 
the maybe, the pause between breathing in and breathing out, 
reflection, curiosity, slow, kind and consensual relationships are 
key to healing. We cannot heal from gendered trauma when 
we are still caught in rigid polarities, still invested in finding a 
perpetrator or savior so that we can stay in a victim place. Or so 
invested in being the irredeemable perpetrator that there is no 
hope for us. Once more, it starts with us, our own gender journey 
and dismantling internalized polarities first.

Once we engage with this work, we can then support those 
around us—be they clients, students, fellow community mem-
bers and communities—to challenge those polarities within 
themselves and one another. This might all seem very idealistic, 
and it is. I truly believe we cannot move towards healing through 
violence. If we are to heal from gendered trauma it has to be 
through relationships: human, messy, complicated, infuriating, 
joyful, loving relationships. We cannot be in relationship when 
we are in opposition. We can be in a tug of war, push and pull 
at one another but, as long as we stay locked into these patterns, 
we can only view ourselves as victors and losers. In the meantime, 
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the only victors seem to be systems of oppression. Can it truly 
be as simple as that, as helping ourselves and others be in better 
relationships? As simple as a naive John Lennon song? Or is this 
just another neo-liberal dream of unity? You might be disap-
pointed to learn that I have no firm answers for you at this point, 
only questions and fragments and an invitation to participate 
in visioning a decolonial understanding of gender.

6.5 Collective dreams, visions and possibilities

What is, though, a decolonial understanding of gender? We 
cannot bathe in the same river twice: I don’t believe that we 
can go back to a mythical, pre-colonial past. We cannot erase 
history, trauma, and just pretend it never happened/ is still 
happening. As a trauma therapist I witness these desires on an 
individual basis almost daily. So many of my clients wish to just 
forget, pretend whatever happened did not happen, or think 
that eradicating the perpetrator in some way might bring peace. 
However, when there has been a wound, the wound needs to 
be tended to. It needs to be noticed, cleaned and treated and it 
takes time to heal. What would a pre-colonial past even look like 
for many of us who were involuntarily or voluntarily displaced 
in a number of ways, including due to gendered violence? I think 
that comfort and connection can be found in the past but I am 
not so sure that our future can be found there.

I have written elsewhere (see further reading) that to think 
about the future directions of nonbinary genders is science fic-
tion and a number of much better authors than I have engaged, 
and continue to engage, in those questions. I do know that heal-
ing from gendered trauma is a landscape that I do not know if 
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we can even begin to imagine. However, it is a critical-feeling of 
a possibility that has not come to be yet. I sense into it when I 
am around other people who actively challenge normative ideas 
of gender in favor of authenticity, no matter what their own 
gender identities and experiences might be. I taste it when I am 
in communities where consent, healing and relationships are 
at the center: the heart of what we are doing. I smell it in the 
wind of younger generations who, often, no longer think like 
us when it comes to gender, but are still shaped and impacted 
by our trauma.

I believe that healing from gendered trauma lives in the 
spaces between us: the spaces across which we try to reach for 
one another when we dream of community, when we create 
structures centered around healing justice and liberation, 
when we strive for disability justice and access, when we dare 
to envision inclusive spaces. There is no definitive answer here, 
no listicle I can give you, or magic formula for how to fix the 
painful impact of this historical, cultural, intergenerational and 
social trauma of a rigid gender binary. However, I believe that 
if we can start to notice the wound, engage with it critically, 
start to clean it up within and between ourselves, we can start 
to plant seeds for another world of possibilities. This is a world 
in which we are connected to the past, where we do not deny 
or erase our history, but do not get stuck in it; rather we move 
forward reclaiming what is ours, and creating anew what was 
destroyed. This book is a long, open-handed invitation to this 
dream of gender liberation for our collective healing. How will 
you respond?
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